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Voters To Make Decisions As
Primary Is Slated For Tuesday

II

You are invited to go on a shopping tour of Murray with Miss LaDon
Dowdy, Miss Spring. of 1979, in a special 24-page section included in today's
edition.
Don, a 18-year-old senior-at Calloway County High School, is
uaghter ofMr. and Mrs. Donald Dowdy of Route 1, Dexter.
seback
44 5-foot-4 blonde, Miss Spring enjoys swimming,skiing, tennis,
sports.
outdoor
other
all
and
riding
LaDon, who was chosen as best looking in her graduatineclass, was a
cheerleader for four years at CCHS and was captain this year. She-served on
the Student Council for four years and as president of the/Organization. She is
also a Beta Club and Student Action for Education member. ,
LaDon plans to attend Murray State UniversiWconcentrating in,some
area of science.

l

I

As the May 29 primary draws near,
the only thing left for the voters to do is
vote.
After weighing what each candidate
has said in debates, commercials,
rallies and public appearances over the
past several months, the public now
will get its turn to voice how it feels
about roads, about education, about
governmental procedure, Aout every
issue in every campaign by putting an
"X" by the name of the candidate it
believes will do the best job.
There will be 17 candidates competing for 12 seats on the Murray
Common Council. Incumbent in the
primary are Billy J. Balentine, Ruby
Hale, Paul "Dick" George, David
Willis, Dr. C.C. Lowry, Marshall Jones,
J.D. Outland, J.H. Nix, Howard Koenen
and William R. Furches. All are
Democrats.
Former councilman Loyd Arnold also
is running. Newcomers include William
Bailey, Helen Spann, Dorothy Sheeks,
Steve Sammons,Harry Russell and Lee
Bolen. All are Dem6crats.
Republican incumbent Steve Yarbrough hasyautomatically won his
party's n9thination. His name will
appear n the November ballot to.
chall ge the 12 Democratic nominees.
F r fifth district state representative,
eed Curd, Mary Jane Littleton and J
William Phillips, all Democrats of
Murray, Will be running.
Incumbent Richard Weisenberger, DMayfield, and Forrest Burchard, DMelber, will vie for the first district
state senator Seat.
Mandl Vinson,Democrat, on a leaveof-absence fm his job as alumni affairs director at Wusray State
University, is a local candidate for
commissioner of agriculture. Other
Democratic candidates include Alben
W. Barkley II, Marion; Edward G.
Brown, Bowling Green; Ken Hall,

Hager Hill; Don Kenady, HopkinsvWe;
Melvin Martin, Campbellsville; Fred
Waters, Carrollton; and Woodrow
Wilson, Edmonton.
Republicans for that seat include Roy
C. Gray Jr., Nicholasville; Tommy
Klein, Louisville; and Clyde Simeck,
Fergerson.
George Atkins' name will still appear
on the ballot, according to Marvin
Harris, Calloway County clerk. He
added that Atkins withdrew from the
race to late for his name officially to be
taken off the ballot.
Democratic candidates for governor
include Doris Shuja Binion, Lexington;
John Y. Brown Jr., Lexington; Carroll
Hubbard Jr., Mayfield; Terry
McBrayer, Lexington; Harvey Sloane,
Louisville; Thelma L. Stovall,
Louisville; John J. Weikel, Louisville;
and Lyle L. Willis, Corbin.
Governor oandidates on the
Republican ticket are Elmer Begley
Jr., Hyden; Thurman Jerome Hamlin,
London; Louie B. Nunn, Lexington; and
Ray B. White, Bowling Green.

Republican Ray White, battling
wrapped up. I hope Julian realizeenow
former Gov. L?uie Nunn for the GOP _ -that it is people who win elections."What we need is vision 'andinnomination, visited Clark and Fayette
counties. Nunn had no appearanees
telligence," Brown said, adding that he
scheduled Wednesday.
would seek -the best qualified people.to
Brown
run the business of the state." Brown
Brown campaigned in Bowling Green
said he planned to change tax laws to
and Glasgow. He said in Bowling Green
help small businesses. He said he
the race has brought "one false acpersonally opposes abortion, but
cusation after another," and that
believes the question should be left to
preparation of a sheet of accusations
the Legislature.
,
McBrayer
against him was "the same kind of
thing as Nixon's dirty tricks. It's been
McBrayer was taping television
done in the past — every baseless accampaign material Wednesday in
Louisville. His press aide, Mark
cusation to mislead the public. I am
sure the people of Kentucky won't pay
McDaniel, asked about the "scandal
any attention." He said his record "is
sheet,"-said, "We are in fact _conso clean that it's boring," and added
sidering putting out a questionnaire
that he felt he was "well in front right
with legitimate questions about things
now" in the campaign.
that we feel the voters neeirfolnow -tn
Brown said McBrayer's contributors
make a choice,, and legitimate
were mosIly vendors to the state. He
questions Mr. Brown has not addressed
said that before he entered the
, himself to, such as why he will not open
governor's race,"Julian was telling me
his income tax returns to the public.
that it takes a year to get ready for
"It's interesting that he should call.it
politics in Kentucky, and that they've
a 'scandal sheet," said McDaniel.
got $1 million raised and every county
reached at McBrayer's Lexington

The murder case of Hal B. Cathey, 24,
of Route 4, Murray, was submitted to
the McCracken County Circuit Court
jury shortly before midday for
deliberation following three days of
testimony.
Cathey faces 20 years to life imprisonment for the June 7 beating and
subsequent death of 77-year-old Vicki
McChesney, a Murray State University
senior from Princeton. She died July 23
at Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah.

headquarters
Stovall
Mrs. Stovall predicted she can win
the nomination with the help of women
and labor. She held a news conference
in Louisville to announce the backing of
the National Organization for Women
and the Women's Campaign Fund; both
headquartered in Washington, D.C. She
said the decision by the United Mine
Workers political action committee to
back John Y. Brown Jr. gave him the
support of only 23 people — the committee members who voted to endorse
him — and not the UMW rank and file.
She said rank-and-file miners and their
wives would support her.
Mrs. Stovall other candidates' beliefs
that their campaigns are outstripping
hers are "wishful thinking." She said if
elected she would veto any effort to
pass a "right-to-work" law, would work
to help senior citizens and would try to
cut government red tape, •
See CAMPAIGN,
Page 16-A, Column 6

CCHS Graduation Scheduled Tuesday

ii

Calloway County High School will
graduate 174 seniors next Tuesday,
May 29, at 8 p.m. in the school gymnasium. Superintendent of Calloway
County Schools Jack Rosa. assisted by
school board chairman, Walter Byars,
and vice chairman, Ferrell Miller, will
present the diplomas.
The salutatory address will be
delivered by Stephanie Wyatt. Tommy
Boggess earned the honor of being the
valedictory speaker. Shelia McKenzie,
Ricky Cunningham, Karol Kemp and
Ellen Mahan, senior class officers, will
also participate in the commencement
activities.
Baccalaureate services for the class
of 1979 will be held on Sunday, May 27,
at 8 p.m. in the Jeffery Gymnasium.
The Rev. John Terry, minister of
Eastwood Baptist Church, will be the
and
speaker. The invocation
benediction will be by the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, minister of Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Senior awards day will be Friday,
May 27 at 8:30 a.m at the high school.
All parents and friends of the 1979
graduating seniors are invited to attend
these activities, according to Principal
Jerry Ainley.
Members of the graduating c_lasi are
as follows:
-4-distinguished honor students who
have had a four year average of 95 13er

cent or above.
Marion Jane Adams+, Sharion Lane
Adams+,Randy G. Adams, Damn Nix
Ahart, Kitty Sue Albin, Thomas P.
Bailey, Connie Faye Baker, W. Scott
Barrow, Timothy Lee Beane, Kimberly
Renee Black, Debra Gail Blakely,
Kimberly Dawn Bogard, Gary Wayne
Blakely, James Thomas Boggess+,
David A. Brandon,
Johnna Kay Brandon+, Mindy Diane
Bryan, John J. Canady, Barry Kyle
Canter, Conrad Michael Carr, Marty
Joe Carraway, Paula Faye Cavitt,
Kathy Jo Cavitt, Dotty Ann Chadwick,
Clara M. Chaney, Keith Rogers Clark,
David Alan Cohoon, Charles David
Coleman,. Dedra Ann Coles, Anna
Marie Cooksey,
Carol Denise Cooper+, Patrick Lee
tooper, Tanya Lynne Cooper, Johnny
Don Cossey, Charlotte Anne Coursey+,
Billy Keith Crick, Larry Wayne Cunningham, Ricky Wayne Cunningham+,
Vickie Lynn Cunningham, Connie' E.
Curd, 4.inda D. Davis, Mary Ellen
Denny-4-, Norman Grant Dick, Sandra
L. Dillon, Sarah LaDon Dowdy,
Dickey Lee Dumas, Cindy Ann
Duncan, Timothy Edwards, Steven
Mark Enoch+, Kenneth Dale Erwin,
Tommy D. pike, Steven Michael
*French, Sandra Futrell, Vickie
Gallimore, Greg Garland, iHoward I,
Garland, Ricky Lee Garland, Glen W.

Gibbs, Bonita Green, Barry Gene
Guthrie,
Peggy E. Guy, Jimmy Joe Hale.
Fticky Clark Hale, Ricky Joe Hargrove,
James A. Harrell, Rita G. Hendricks,
Cecil Herbert, Mark A. Herndon, Mark
F. Herndon, Rebecca Ann Higgins,
Debris D. Hodges, Lesa Ann Hoke,
Janna Marie Hopkins, Sandra Sheri
Hutson, Shelia K. Hutson,
Gail Marie Jewell, Dennis Johnson,
Heidi Linn Johnson, Shannon Jones,
Eric W. Kelleher, Nancy Joy Karasek,
Fred Kemp, Jana Karol Kemp. James
Joseph Key, Shayne Lassiter, Terry
Miller Lassiter, Talruny -Jane bax,
David A. Lee, Tammy Kay Locke,
Kenneth McCuiston,
Linda McCuiston Taylor, Michelle
Renee IVIDougal, Shelia Gayle
Mc_Kenzie+, Elizabeth Ellen Mahan,
Teressa Gayle McKinney, Lisa Karen
Mathis:Keenan Scott Mayfield. Karen
Faye Milby, Brenda Kaye Miller, Mary
Demetra Miller, Jennifer Renee Mitchell, Charles Kenneth Morris, John R.
Morrison, II, Nancy Jo MurdOck,
Robert Pace Morton,
Ginger Renee Black Myers, Mark Joe
Outland, Dale Orr, Paula Renee
Overbey, Michael Lassiter Overbey+,
Jackie Gayle Parker+, Perry L
Parkin, Robbie Parrish, Karen Jean
Paschall, Terry Lynn Paschall+,
Shelia Ann Phillips, Dan Madison

Democratic candidates are Sara Bell,
Frankfort; Dr. James B. Graham,
Bowling Green; George Salem,
Louisville; and William Taylor,
Wilmore. Republican candidates are
Mary Louise Foust, Shelbyville; and
Dan Mattingly, Louisville.
Republicans running for state
treasurer are Thomas Exterkamp,
Covington; Charles Allen Hardwick,
Betsey; and Dr. James G. Wilhite,
Lexington. No Democrats are running.
Candidates for superintendent of
public instruction are Democrats Jerry
Alleyne, Georgetown; Raymond H.
Barber, Lexington, John H. Cooper,
Tolhurst,
George
Lexington;
Louisville; and Logan Turner, Jackson.
Republicans are Frank J. Groschelle,
Bowling Green; and Yale Jay Lubkin,
Casey Creek.
commissioner,
railroad
For
Democratic candidates are Gene
Smith, Central City; Garland Gentry,
Grand Rivers; L.H. Frymire,
See PRIMARY,
Page 16-A, Column 5

Hal B. Cathey Murder Case Is
Submitted To Circuit Jury Today

Brown,McBrayer,Trade Charges About
Alleged Scandal Sheet During Campaign
By BILL BEBeSTROM
• itsseciatelkPress Write
Two Democratic guberna torlarcandidates traded charges about an
alleged "scandal sheet" on the campaign tradl Wednesday while two other
hopepiis predicted victory for themseWes.
. John Y. Brown Jr. said in Bowling
/
/ Green that "the Frankfort crowd" was
preparing a one-page "scandal sheet"
with about 25 accusations against him
to release before the May 29 primary.
An aide to former state Commerce
Commissioner Terry McBrayer, who
has Gov. Julian Carroll's backing, said
the McBrayer campaign was merely
considering a mailing of "legitimate
questions" that Brown had not answered, not charges against- Betn*fi.-Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, in
Louisville, and U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard, who campaigned in Jefferson
and Fayette Counties, both predicted
they could win the Democratic race.
Democrat Harvey Sloane campaigned
in Campbell and Fayette Counties.

For lieutenant governor, Democratic
candidates are Martha Layne Collins,
M. Cox,
William
Versailles;
Madisonville; Todd Hollenbach,
Louisville; Richard H. Lewis, Benton;
Joe Prather, Vine Grove; Chalrey T.
Rowland, Meally; and Jim Vernon,
Frankfort.
On the Republican side, candidates
are Bob Bersky, Sturgis; Harold
Rogers, Somerset; and Granville
Thomas, London.
Democratic candidates for secretary
of state include Ray Adkins,
Whitesburg; Frances Jones Mills,
Gray; and Ida M. Nelson, Frankfort.
Republican candidates are Earl R.
Borders III, Stanton; Rowe Harper,
Owensboro; and James L. Van House,
Paintsville.
Candidates for attorney general are
Democrats Jarvis Allen, Prestonburg;
Steven L. Beshear, Lexington; and
Jack Smith, Anchorage; and
Republicans Lester H. Burns Jr., 6
Somerset; and Ron Snyder, Lyndon.
For auditor of public accounts,

Potts, Ruby Jan Potts, Betty Jean
Pounds, Roy Neal Provine,
Cindy R. Bailey Puckett, James
Michael Randolph, Dawn Lee Redden,
Roger Dale Rhodes, Patricia Ann
Robinson, Craig Alan Rogers, RoseMarie Ross, Janet Rowland Johnson,
Stanley Kent Rushing, Randall E.
Sanders, William Stephen Schindler,
Michael D. Thomas, Pamela Lynne
Sills, Victor Shawn Simmons, Rhonda
Sledd Mathis,
Dawn Marie Sledd, Debra Kay Smith,
Donna Jo Smith, Melody Lynn Smith,
Susan Marie Snyder, Kimberly Gayle
Starks+, Renaye Lynn Starks, Teresa
G. Steen, Timothy Grey Stone, Conda
Lesa Stubblefield+, Connie Sue Taylor,
Steven Wayne Thomas, - Debra Jo
Thomason, Janeen E. Thorn, William
Lee Tobey,
Terry Lynn Tucker+, Rickey I..
Turner, Tammy Turner, Lexie Denise
Turley, William Lee Vincent, Donna
Walker Orr, Danny Keith Warren,
Bonita Carol Watkins, David Johnson
Watson, Joel Datid White, Kelly S.
White, Robert Keith Wicker,
Charles H. Williains H, Julie L.
Williams, Stephen D. Wilkins, Tina
Marie Williams, Roy Williams, Roger
Ellis Wilson, Russell Alan Wilson,
Jcneph Mark Winchester, Mary Ann
Winchester, Jennifer Gail Woodall,
Stephanie Lynne Wyatt-4-, Barbara
Riley Scott.

A Paducah pathologist, Dr. James
Cathey said the attackers fled when
Roush, testified that the victim was
another car passed by and scared them
off. He said he then got into the truck
struck 25-30 times on the top and left
part, of her skull with a blunt in, and drove off fearing that the two would
_
_
strurnent. Roush said that he was able
follow him.
she
and
hit
Vicki,
was
she
at
times
over
many
"I looked
to estimate how
because of surgical techniques and the
looked awful," Cathey said. "You just
severity of damage to the right side of
wouldn't believe it."
her skull.
The defendant said that as he turned
The prosecution claims that Cathey
onto Kentucky 893, he saw the hammer
beat the woman with a hammer in his
lying in Ms. McChesney's lap, and he
pickup truck, while the defense conthrew it out the -Window.
tends that she was beaten by a woman
He claimed that the woman was
who accused her of being a narcotics
conscious and said that she wanted to
agent.
see Dr. James Ammons. Cathey said
Cathey, who took the witness stand' she knew that he was in prison but she
Wednesday, said that he and Ms.
was afraid that if she was taken to the
McChesney drove to a country store
hospital, she would get into trouble for
near Hazel on the evening of June 7 and
drug dealing.
met a man and woman who talked of
Cathey testified that he drove Ms.
selling Ms. McChesney a pound of
McChesney to the emergency room
marijuana.
entrance of the Murray-Calloway
Cathey said that the woman called
County Hospital and left her there
Ms. McChesney by her first name and
because he didn't want to be found. He
instructed them to follow the couple's
said he later drove by and saw several
people helping her. car, a 1972-73 Monte Carlo with Tennessee plates, west on Kentucky State
The defendant testified that he then
abandoned the truck on U.S. 45 near
Line Road to a rural area where the buy
Pryorsburg in Graves County, hoping
was to occur.
When the four arrived at the
that it might confuse the police. He said
that he didn't attempt to alter the
designated location, the defendant said
the
see
to
asked
blood-spattered appearance
McChesney
truck's
Ms.
that
marijuana before she bought it. The
and that a bloody fingerprint found on
the passenger's side door was probably
other woman grabbed for the victim's
his.
money, and the scuffled occurred.
When defense attorney Marvin
Cathey said that when he tried to
Prince asked Cathey why he left Ms.
break up the fight, he was stopped by
McChesney and fled, he replied that he
the woman's companion who held a gun
was afraid of the drug dealers. Prince
on him and stole his watch and about
See TRIAL
.$100. He said he was forced to look away
Page 16-A, Column 5
from the scuffle but heard portions of it.

Gas May Be Short But
Resorts Expect Crowds
By MARK POTTS
Associated Press Writer
Gas may be in short supply in some
places — and nearly 20 cents a gallon
more expensive than last year — but
many of the nation's resort owners say
they expect business to be pretty good
this Memorial Day weekend.
That assessment came Wednesday as
President Carter worried the nation
would avoid dealing with its fuel
problems "unless there is such a severe
crisis with shortages that the American
people are shocked."
The President continued to accuse
Congress of "excessive timidity" in
dealing with energy issues as House
Democrats renounced his plans to lift
oil price controls, plans that could
make Americans pay an additional
$12.2 billion for -petroleum products
within three years, according to a
congressional study.
Resorts and amusement parks are
keeping a wary, but optimistic eye
toward business as the Memorial Day
weekend approaches
"What we have to base it on is the
similar gas situation in 1974," said
Dave Kaplan, a spokesman for Six
Flags Over Georgia, a large
amusement park near Atlanta. "In
'4-1974, Six Flags Over Georgia had a
record-breaking year."
However, a Long Island, N.Y., resort
town rap out of gas this week when its
only service station ran out of its May
allotment. The station was to get an
emergency supply today, but in the
meantime, Point Lookout residents had
to drive six miles or more for gas.

Some New York service station officials predicted as few as 10 percent of
the metropolitan area stations would be
open this weekend. For those too
worried to try driving, the Long Island
Rail Road said it would offer round-trip
tickets for the price of one-way fares.
In California, where the gas squeeze
has hit hardest, attractions like
Disneyland which are Close to major
cities report no trouble, though
business is down at more out-of-the-way
places.

today's index
Three Sections-40 Pages
6-B. 7-B. 8-B
Classifieds
6-B
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Horoscope
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Opinion Page
7-A,8-A,9-A
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partly •
sunny
Partly sunny, rather windy and
unseasonably cool today Highs in
the low 60s. Clearlo parityrloudy
tonightandFriday I.o2.5lonj_ght in
themid 40s. HighsFrigyin the low
to mid 60s.
KentuckyExtendedForecast,
Sun n-y Saturday Partly cloudy
Sunday. Chance of showers
Monday
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Eight Women Pilots, World
War II, Receive Discharges

arthritis cure
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — My your blood. Altitude is assoadded insult if the lung is not
father-in-law drinks a mix- ciated with thin air, as you
functioning at optimal levels
expresse
ture of equal parts of honey,
d it, and provides
as occurs with emphysema
cider vinegar, black strap less oxygen so people with
and other lung problems.
molasses and dry sherry such forms of lung problems
You have to be careful
wine and says it, corrects usually should avoid altiabout choosing a location
deficiencies causing tude. The relatively low alti- that you think would be
arthritis. I don't see how this tude that you're talking
better. Many areas that
could help arthritis. Am I about won't make all that
were once havens of clean,
much difference.
wrong'
dry air now have industries
The moisture inside your nearby that generate indusDEAR READER — No,
you're right as rain. If it lungs is constant. It comes trial pollutants. These may
were that easy to relieve from the body itself. You can not always be readily appararthritis, the disease would dry out your nasal passages, ent as the irritant effect of
your throat and windpipe ordinary smog is.
have been cured long ago.
Osteoarthritis, the com- but not the lungs where the
Anyone planning to move
mon form in middle-aged actual air exchanges occur to an area because of imand older people, is not a and where your disease is proved climate would be
deficiency disease. Often it's located.
well advised to go there first
called wear and tear
You need to be in a climate for a visit and check out the
arthritis or degenerative that is relatively free from local situation in regard to
arthritis associated with air pollution. It is true that industrial plants and other
wearing, overuse or im- many 'industrial irritants possible sources of polluadversely affect even the tants before he makes a
proper use of joints.
If your father-in-law en- normal lung and this is an permanent move.
joys his mixture, that's
CHRIS LOFT1S has been selected as representative in the
great but he shouldn't be
Ms. Kentucky Beta Sigma Phi Contest by the Gamma
deluded into thinking it's
really correcting his
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. The contest will be held
arthritis.
during the state convention at Owensboro, June 9, 10, and 11.
I'm . sending you The
Each candidate will be judged on her particiipation in her
Health Letter number 4-10,
chapter, an interview with the judges, poise, appearance,
Osteoarthritis. Others who
and a written theme on "%S hat Beta Sigma Phi Means To
want this issue can send 50
Me." Ms. Loftis has served as extension officer,
cents with a long, stamped,
service
The Hi-' Club of Murray
of Kentucky Youth Assembly
committee chairman, and presently as vice president of the
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me High School, a Christian
this year.
Gamma Gamma Chapter. She is the wife of John Loins and
in care of this newspaper, service club affiliated with the
they have one son, Darin.
The club officers for next
P.O. Box 1551, RaiEb—City State YMCA, held its annual
year are Joe Harmon,
Station, New York, NY end of
the year banquet at
president; Matt Burke, vice10019.
president; •David Honchul,
DEAR DR. LAMB —I am Kenlake Lodge recently. r •
After a buffet dinner, Ed
secretary; Mark Denham,
63 years old and have
emphysema. At present I Chrisman spoke to the young
treasurer; and Darell Dycus
live in southern California men and their dates on
and Phil Resig. chaplains.
just south of Los Angeles "Christian Ethics and
the
and inland from the coast
Frances Drake
PHONE SURGE
about 10 miles. Would I be Businessman." Chrisman
better off healthwise to live emphasized the need for more
FOR FRIDAY,MAY 25, 1979
CHICAGO (AP) — Former
near Tucson at an altitude of young people and adults alike
astronaut
James Lovell preWhat kind of day will happily. Plan a trip
2700 feet where the air is to exercise the golden rule in
dicts a growth in
tele- tomorrow be? To find out what CAPRICORN
thinner or would I be better their business dealings.
communication markets over the stars say, read the (Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
off in the same climate I'm
Awards were given to Jon the next two decades that may
Favorable times for both
living in now if it were less
forecast given for your birth
smoggy? Are there any vita- Alexander, senior excellence; rival the expenditures on the Sign.
work and play. New work
mins that I could take .that Mark Young, outstanding Apollo moon program.
projects should be launched
ARIES
member; David Honchul, best
would be helpful to me?
Now a director of the North
Contacts with educators,
(Mar.
21
to
Apr.
191
DEAR RADER — If you new member; and Mickey American Telephone AssociFavorable
financial agents, and advisers go well.
, have emphysema, you have Cochran, hardest worker. Mr. ation, Lovell said in a recent developm
ents
plus
good news AQUARIUS
trouble exhaling all of the Chrisman was presented a gift speech that the explosion in
could
make
this
a
'banner
day (Jan, 20 to Feb. 181
used air in your lungs. The certificate by President Terry new equipment and services
should add some .$20 billion or Creative interests and local . You're thinking clearly
net effect of this is to pro- Smith. The
club
also more to the current
about domestic matters.
duce a condition that resem$50-billion- visits are'pleasurable.
Heart interests get a
bles altitude in many presented Lloyd Hasty, the a-year telecommunications in- TAURUS
favorable boos. Recreational
respects. Your whale system club sponsor,a gift.
Apr. 20 to May 201
dustry.
This year's president, Terry
has to work harder to proThe Apollo moon program
A good day for sports and activities bringpleasure.
vide adequate oxygen for Smith, has also been governor cost about $25 billion.
handling children's affairs. PISCES
Favorable
financial (Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Serious talks with close ones
developments could lead to a
Before her fate is sealed by the deep,
accent accord. Important
•
purchase for the home. ,
domestiedecisions should be
the superliner Poseidon yvil reveal oily:
GEMINI
"
acted
on. Capitalize on work
May
21
to
June
20)
last secret... '
.
Self-analysis adds to self- opportunity.
YOU BORN TODAY are
confidence. Make phone calls.
write letters and visit neigh- both artistic and scientific.
bors. Talks with close ones go Somewhat secretive, you do
not always reveal your hand.
A thinker by nature, you often
CANCER
choose writing or an artistic
(June 21 to July 22 ,
Friends may provide some medium through which to
interesting news, and they express your insights., You
tend to be helpful. Behind-the- have the ability' to comscenes financial developments mercialize your artistic
provide opportunity fur gain. talents and can succeed as an
actor, musician, painter, and
LEO
author. Other fields to which
(July' 23 to Aug. 22)
'Career
gains remove you are inclined include law,
financial worry. New social religion, psychology, arcontacts are stimulatng. You chitecture, engineering, and
could be the life of the party. politics. You have the ability
to sell your product but must
Accept invitations.
avoid expediency. Birthdate
VIRGO
of: Leslie Uggams, actress;
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 .
Contacts with agents and Josip Broz Tito, Yugoslavia
advisers should go well. leader; and Ralph Waldo
Certain career developments Emerson, philosopher.
are favorable, indicating new
beginnings.
,
LIBRA
8-13-79
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
IRWIN ALLEN'S
Newborn Admission
Joint financial dealings are
Barrett, Baby Boy (Janet),
favored. Get in touch with
Production
friends at a distance. Make Rt. 1 Bx. 40, Buchanan,Tenn.
Dismissals
travel plans. Cultural matters
Mrs. Fern S. Williams, Rt. 8
are accented.
The greatest adventure story ever filmed..,is not yet over.
Bx. 9, Benton, Mrs. Carolya F.
SCORPIO
Darnall and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rk
BEYOND THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE
Starring MICHAEL CAINE • SALLY FIELD • TEl LY SAVALAS
A time to start new business Benton, Mrs. Debra K. Miller
• PETER BOYLE • JACK WARDEN • SHIRLEY KNIGHT
•
ventures. Get needed financial and Baby Girl. Rt. 8, Benton,
IM PICKENS • and SHIRLEY JONES • and KARL MALDEN as Wilbur. • Screenplay by NELSON
CODING
backing. Share thoughts with Gene L. Brandon, Rt. 3 Bx. 48,
Based upon a Novel by PAW GAL LILO • Produced and Directed oy IRWIN
ALLEN - Music by .JERRY FIELDING
close ones for mutually in- Murray, Camrnie L. Covey;
,echnicolor • Panawslon • From Warner Bros 04Warner CnnenuniCaci
ncO
C, VON Warner Bros thr
spiring times.
aa
604 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
PG worm mum 91111111TI 7,7
Mildred Guthrie, Bx. 23,
SAGITTARIUS
Hazel, Mrs, Mary J. Majors,
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 2U )1'
Work should go smoothly Rt. 1 Bx. 129, Murray, Mrs.
Long-term projeas get a Patsy A. Thorn, 102 N. 13th,
needed boost. Partnership Murray, Mrs. Anita Wilson,
concerns can be solved 605 W. Blythe, Paris, Tenn.,
rommmws
Mrs. Betty L. Afzali, 156
Washington, Camden, Tenn.,
Mrn, Opal Hurt, Rt. 1 Bx. 64,
Kirksey, Wiley P. Outland
(expired), Rt. 8 Bic 650,
Murray.
Ends Twilit! "Invasion
Ends Tonite!
Of The Body Snatchers"
OVER
"Moment By
Moment"'
BOGARD BOV
HELD
;15,!•
7:15,9:15
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Bogard
of Murray Route 6 are the
'parents of a baby boy, Bradley
STARTS
Adam, weighing seven pounds
TOMORROW
STARTS
4/
1
2 ounces, measuring 19
TOMORROW
inches, born on Wednesday,
May 2, at 5:20 p.m. at the
• EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SOUND •
BURT REYNOLDS
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Now—For One Week!
The father is self employed,
HALKOWEEN
JOHN it OLIVIA
and the mother is on leave
AND THE
from the'.Peoples Rank of
31.1%
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. anti.
4t
it
Mrs. Tommy Bogard of
Own"
Murray Route 3 and. Mr. and
GANG ARE BACK'
Nome!
1,enith Rogers of
Mrs.
...••,.• vimr•••••••
esnor,.
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Hayden
Bogard, Murray Route 3, Mr.
and Mrs.. John Booker,
Hardin, and Mr. and Mrs.
Solon Shackelford, Murray.

Murray High Hi-Y Club
Has Banquet, Kenlake

Your Individual
Horoscope

By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i AP) —
After 34 years, Lillian Roberts
has her Air Force discharge
papers, but it means much
more than that. It's the first
official recognition by the
Pentagon that America had
1,076 women military pilot
during World War II.
Mrs. Roberts, 63, and eight
other women were guests of
honor Tuesday at Pentagon
ceremonies as the Air Force
acknowledged that members
of the Women's Airforce
Service Pilots, or WASPs,
were part of the active armed
forces.'
From 1942 through 1944,
when the country needed
every male pilot it could get on
the battle front, the women
ferried aircraft . within the
United States, trained rookie a
pilots, and towed targets at
training centers.
Military records show 38 of
the women died in aircraft
accidents.
Mrs. Roberts recalled that
tpw_ing targets was especially
dangerous: "The recruits'.. aim was not quite the best.

The airplanes came back
loaded with holes."
But the Army, and later the
Air
Force,
never
acknowledged the women as
part of their own until last
March when the Air Force
announced a change in policy
and decided the women, indeed, had been part of the
active military service.
Tuesday's ceremony
marked the first official
recognition of the policy
change.
"These WASPs pioneered
the way for military women,"
declared Antonia H. Chayes,
assistant secretary of the Air
Force, as she presented the
discharge certificate to Mrs.
Roberts of Pasadena, Calif.
Ms. Chayes noted that today
there are 47,000 women in the ,
Air Force, although the
nunilitary still prohibits them
from being combat pilots.
Mrs. Roberts would change
that if she could. She says
women should be allowed to be
fighter pilots. A number of
times during World War 11,
she tried to convince officers
she could do the job, even

111

offering to fly with the Soviets,
who were then U.S. allies.
aHe I the Soviet officer) said
in so many words, 'Don't call
us, we'll call you," she
recalled.
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Pentagon officials said
efforts would be made to
contact as many of the WASPs
as possible to present them
with discharge papers and,
thereby, make them eligible
for veterans benefits. Mrs.
Roberts said her organization
knows of about 800 of the
women pilots still living.
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Many of the women were in
their 20s when they volunteered to become WASPs.
During the war years they
flew 77 types of aircraft from
the famous P-40 Flying Tiger
to the B-51 Mustang, which she
described as a "flying gun
platform that tended to fall out
of the sky."
Asked why she joined the
WASPs, Mrs. Roberts replied:
"I think all of us were
probably motivated in an
identical way — what could I
do to serve the nation.. and the
joy of flying these wonderful,
fast airplanes."
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ARD OF THE MONTH — The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club has
awarded the 'home yard of the month for May' to Dr. and Mrs.
Richard Cunningham,
1005 County Cork Drive, Gatesborough Estates. Their two story home
is set in the center of the beautifully landscaped '1 acre lot. Bordering the length of
the front drive is a
raised bed of mixed azealeas and miniature roses, mulched with
pine bark. A dazzling
selection of blooming annuals, bulbs, iris, flowering shrubs, and
evergreens present a
varied and interesting picture. Found within the lawn and under
large oak trees are
placed rustic fence rows which add to the comfortable relaxed
atmosphere. A section
has been reserved in the back yard for several carefully tended
raised vegetable gardens. Crossties are used to frame these gardens. The Cunning
hams said they find
pleasure in both planning and working with their gardening.
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THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE
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Katherine Hepburn is* the
only actress to have won
the Acadetny Award for
best actress three times: in
1933 for "Morning Glory,"
1967 for "Guess Who's
Corning to Dinner," and
1968 for "Lion in Winter."
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Fashion
Overalls $1288
Reg. S I 4.99
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Pre Washed

Denim
Overalls $1588
Reg $7799
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Student Fit
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Denim
Overalls

$1188

Sizes 25-42
Waist

Sizes

44-52

Reg. $14.88

LaDon Dowdy
Models A Pair
Of Dee Cee Fashion
Overalls!

4 $1288
We're Your Overall
Headquarters
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Retired Superintendent OfJail Aott,
A Member Of The 'Senior Swingers'

Mary Alice Gee Gives
Lesson At Curd Home
-Know Your Homeowner's
Insurance"- was the subject of
the major lesson presented by
Mary Alice Gee at the meeting
the
Paris
of
Road
Homemakers Club held
Tuesday, May 8, at 1 p.m. at
the home of Charlene Curd.
Mrs. Gee in her lesson urged
members to update their
insurance policies according
to inflation and changing
values of their property.
The minor lesson on
-Safeguarding Your Home"
was presented by Topsy
Brandon.
Lucille Grogan read the
scripture from Micah 6:8 and
had cornments on the subject
of "Character." Members
answered the roll call by Sally
Henson by naming their
favorite food.
The recreational period was
conducted by Amy Wilson.
An assortment of frozen and
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congealed salads along with
beverages were served by
Mrs. Curd.
Other members present
were Louise Dunn, Abe Steely,
Della Taylor, Lydia Sue
Collins, Lucille Hart, Ola
McIntosh, Margaret Roach,
Mattie Lee Buster, and
Brandy Curd.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, June 12, at 11
a.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

By PATRICK CONNOLLY
Associated Press Writer

The most long-lived animal is
the giant tortoise of the
Galapagos Islands, where
specimens have been estimated to be as old as 190 years.

This John Is
Flushed With Rage
• DEAR ABBY: Women recently set up a howl because hur
ricanes were being named after them. Considering the
destructive nature of hurricanes, they had a legitimate beef.
To satisfy the women, weathermen started calling hur
ricanes "himacanes" and even named some after men. Last
year there was a beaut off the coast of Mexico which was
called John.
Well, John happens to be my name,-and it has already
been badly abused.
JohnWas perfectly respectable name until women started
using it to refer to the toilet. Then streetwalkers began calling their customers -johns."
• Also, when a woman wants to break off a relationship,
with her boyfriend, she writes him a "Dear John" letter
even though his name might be Harry.
I object.
JOHN IN FLORIDA
DEAR JOHN: Object if you will, but Johns have also
been honored over the years. Vs e've had popes named John,
kings named John, and four presidents named John. And
led!
don't forget the Johnny -come-latelys. Objection

An exception, she said, i,s
Owen,
her
75-year-old
husband. A logger and farmer, he got involved in civic
projects after retirement and
is credited with helping bring
two low-rent apartments for
the elderly and handicapped
into Edmonds.

Shop Fridays 'til 8:30

COUPON DAYS!
Bright's own special event! Clip and Save Now!
VALUABLE COUPON

ig11011.41101

•

All Handbags

All Dresses

Our entire collection of summer
handbags Buy and really save!

Save on any regular priced
dress in stock at Bright's!

25% OFF

4
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Knit Tops

SRIOITS
VALUABLE COUPON

goigsstem

700 OFF
OFF
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VALUABLE COUPON
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Summer Pants

6
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•
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Beautiful missy styles
Buy now for active summer wear
-0

6
6

60° OFF

Rmila

6
6

SRMIITS

011011.1,•ii
.
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ills.lies.

• Misty Harbor
•
e
1 5°° OFF
Any regular priced Misty Harbor
raincoat in stock!

VALUABLE COUPON

•

40% OFF

1/3 OFF

Cl
•

.• Jeans/Jr. Pants

Regular 9.00 to 15.00

•

VALUABLE COUPON

Reg 18 00-28 00

Terry Tops
and Shorts

•

-Junior and Missy Depts.
Regular 13 00 to 19 00

DEAR ME: Mission accomplished.

51555
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DEAR ABBY: Maybe I'm too sentimental, overly sensitive, or just plain petty, but I have to get this off my chest!
For all the years before my daughter was married, on
Mother's Day -she'd remember me with a lovely card to
which she'd add a sweet personal message. Now that she's
married, she still sends me Mother's Day cards, but they are
always "TO GRANDMA,from Little Julie. Jack and Jim."
Now, Abby, I adore my grandchildren. but I am not their
anther! Although my daughter buys, signs, and sends those
cards "to Grandma,- they are not an adequate substitute
for• Mother's Day card from her. It would mean so much if
she would scribble a little message, saying, "Mom. I love
you. Have a nice day ..." or something like that.
I hope you publish my letter because my daughter never
misses your column. There! I feel better already. Thanks,
Abby.
ME IN SUFFOLK,VA.

DEAR ABBY: Our 22-yearold son. has had his own apart
ment for nearly a year. His girlfriend recently moved in. She
is 21. We aren't very happy about it, but at least they told us
themselves rather than let us her it from friends.
The girl's parents also live in this city. We have never met
them and have no idea how they feel about their daughter
living with a fellow without marriage:—
. Should we make any effort to meet the girl's parents? I
have heard that if a couple marries and the parents haven't
met, the groom's parents should make the first move to
meet the parents of the girl. Is this correct'? And does it
apply to live-ins, too?
We have a married daughter. When we invite her and her
husband to dinner, should we include our son and his live in
friend just as though they were Married, too?
Please help. us, Abby. This living-together business for
young people is something-wf are totally uninformed about.
Thank you.
RESPECTABLE PEOPLE

"Men give up, that's why
they die off. When they retire.
they just sit down-in a rocking
chair and worry. A woman has
her household and family to
take care of all her life and she
never retires because she still
has three meals to cook and
beds to make,"t said Mrs.
Stanley. "The men aren't used
to running after kids and usinf
their legs."

This Friday and Saturday Only!

"peat A66v,
By Abigail Van,Buren

as the "Senior Swingers."
They're a vaudeville and
variety team that performs in
the small towns north of
Seattle. They ramble from gig
to gig in two small buses.
features
troupe
The
musicians in their 70s and 80s
who play banjo, violins, a
drum and piano. If they don't
strum, plink or bang
something, they sing lustily —
like Mrs. Stanley, a lyric
soprano.
"The hopping around on
stage and singing is an outlet
for my energy," she says.
Most of the "Senior
Swingers" are women. Few
men, Mrs. Stanley says,
survive long enough to have
that kind of fun.

Shop Fridays 'til 8:30

a

a

EDMONDS, Wash. AP) —
The kids at the juvenile
detention center should see
their former jailer now. At age
73, Gladys, the former turnkey, has turned showgirl.
Gladys Stanley retired in
1971 as superintendent of
juvenile detention for Skagit,
Whatcom and San Juan
counties, but vowed her activities would not to "come to
a screeching halt."
So, about once a iweek Mrs.
Stanley — a 5-foot-7, 140-pound
grandmother — dons a lice
bonnet and frilly turn-of-ihecentury costume and joins
about two dozen other oldsters

INTERNATIONAL FOODS — Students in Mrs. Mildred Lowe's sixth grade class M Murray Middle
School recently completed a study of countries around the world. Each student did research on a
country, mode a booklet on it and prepared a dish for an 'Around the World Tasting Party.'
Shown preparing to sample the gooses are, left to right, Anne Bloom, Patty Kelly, David Randolph, Kevin Wolf, Tim Alan McKinney, Leslie Massey and Kim Greene.
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DEAR RESPECTABLE: When you invite your son to
dinner, invite his girlfriend, too.
Make no overtures to the girl's parents until and unlessl
your son suggests it

•••,•
•

Loungewear
Robes, dusters and ter-ry
outfits. Buy and Save'

.60 to 8 00 styles
Our regular 5in all of the latest colors.

VALUABLE COUPON

••••

VALUABLE COUPON

0
••••

•
The teen years are the questioning years. Abby has the
answers to all your questions in her booklet, "What
Teenagers Want to Know." Enclose $1 and a long, stamped
i28 cents), self-addreesed envelope.

A special group of suits,
regular values 1600 to 2600

Girls Gymnastics

399

Summer Classes
.Start June 4th
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Enroll Now

Member
USGF
USGSA

753-0129
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LAST 2 DAYS

PECHGiO
Panty Sale!
SAVE
UP TO

1 75

PR
3ON

Regular 8 50 to 9 50

555

Solids and Prints. Our
Regular 8.00 styles.
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SHOP
Friday Night
8:30
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
,
Thursday, May 24
,Bingo party will be held at
Gleason Hall,—St,--Leo's
Catholic church at 7:30 p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the club
grounds.
'..Gamma Gamma Chapter of
. Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
6--.30 p.m. for a salad supper
and regular meeting at the
new City-County Park.
Zeta Department of Murray
..Woman's Club will meet at
4:30 p.m. at the Brass Lan'tern, Aurora,for a dinner.
Wranglers Riding Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.

Friday, May 15
Local Chapter of National
Association
Retired
of
Federal Employees willmeet
at 9:30 a.m. in the WOW
Building with Dr. Marshall
Gordon as speaker.

Friday, May 25
"Owl Prowl," a one hour
search for night creatures,
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at 8
p.m. Each one is to bring ha
flashlight.

Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens with lunch to be
served at 11:45 a.m.

Bluegrass State Appaloosa
Horse Show will open at 7:30
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Admission is $2.

Shopping for Murray Senior
Saturday, May 26
Citizens will be held and call
Mr. and Mrs. Solon F.
753-00929 by 9 a.m. for mor- Darnell will be honored a
ning shopping and by H30 reception for their 50th
a.m.for afternoorishopping.
wedding anniversary from 2 to
5 p.m. at the Community
Wranglers Riding Club will Room, North Branch, Peoples
ride at the club grounds at 7 'Bank. The family requests
p.m.
that goest • not bring gifts.

HAZEL LUNCHEON — The Hazel Woman's Club held its annual Senior Gtizens luncheon on Saturday, May 19, at the Hazel Community Center with approximately 70
persons present. Mrs. Dale Nance, club president, welcomed the group with the
devotion by Mrs. Justine Story and the blessing by Bill Phillips. A special program was
presented by the Puppeteers from Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A drawing was
held for the handmade quilt, pictured in top photo, which was made by the Senior
Citizens of Hazel. Mrs. Martha Oliver, left, presents the quilt to the winner, Mrs. Mary
Rhodes of Paris, Tenn., right Proceeds from this drawing have been donated to the
Hazel Community Center Fund by the Senior Gtizens_ In the bottom photo are members of the Hazel Woman's Club by the buffet table who are, left to right, Mesdames
Wayne Wesson, Hughes Bennett, Phil Liddle, Jackie Butterworth, Houston Ray, Joe
Oakley, Dale Nance, Gerald Gallimore, Tommy Paschall, Harold Wilkinson, and Steve
Knott, •

Saturday, May 21
Bluegrass State Appaloosa
Horse Show will open at9a.m.
at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Admission is $2.

Mrs. Clovis Jones was guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Calloway County Y. F. A. ettes
"Tales of Yesteryear" will
held May 8 at the Murray Area
be
presented
at
The
Vocational School.
Homeplace-1850, Land BetThe special speaker gave a
ween the Lakes,at 7:30 p.m.
demonstration on silk flowers
with each member parDepartment of
Alpha
ticipating.
Mrs. Jones is a
Murray Woman's Club will
member of the South Pleasant
club
noon
at
the
12
meet at
Grove Homemakers Club and
house for its luncheon meeting
has been known for her many
as
Major
S.
W.
Mrs.
with
beautiful roses grown in her
speaker.
own garden, a spokesman
said.
Saturday, May 21
During the business session
High School Students of members were reminded
to
University Church of Christ save Hyde Park labels
and
will have a banquet honoring bring them to
the next
all graduating seniors from all meeting4be held in
August.
the
Church
of Christ
Annosncement was made of
congregations in cajleway the summer tour to be held
County at 7 p.m." at the July 13 -alic1714 outside
of
University Branch of the Bank Lexington.
of Murray. Cost will be $4.50.
Those present were Mrs.
per person.
Becky Gore, Mrs. Janie
0i#land, Mrs. Judy CunSunday. May 21
ningham, Mrs. Melisa Stark,
Murray High School Spring
Mrs. Donna Spann, Mrs.
Sports Banquet, sponsored by
Cathy Stockdale, Mrs. Laura
Murray High Booster Club, Paschall, Mrs. Becky Jo
will be at 1 p.m. at the West
Jones, and Mrs. Jones.
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Tickets at $3.50
per plate, will be available at
the door.
Mr. and Mrs. Conde E.
Jones will be honored a
reception at the Community
Room, Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main Streets, from 2 to 5
p.m. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

"Beekeeping at Empire
Farm" will be featured train 1
to 4 p.m. at the Land Betweer.
the Lakes.
Monday,May 28
Singles Unlimited will met
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hal
of the First United Methodis•
Church with Trooper Richard
Wright as speaker. Each is
asked to bring cookies jr
snacks for the social hour

d •

Schaal st,Jó.its were roc*
QUILL AND SCROLL — lavas Murray N
wad Scrall, a high sof* loarealisarsocinty. Seated are Gene Lovett and Mike Pitts. Standing,
loft to right, are Pat Whitlow, Stacy Over-bey, Jobs Daahase, Debi Henry end hanio Smith.
silos Mete 14 DOAN N. Lae

Mrs. Bucy Is
Leader Fr
Book Meet

The Pettigrew kids
always eat their
vegetables.
Especially when
they're eating
our vegetables.

The Adults Great Book
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, May 28, at 7 p.m., at
the Calloway County Public
Library,'
The book,to be discussed is
Reveled-al According to John
and Mrs. Ernestine Bucy will
load the discussion.
/ The Discussion Group, now
in its tenth year, has chosen to
read Set A of the Great Books
Series.
They will begin by reading
discussing
The
and
Declaration of Independence
at the regular June meeting
which will be held Monday,
June 25, at 7 p.m. Several sets
of the books are in the library
and may be checked out or
persons may order their own
sets, according to Margaret
Trevathan, Librarian.

Adult
Great
Books
DisciAsion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Pu6lic Library.
,/ Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
/to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets
• We are proud to anJulia
nouni-e
that
Outland. bride-elect of
Tripp Jones has selected
her potteiy. stainless and
crystal from our complete bridal registry.
Julia and Tripp will
be married- June 23;1979.
.

National
Member
Services
Bridal
Registered Bridal Consultant

Parents Anonymous is
TOLEDO,Ohio t AP) When scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
Bob Cready turned 40,1ecently, For information call 759-1792
his family didn't forget his or 753-9261.
birthday. And they didn't let
Murray Country Club
him forget it, either.
His children Mikki and Trav- Memorial Day events will
is wore T-shirts that read, "My include golf at 4 p.m. with Mr.
Dad is Really Old," and his and Mrs. Torn Muehleman in
wife, 139nnie,, wore one saying, charge, and potluck
at 7 p.m.
"I Prefer Older Men."
with Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lafser
What really hurt, though,
Cready said, were the bumper in charge.
stickers that read, "Life Begins
Hazel Community Center
at 40 — When Your Wife Is in
will be closed today.
the 20s."
Mrs. Cready explained that
within a month she'd be in her
All offices in the Calloway
3cts and wanted to make the County Court House will be
most of her youth while she closed today for the
Memorial
could.
Day holiday.

Pompey is said to have added
a grain of salt to suspected
drinks as an antidote for
poison.

C. Men's & Big Boys' NOW
—411
4,11
WI,

1St

We Don't Need Politicans To Give Their Opinions
We Need Them To Listen To Ours.
Opinions don't get the job done.
Promises won't get the job done.
But with your ideas and my concern we can work together.
Mary Jane Littleton has lived in
this district all of her life. She
knows our needs and the
challenges we face. She will
listen. ie - •
An Open Door For You In Frankfort
Vote For MARYJANELITTLETON

Why did the Pettigrew
kids gobble up their
vegetables? Well, they like
Jerry's vegetables. And their
mom did say there was
Strawberry Pie for dessert...

4
411/441

Specials good through this weeker11-,

Payless
ShoeSource

NOW $4.018
Reg. up to
S10.99
*764*N
.%:er
41.

A. Rope wrapped wedge and braided accents add
fashion touches tolhis lively sandal. Terri sock
for cool comfort. In white or tan.
B. This lightweight durable sandal is just right for
active little feet. Adjustable vamp for fit. In
assorted summer colors.
C. An easy going sandal in genuine leather accented witli brass rings and studs. Tire tread
sole.
D. New design cross country sole for traction.
I.ightweight nylon upper make this ProWinge
ready for any action.Nueded trim for loeig wear.
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We Offer No
Endorsements
In making political endorsements, we are always
plagued by second thoughts,
before, during and after endorsements are made in this
newspaper. We worry about
choosing the right person for
the offices and then we question
whether we should be making
endorsements for the people of
this community at all.
It seems the points we choose
to emphasize become part of
the mysterious mix of ideas,
facts, emotions and impressions
that somehow
produces an impact on the
individual's decision. But, then
we wonder if it is our business
to tell people how they should
vote in an election'
It is a hard decision in any
small town to offer total support of the newspaper to any
individual candidate. If they
are local then the answer is
much easier. We all want
someone we know well and
usually one from the local
community is a popular
favorite.
Who we are for, personally,
doesn't4em to matter and it
really serves no personal interest of this community
newspaper to endorse any
candidate for the top offices.
Our chief goal in choosing to
endorse a Governor and Lt.
GoGernor would be to pick the
persons who will most help
Murray and Calloway County.
From the local standpoint that
would appear to be Carroll
Hubbard and Richard Lewis.

Both of these candidates have
strong local ties and we have
admired Carroll Hubbard's
voting record in Congress and
appreciated his efforts as a
State Senator in Kentucky.
Hubbard was born in Murray
and should pile up a majority in
the West Kentucky area.
But then we think of our
loyalty to Gov. Julian Carroll,
who wants to place the mantel
on Terry McBrayer. We also
think of County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller's
position with Thelma Stovall
and we like the approach of
Harvey Sloane and realize and
respect that John Y. Brown,
Bill Cox and Martha Layne
Collins have very active
campaigns going in our area.
In politics we will do most
anything to avoid quick,
straightforward answers. In
this, we may be like the candidates themselves.
We could fill this page with
charges and promises made by
the various candidates for the
top offices. Some of these we
credit, some we do not like or
appreciate at all.
With a masochistic streak in
the process, we offer no endorsements for the Office of
Governor and Lt. Governor in
the May Democratic Primary.
We urge all registered voters to
take part in the voting process
and be at the polls next Tuesday
to make these important
decisions from within their own
hearts.
— Walter Apperspn

Letters To The Editor

Boosters Say Thanks
To The Editor:
On behalf of the Murray Band
Boosters, I would like to thank those
people who were directly and indirectly
responsible for restoring the position of
third instrumental music instructor to
the Murray City School System.
Through the interest and concern of
Mr. James Light and Mr. Frank Schwab who were willing to cut their salary
base for the 1979-80 school year, we owe
them much support and gratitude. At
these times of high prices and soaring
inflation, dedication to the system and
concern for our students certainly must
have played a significant role in the
decisions of these two young men.
It is most unusual to find a team who
works together so well and complements each other in their own
specialties. I feel that the Murray City
School system would be extremely
proud to have Mr. Light, Mr. Schwab,
and Mr. Goode to work with our
students and instruct them in our instrumental program. We feel that our
program could not be continued at its
high quality level without our third
director, and we certainly hope that
Mr. John Goode chooses to remain in
his present position for another year.
would also like to thank each
member of the Murray Board of
Education and Mr. Jeffrey for their
time, patience, and energies involved in
the re-evaluation of the present instrumental program. Each person is to
be commended for his interest and
willingness to listen to parents and
concerned citizens.
We, as officers of the Murray Band
Boosters, would like to say thanks
again to the parents and community for
giving us such fine support throughout

the year. It is only with your concern
and pride in our community and school
system that a program such as ours
Continues its excellence.
Sincerely,
Martha Crafton, Secretary
Murray Band Boosters

Appreciate Support
Dear Editor:
The Blue Grass CB Club would like to
extend their appreciation to everyone
who gave their generous donations to
the recent road blocks held for Johnny
Scott, and Darrell Russell who were
injured in an auto accident.
Signed,
Harold Turner
President.
WRITE A LETTER
I,etters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
- Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent wriars.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger di
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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'Happy Pappy'Swaps 20 Years
OfNuts And Bolts For Fishing
If anyone is going to enjoy
retirement, J. I. Patton will.
J. I., which actually stands for "John
Irvin," the name of an uncle but one
which he never got around to using, had
been the affable keeper of the
storeroom in the physical plant
department at Murray State for. the
past 20 years when he retired the other
day.
You couldn't walk up to his counter
and ask to borrow a hammer, a
screwdriver or a tape measure without
staying over for a few minutes while he
told you the latest humorous story he
had heard. He was full of them, loved
telling them and his laugh was infectious.
It was interesting to watch him work,
and I often marveled at his vast
knowledge of the thousands of items —
from the most minute to big, long
pieces of pipe — that he kept neatly
catalogued and stored in his shelves.
You just don't walk out on the street
and pick up people who can identify and'
know the use of such things as a "fixture extension," a "crowfoot," a
"reducing bushing," a "shoulder
nipple" and the like. J. I. knew and
could prodtIce any one of that within
seconds.
When he retired, there were five

Bible Thought
And he said to the woman,
Thy faith hath saved thee; go
in peace. Luke 7:50.
Streetwalkers and thieves

know the sinfulness of sin better
than polite sinners or rich
hypocrites who cheated on their
last income tax.
..-1,-++++4-4++4-44-++++++

categories of supplies on his shelves —
janitorial, plumbing, electrical, carpentry and air conditioning — including
more than 75 different kinds of filters
for the air conditioning units on campus.
+++
J. I. came to the campus April 1, 1959,
starting "out on the yard" under
Reggie Ellis at 70 cents an hour. When
fall come, most of the yard cfew was
customarily laid off, but he was sent to
the cafeteria, where he worked until the
next spring.
Then he was given a custiltal job in
the old Fine Arts Building under the
supervision of Rudy Dunn. There he
worked for a year and until Ed Adams
retired in.the stockroom of the maintenance department and he got the job.
There he has been since, serving
under thrTe physical plant directors —
Jim Arrnbruster, Orrin Bickel and the
present director, Clarence Lefler.
When he took the job, the storeroom
was located under the stage of LovettAuditorium,and he laughs as he recalls
how Dr. Ralph H. Woods,the late fourth
president of the university, used to
frequently show up to rummage
through the bins in search of a nut, bolt,
washer or something he needed to
make some minor repair at
"Oakhurst."
He laughs even harder when he tells
--about the time Dr. Woods called him
and told him to "get some men with
some mop handles and get up to the
house (Oakhurst). There's a mouse up
there and it's` got Mrs. Woods and the
grand-daughter standing on a bed in a
locked bedroom."
"Of course, by the time we got there,5.
that mouse could have been in
-104
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A tobacco barn belonging to Glenn Rogers, who lives on the
west side of the county between Linn Grove and Brown's Grove,
was burned one Saturday night. There was no tobacco in the barn.
A new wagon placed under shelter in the building was destroyed.
There were no other particulars concerning the fire. (No effort was
made in the communication to charge the Night RiderS with the
offense, however the implication was present.)
The turning point of ascendency for the Association was near
at hand when the harsh announcement was made the first week in
February of the arrival of a contingent of state troops overland
from flopkinsville. Townspeople were stunned 'by their appearance,
down to the youngest child. Never before had the young people
of Calloway County witnessed the presence of any organized federal
or state personnel, consequently bewilderment and fear turned the
normal tranquility of spring into deep gloom. Older folks could
recall the presence of Union soldiers in Murray during the Civil
War, but nothing to compare with the numbers present this dreary
Easter season.
The secretary of the Planters Protective Association maintained
a negative attitude that included a total condemnation of unlawful
activities within the organization of farmers, however his editorials
reflected a seething discontent of the turn of events as a result of
the same_ligur....
c withia.the
the presence of aimed forc,
it cannot be denied that the unruly element of the Association had
fostered and performed numerous illegal activities within Calloway
County, despite the fact that the perpetrators were believed by the
editor to have come across the river from counties to the east.
Considering the devastation that occurred in Marshall, Trigg,
Crittenden, Lyon and Christian counties tp the east, evidence in
retrospect perhaps justified the presence of troops here t6 bring- an
end to the incipient wrongdoings. Upon arrival of the troops from
Hopkinsville, the soldiers wcre assembled in front of the Murray
Ledger office on North 4th Street to be photographed by a photographer of Love Studio who had a gallery in the adjoining building
to the north of the Ledger office. The coincidence of the photo
being made in front of the Ledger caused consternation to the
crusading editor. As a result he printed the following editorial and
April 2 issue of the newspaper.
photographs of the troops in his A

To Be Continued
1

\I. .Garrott

Georgia!" Patton roared.
+++
When he took the storeroom job,
Patton also was the campus' receiving
clerk. "Why," he said, "I counted
everything — every knife, fork and
spoon — that went into Winslow Cafteria and every piece of furniture that
went into Elizabeth Hall and the
Business and Education Buildings."
He recalled a hassel he got into when
Wells Hall was last refurnished for use
as a girls' dormitory. It's now a modern
office building, housing the president's
_office and others. They had come up
one bedroom suite short, and the
suppliers insisted that it had reached
the campus.
Patton, stickler for details, insisted
it had not and backed up his contention
with his receiving records, which
showed one suite short. "They finally
found it in a warehouse in Paducah." he
laughed.
+++
An enthusiastic Cb radio fan, Patton
is known as "Happy Pappy" and his
wife,,Louise, as "Dust Mop" on the
citizen bands. He and Louise, the former Louise Paschall, have been
married for 40 years, and live on farm
land out near Midway which was
stepped off by her great-greatgrandfather.
They have CB units in their car and
truck as well as a base unit at home,
and his buddies at work gave him a
D104 desk mike as one of their goingaway presents. Both enjoy their CBs.
They have one daughter, Nets Gale,
who is a counselor at Matthew High,
School at New Madrid, Mo. Her
husband, Mac Smotherman, teaches
vocational education at the same
school, and both hold bachelor and
masters degrees from Murray State.
Don't let the farm land fool you. All of
their 87 acres are rented out. J. L's
"farming" consists of tending their
garden., and mowing the front lawn.
That is, when he isn't crappie fishing in
his favorite Barkley Lake spots —
Donaldson Bay and Lake Energy.
When he isn't doing one or the other of
these things, chances are you'll find
him at the emery wheel making
tobacco knives. He had made 15 of them
the day I talked with him, and had a
swollen forefinger to prove it, having
caught the finger between the guard
and the emery wheel when he turned
his head.
Of the 15 knives he made, he already
had sold 12 of them for $5 each. Not a
bad day's work.
"Me? Fight retirement?" he
laughed. "You have got to be kidding!"

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf

The great English thinker Francis
Bacon (1561-1626) was one of the first
modern men to argue for the importance of inductive reasoning, experimentation and scientific analysis
as keys to knowledge.
In the following passage from Novum
Organum 116201, Ban shows us the
insight that makes him an ancestor of
today's social scientists:
The understonding must not,.be
allowed to jump and fly from
particulars to axioms remote and
of the highest generality.. But we
may hope well of the sciences when
in a Just scale of ascent, and by
successive steps not interrupted or
broken, we rise from particulars to
lesser axioms: and then to middle
axioms, one above the other; and
last of all to the most general.
Bacedn's scientific wisdom did not
'help him avoid the snares of political
lift. A member of the English
parliament for over twenty years,
Bacon held high offices under King
James I but was accused of bribery.
and removed from
convicted
Parliament in 1621—all ,this within a
year of the publication of his great
treatise on knowledge.

Looking Back
10 l'ears Ago
The 1969 Miss Murray-Calloway
County Fair Pageant will be held July
14 at the Jaycee Fairgrounds. This is
sponsored by the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club, Glenda
Boone, chairman.
Deaths reported include Will A
Palmer, 83, and Walter J. Baker, 86
Ada Sue Hutson and Andrea Kemper
of M way have been initiated into Alpha
Psi Omega, national drama fraternity
at Murray State University.
Mrs. Harold L. Fones, Mrs. Buddy
Anderson, Mrs. Billy Crick, and Mrs
Jewel McCallon are new officers of the
Kirksey School Parent-Teacher
Association.'
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Ray of,
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kitty Deborah, to Larry Neil
Keaton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Neil
Keaton of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
New officers of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America are Susan
Hale, Suzanne Hale, Nancy Mathis,.
Gail Russell, Pat Evans, Marilyn
Parks, Erma Kendall, Bonnie Cohoon,
Jennie Barker, Jennifer Taylor, and
Celia Simmons.

20 Years Ago
Two soldiers from Fort Campbell
drowned today near the Blood River
Area of Kentucky Lake. They were in a
canoe when it turned over. Their two:
female companions were saved by
fishermen in the area, but the soldiers,:
Sgt Dave Stewart, 25, and sgt.ltilton:
W. Price, 20, drowned.
Other deaths reported include Mrs.
Nellie Collins, 77, and William Guy
Irvan, Jr., 34.
R. L. Cooper, administrative
assistant for the Calloway County
Health Department, said 2,3Z3 persons
were x-rayed in the recent Tuberculosis
program here.
The Band, directed by Irvin Gilson,
and the Chorus, directed by Mrs. Ruth
Hodge, of Douglas High School will
present a concert tomorrow night at the
Douglas auditorium.
First place winners in Cub Pack 45
Field Day were Baxter Bilbrey, Johnny
Winning, Fred Stalls, Mike Lassiter,
Johnny Woods, Dan Terhune, Michael
McDaniel, Dickie Hodge, Micky
Dennis, and Raley Sykes.

30 Years Ago
Elaborate plans are being made for.
the first annual North-South Basketball:
Classic to be played June 11 at the:
Murray State College gym, according
to officials of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
Deaths reported include G. T.(Tom)
Darnell, 73.
Evelyn R. Jones of Hazel will receive
an AB dgree in art from Western
Kentucky State College, Bowling
Green, on June 2.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Compton on May 19, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Otis D. Falwell on
May 22,and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Workman on May 14.
The formation of a baseball league,
sponsored by the local American
Legion Post, was announced today by
Jim Pearce, league manager.
New officers of the Hazel High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America are Jimmy Dublin, Frank
Hill, Charles Tidwell, Buddy White,
James Harmon, and Dick Platt.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 24, the 144th
day of 1979. There are Ml days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1625, the Dutch west
India Trading Company bought the
island of Manhattan from the Indians
for $24 worth of goods.
On this date:
In 1830, the first passenger railroad in
the United States began service between Baltimore and Elliott's Mills,
Md., 13 miles away.
In 1941, the German battlship,
Bismarck, sank the British battle
cruiser, Hood, in the North Atlantic,
with a loss of 1,300 lives.
In 1962, astronaut Scott Carpenter
became the second American to fly in
orbit as he circled the earth three
times.
In 1973, several thousand demonstators smashed windows at the British
Embassy in Reykjavik, Iceland in a
dispute over fishing rights in the North
Atlantic.
Ten_ yearA,ago: A fugitiveBlack__ _
Panther leader facing a prison sentence
for parole violation in California,
Eldridge Cleaver, was found living in
Havana, Cuba.
Five years ago: Composer, musician
and bandleader Duke Ellington died of
lung cancer at the age of 75.
One year ago: Belgium proposed an
all-African peace force to protect the
rich copper mines of Shaba Province in
Zaire against new attacks by insurgents based in Angola.
Today's birthdays: Singer Bob Elylan
is 38. Former Democratic Rep. Wilbur
Mills of Arkansas is 70.
Thought for today: A zoo is a place
devised for animals to study the habits
of human beings - Oliver Herford,
• English writer and illustrator, 1863.1935 •
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Candidates, Representatives Give Views
I.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Judges attending a Kentucky
Bar Association judicial
conference here found support
for higher salaries from three
gubernatorial candidates and
representatives of three
others, but the future of the
state's district courts drew
.mixed responses.
Those attending Wednesday's conference were
Republican candidate Ray
White; Democrats Harvey
Sloane and Carroll Hubbard;
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert Miller.
representing Democratic Lt.
"1000 PER CENT CHANCE
OF RAIN," a jazz cantata,
will be presented by the
Children's Choir of the First
United Methodist Church on
Sunday. May 27, at 7 p.m. at
the church. The program will
be directed by 'Carol Thompson and Linda Stockton, and
the public is invited to attend.
Pictured, left to right, top
photo, are, first row, Scott
Foster,
Bill
Fandrich,
Damara Lanier, q..ee Baker,
Janet Whaley, second row,
Mary Leslie Foster, Mary
Grasty, Shetri Swift, Cfirl
Keeslar, Laura Pitts, and
April Lane; and in side photo,
seated, Janet Whaley, standing, Ricky Jobs, Sherri Swift.
and Laura Pitts.
Photos

by
Kaye Peebles

-1k-WAttestMliftakikW7,-Tt ,sieseetissewnr.v:.

Marcum Dead In Cell
LEXINGTON, Ky. (A1-'1. —
A witness told a coroner's jury
here that John Marcum, 18,
had been drinking heavIly add
taking pills the day'beforehe
was found dead in a cell at the
Metro Detention Center May
1.
Larry Burton, a friend of
Marcum's, described the
events that led up to Mai--

Mayor To Ask
For Opinion On
Councilman's Job

cum's arrest for disorderly
conduct. He was one of 40
expected witnesses
•
The inquest is an attempt to
establish if negligence by
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP
police, jail personnel or fire
Lexington Mayor James
department emergency care ,
personnel contributed to thi Amato will ask the Urban
County Government's law
death, according to Lexington ;
department for an opinion on
coroner Chester Hager.
' whether 12th District
Councilman David Mossbrook caL
retain his office.
Mossbrook
has
acknowledged that he has
Needs
been living in an apartment
Vote
outside his district since July,'
and support
when he and his wife
separated, The move may
mean that MOssbrook's votes
in the last 10 months are invalid.
Amato said it may takea
Pol.Ad
. Paid For
court ruling to settle the
question.

Ruby Hale
Your

MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL

Gov. Thelma Stovall.; L. salaries could be recomStanley Chauvin, representing mended without (nit deterDemocrat Terry McBrayer; mining how much money
the
Herbert
Sledd, state had available.
and
representing Democrat John
They also said the state
Y. Brown Jr.
should continue financing the
Republican Louie B. Nunn courts.
"It's'simply impossible for
declined to appear or send a
representative, said William the judiciary to support itself
Davis, state administrative through fines and forfeitures," said Sledd, but he
officer of the courts.
added he was not committing
Several judges said judicial Brown to that position.
salaries, which,have not been
The judges also were conraised in three years, are too cerned about public opposition
low to attract qualified judges. to district courts and several
They received support from said the new system, enacted
candidates
the
and Jan. 1,1978, needed more time
representatives, but the to prove itself.
•
speakers agreed no specific
"I am in favor of the district

court system and I would do
everything I could to keep it in
its essence," said Sloane.
Sledd said the system
"ought to have an opportunity
to work," and Chauvin said he
would urge McBrayer to
"fight tooth and nail" any
attempt to put the Judicial
Amendment back on the
ballot.
But Hubbard said he would
not veto such a measure and
Miller said the voters, after
three years of district courts,
should have a chance to extend or abolish it in 1981.
''I would not be influencing
the legislature," Hubbard
said.
would hope the
I
wisdom of 138 legislators
would represent the good
judgment of three million

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
Senate energy subcommittee
WASHINGTON (A?) — The Wednesday. The. Senate
Carter administration's latest hearing was called after
proposal for welfare reform is Rotow got a copy Of the report
picking up important support from the public sect* of the
in Congress, along with governmentis technical
complaints it will. be. more library at Los Alamos, N.M.
costly than the president 'NATIONAL
estimates. In outlining the
ATLANTA (AP) 7-- Former
new package Wednesday. federai budget director Bert
Wbite House domestic policy Lance, once so close to Jimmy
adviser Stuart Eizenstat said Carter that he was sometimes
it will cost about ;5.7 billion called the "deputy president,"
more than the present system says he is eager for his day in
when fully implemented irV court on charges of bank
1982 and predicted it "has a fraud, conspiracy, and misuse
reasonably good chance of of funds at two Georgia banks.
passage."
"I know that I am innocent,"
Lance said in a statement
Wednesday after he and three
WASHINGTON I AP) — A northwest
Georgia
nuclear weapons expert says businessmen were indicted by
declassification of,a secret H- a federal grand juty.
bomb report may have been
the "most serious breach of
STARCE, Fla. ( AP —
security" in the United States Florida Attorney General Jim
since World War IT.'Obtaintng- Smith, leading a jet-age legalthe report "was easier than -strike force," today carries
getting something out of the his fight, to have murderer
. Library of Congress," Dim itri John A. Spenkelink put to
Rotow, a second expert, told a death to the U.S. Supreme

Court. The Supreme Court
was to consider the Spenkelink
case today at the request of
Justice Thurgood Marshall,
who stayed the execution
shortly
midnight
after
'Wednesday. Spenkelink . had
been scheduled to die at 7 a.m.
Wednesday for the 1973
murder of a traveling companion.

ATTENTION
FARMERS

9

Murray Warehousing
Corp.

INTERNATIONAL
SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador 1API — President
Carlos Humberto Romero
imposed a state of siege to
crush protests against El
Salvador's military regime
after
leftist
guerrillas
assassinated his education
minister. The state of siege, a
modified form of martial law,
is to last 30 days and empowers the Defense Ministry
to make arrests without
charge, searches_ without/
warrants, restrict movement',
establish-a curfew, censoyl,he
press, open mail ap tap
telephones.

For

Soybean Inoculation
Noisy-Mix
. Noisy-A-Live
Also Soybean, corn and wheat contracts.
Commodity news services
CCC Soybean Storage
Call

Murray
Warehousing Corp.
Old Concord Road
753-8220 or 7534225

Bids To Rebuild
Ky. 734 Section
Will Be Taken
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) Bids to rebuild . a 1.2-mile
section of Ky 734 in Clinton
County will be taken before
the end of the year, Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson said Wednesday.
He said the schedule for
reconstruction in the vicinity
of Snow depends on finishing
acquisition ofiright of way and
removing utilities this summer and fall.
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Kentuckians."
He urged district judges to
"get the word to the people
about its advantages. There
are a lot of people out there
who are confused."
Miller said Mrs. Stovall did
not support passage of the
Judicial Amendment, "but
she kept a fairly low profile."
He added she did not favor a
second vote, but "would pve
no problems with it."
Mrs. Stovall is not concerned about the state
Supreme Court or Court of
Appeals, "but she does have
some concerns about the
district court system," Miller
said. "She feels by 1981 the
system will have had three
years and the public should be
able to determine its destiny."
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Tigers Survive Scare, Capture Sectional Crow

ra
ive
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
OWENSBORO, Ky. — It wasn't exactly a
storybook finish, but without it, the final chapter of
the Murray High baseball season would have been
written in
"I wasn't looking for a hit; I was looking to get
hit," laughed Brad Taylor later. But the play in
the seventh inning of last night's Owensboro
sectional baseball tournament was the biggest of
all.
Taylor was hit.by a pitch with the bases loaded
to force the tying run home,and the Tigers went on
to grab a 7-2 extra-inning victory overtgadisonvile to advance to next week's state tournament
here at Chautauqua Park.
Murray High improved its record to 18-1 and its
winning streak to 16 games, but Tiger Coach Cary
Miller admitted his team was lucky to survive.
"You're always lucky to win a tournament
game," a happy Miller said. "This was the first
time we had been behind in a game in a long time,
and we just stopped hitting midway through the
game."
The contest had a hero for a while in MadisonMike Stoddard, who entered the
ville hurler
game in the eighth inning with a situation facing
him that could classify as a pitcher's nightmare.
The Tigers loaded the bases with two outs with
the game still tied 2-2 and Larry McNary, whom "Stoddard replaced, had tossed three balls to
Thomas Kendall before exiting.
Stoddard, though, threw three straight strikes
past Kendall, getting Madisonville out of the
frame unscatched and shifting the momentum
back to the Maroons.
It had belonged to Murray High in the seventh,.
an inning that "my players feel like they can
always score in," said Miller. Trailing 2-1 and
facing elimination, the Tigers began the frarri
..with a strikeout that didn't lift their spirits any.
But Scott Hill walked, Eddie Requarth b ted
for a single and Kendall walked to load t ''ases.
Bruce Taylor popped up, leaving the fin Murray
hopes on Brad Taylor's shoulders.
"I saw that it was going to be ase, so I just
kinda leaned out over the plate," id Taylor, who
let out a whoop and galloped first base as Hill
trotted home with the tying n
John DOnham rapped a grounder in the hole to
the right side that would have scored Murray's goahead run, but Madisonville first baseman Joey
Lansden made nifty stop to end the uprising.
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The Tying Run
John Denham (21) prepares to grab a jubilant Scott Hill after the Murray High centerfielder
scored the tying run against Madisonville last night in the sectional tournament at Owensboro. The'Nem won 7-2 in nine innings and will play in the state tournament next week.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

With pitcher Alan Gibbs shutting down
Madisonville in each of the two innings — seventh
and eighth — to give the Tigers more chances to
take the lead, they finally did in the ninth.
Centerfielder Bill Milton, who finished with
three hits, singled up the middle with the bases
loaded for two runs and begin a flood of Murray
scoring.
When the inning finally ended with a groundout,
the Tigers had taken advantage of four hits and
three infield errors to score five runs. That made it
easy for Gibbs in the bottom of the ninth, who set
the Maroons down in order for his seventh victory
against no losses.
"I didn't really get going until the fifth or sixth
inning," said Gibbs, a hard-throwing senior
righthander. "I went with straight fastballs in
extra innings, and they (Madisonville) hel
out by going for the high pitches."
, but
The Maroons had only four hits off G
they scored single rims in the first a third innings on just two hits and led un the seventh
inning.
the first frame
Leon Combs walked to lead
for Madisonville, stole seco e., went to third on a
a wild pitch. Tiger
passed ball and scored

leftfielder Scott Hill prevented potentially big
of Steve Fowler's
inning by making a diving ca
e a run.
liner for the second out to
rd, centefielder Jeff
In the Madisonville
Francis singled dow the leftfield line, stole
second and scored en Steve Fowler's single to
right.
triunental in the Tigers' scoring
Milton was
the fifth. He doubled to the wall in
their first
the frame and scored on Tony Hem left to o
e to left. Herndon,the designated hitter,
don's s
with five hits for the two sectional games,
finis
ton singled again in the eighth before Kendall
d Eddie Ftequarth walked — the Maroons felt
e latter struck out on a check swing — to load the
bases. But Stoddard's heroics kept Madisonville
alive, at least for a while.
The Tigers will face the champion of the
Somerset Sectional Thursday at 4 p.m., and the
Lexington Sectional winner will face the North
Hardin Sectional champ in the second game at 6
p.m. The championship game will be Friday at
6:30 p.m.
Play in the other three sectionals yesterday was
postponed because of rain.
Boxseore, page 9-A t

ay Be Revamped

PG

By the Assocfated Press
DUB N, Ohio — A plan to drastically alter the
sha of the PGA Tour, in effect splitting it into
r and minor divisions, is being considered.
d could go into effect in two years.
A feasibility study for the two-tour concept is
being conducted and, "if the final determination is
reached this year, it's possible to implement it by
1981," PGA Tour Corrunissoner Deane- Beman
said.
His statement Wednesday confirmed an
Associated Press report of the proposed changes
that were presented in a closed door meeting of the
players more than three weeks ago.
On another matter, Beman said a brief tour for
seniors, players over 50 years old, will be held next
year. A maximum of six such tournaments will he
held, but that number._ Beman said "is very
ambitious. I think it will be more like three to five
events.".
He had said earlier that the tour office was

"very much aware" that Arnold Palmer — the
greatest drawing card golf has produced — will be
eligible for the seniors tour next year.
The go-ahead to conduct a formal study of the
split-tour plan was given at a meeting of the tours
policy board.
Under the plan, which was proposed by the
touring players, a major tour of less than 35 events
would be held with minimum purses of $300,000.
Competing on this tour — which compares with
the 44-event schedule now held — would be the
tour's top 100 players.
The next 150 players, off a money-winning list,
would compete in a series of tournaments
carrying a value of $100,000 to $150,000. The plans
calls for "about the, same number" of events on
this tour as the major circuit, Beman said.
The Major and minor tournaments could be
conducted simultaneously in different cities.

op

Magic Wand... LaCoss Wins Fifth Game For Reds
cinnati's 5-0 whitewashing of
theGiants.
It washed away the bad
taste of the Reds' 12-2 loss 24
hours earlier and widened
their National League West
lead to 2"2 games over the
Giants.
In the rest of the NI. it was
- Atlanta 6, Houston 5; St. Louis
NATIONAL LEAGUE
3, Philadelphia 1; Los Angeles
LaCoss, unbeaten this year, 4, San Diego 2,and Montreal 3,
chalked up his fifth victory by Pittsburgh 0. Chicago at New
three-hitting San Francisco York was rained out. '
"We haven't lost a game
Wednesday night while
Collins, Johnny Bench and I've started yet," said LaCoss,
Ray Knight were hitting home a 23-year-old right-hander. "It
runs off Vida Blue in CM- seems like Mac waves a

By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
Mike LaCoss said Manager
John McNamara waved his
magic wand _again — but the
wands Dave Collins & Co.. had
something to do with it, too.

"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"
Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates
Money Market Certificates
Term:
6 Months
(182 Days)

Minimum Deposit
810.000.00

0

Rate 9.602%
Effective May 24
through May 30

This Type
All Federally Insured Institutions we Prohibited by Law to Compound Interest On
Certificate.

—Ask About Our Monthly Or Quarterly Interest Checks
.*********************Highest Insured Interest Rates Allowed by Federal Low

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT
91,000
$1,000
31,000
$1,000 31,000 .

TERM
8 Year
6 Year
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90 Day

RATE

EFFECTIVE
ANNUAL YIELD

8.00%

8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

7.75%

7.50%
11.50%

Golden Passbook

No Minimum
Deposit

5.75%

5.92%

Regular Passbook

No Minimum

5.25%

5.39%

Deposit
Early Withdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest Penalty

Murray
Murray
South
Downtown
LENDER
.I Branch Hopkinsyille Branch
Federal Sayings & Loan Assn.
MAI NOOSING

7th and Main

753-7921

rilc

Blue, who has lost three in a
row, has been getting shelled
of late. Last year he allowed 12
home runs in 258 innings. This
year he's given up a dozen in
only 80.

magic wand when I pitch. ..
"Like. tonight, lie puts Dave
Collins in left field and he hits
a home run (his first as a
National Leaguer). He's just a
super manager."
LaCoss'.first start this year
came against the Giants after
the Reds had lost their first
three games. It was a disaster
for him — four hits and five
runs allowed in two-thirds of
an 71nning, although none of
them were earned because of
an error he committed. Still,
the Reds won that one 7-6 and
haven't lost with him on the
mound.

715 So 12th St.
753-12)4

Braves 6, Astros 5
Jerry Royster's two-run
single highlighted Atlanta's
five-run eighth inning that
enabled Tony Brizzolara to
chalk up his first major league
victory. Brizzolara allowed
seven hits in eight innings but
was virtually untouchable
after Houston's four-run first.
Cardinals 3, Phillies 1
The St. Louis Cardinals —.
literally stole their game from
Philadelphia. Three stolen
bases off Phils pitcher Dick
Ruthven were followed by
_three run-scoring Ms. In the
third, Ken Oberkfell -singled,
stole second and came in on
Gary Templeton's single.

Largest Selection Ever On

KS
TRUC
'79
Of The Full Sized

Pickups
Last
In Addition To Parker's jRegular Discount
You Receive From Ford Motor Company.
1
1
1
01
50
UP
TO
ON AMERICA'S BEST-SELLING PICKUP

Templeton then stole second
and came home on Keith
Hernandez's single. The
Cardinals made it 3-0 in the
fourth when Tony Scott
singled, stole second and
came home on Ken Reitz's
double.
Dodgers 4, Padres 2
Burt Hooton checked San
Diego on six hits and Steve
Garvey doubled home two
runs in the Dodgers' victory.
Los Angeles. shelled Randy
Jones and three relievers for.
14 hits, four by' Dusty Baker.

.1

The Dodgers.-wiped out the
Padres' 2-1 lead in the fifth
when-Gary -Thomassoa .and.
Bill Russey singled, Garvey
doubled them both home. then
Garvey scored on Baker's
single.
Expos 3, Pirates 0
Steve Rogers scattered
eight hits and Tony Perez and
Warren Cronrtie knocked in
runs to help the -Expos beat
Pittsburgh and win for the
fifth time in six games.
Rodney Scott's bunt single
preceded Perez's triple off
loser John Candelaria in the
fourth innint and Montreal
added two runs, one °I'
Crornartie's single. in the
eighth off Kent Tekulve.

FOftD EXPLORER SPECIAL
PACKAGER--

PACKAGE A
Includes Metallic Paint
Custom Tom Package
Low-Mout* Western Mirrors
Chrome Grille. Mag•Style
—WhealC.owers.&iglu
Windshield. Drip and
Backlight Moldings Explorer
Hood Ornament
Color-Keyed r 0-0-0
tailgate letters and more

$150 OFF!

Include-s•Metallic Patnt-Custom Trim Package.
Low-Mount Western Mirrors,
Chrome Grille Mag-Style
USK.Bright_
1
Mit14141-00
Windshield. Drip and
Backlight Moldings Explorer
Hood Ornament. Color.
Keyeel,F-(l.R.D Tailgate
Letteft.r6wertter
Nutoma c Timamission and
Tin Steering Wheel

$200 OFF'

PACKAGE C
Includet Metallic Paint
Custom Trim Package.
Low•Mount Western Mirrors
Chrome Grille Turbine
intheaLC.owera..&4it._1 ..-.:.Windshield Drip and
Backlight Moldings Explorer
Hood Ornament ColorKeyed F-O-R-D TatIgate
Letters Power..Steering
'Automatic Transmission. Tilt
Steering Wheel Tinted
Glass Air Conditioning and
Convenience Group
'
OFF!

$300

PACKAGE p
Includes Metallic Paint.
Custom Trim Package
Low-Mount Western Mirrors
Chrome Grille Turbine
.
.,,,,Windshield. Drip and
Backlight Moldings Explorer
Hood Ornament
Color-Keyed F -0-P D
Tailgate Letters Power
Steering Automatic
Transmission Tilt Steering
Wheel, Tinted Glass Air
Conditioning ,Convenience
Group and Deluxe Pickup
Box Cover

$350r

COME ON IN TO OUR OPEN HOUSE FOR A GREAT DEAL
•

FORD I

coifolvouv-

Parker Ford, Inc.
701 Main, Murray

153-52''

I'
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Hayes Says Title Means More
By the Associated Press
LANDOVER, Md. — The
Washington Bullets, with a
chance to become the first
repeat champions of the
Basketball
National
Association in 10 years, may
not be the fat cats they're
depicted as.
When the Bullets struggled
to beat Atlanta, 4-3 and then
had to overcome a 3-1 deficit
before prevailing over San
Antonio, some observers
figured they had lost the
desire which carried them to
the top last year.
But veteran forwards Bobby
nandridge and Elvin Hayes
say a second championship
would be even more satisfying
than the first.
"We have more reason to
win than Seattle," Dandridge
said as the two finalists of last
season prepared for tonight's
contest in Capital Centre, the
Bullets leading 1-0 in the bestofseven series.

"Two championship rings
would be icing on the cake for
Wes Icenter Wes Unseld ),
Elvin and myself," Dandridge
said. -And we have some
young players who realize that
a lot of great players in the
league never even get to play
for the championship."
•'I learned a long time ago to
forget my personal goals,"
said Hayes, whiz) finished third
in the voting for the NBA's
most valuable player. "The
championship ring means
more Urine. I want a second
one. The first one was good,
And I want more."
Seattle, meantime, is encountering the same kind of
doubt that Washington faced
last season — even though the
SuperSonics extended the
Bullets to seven games a year
ago and finished behind them
this year with the second-best
regular season record.
Coach Lenny Wilkens was a
bit bemused by a question at a

practice session this week guard Larry Wright sank two
which seemed to suggest the free throws after being fouled
SuperSonics were still not for as time expired. Wiffl8Wright
scoring 26 points, Washington
real.
"We don't have to prove substitutes outscored Seattle's
anything," Wilkens said. 32-8.
The SuperSonics, although
"That was started last year by
people trying to understand tired from a transcontinental
why THEY didn't make it. trip that couldn't be made
Well, we're here again...and until early Saturday — after
they found out who their opthey're still watching."
The Bullets won Sunday's ponent would be — were alert
opener 99-97 when reserve enough to convert 20

Comeback

Riddle Takes Lead
In Ky. Bass Tourney
Qualifying tournament which
has attracted 180 top bass
fishermen from 28 states.
Gary Wade of Greensboro,
N.C., said scientific research
cost him the lead inthe
tournament. He caught
several good bass in practice
for the tourney, but when he
Lake.
returned to his hot spot, he
Riddle, a 24-year-old lab
found state fisheries biologists
technician from Indianapolis,'
conducting an "electro'
g
caught seven bass, weighin
shock" population study, and
23 pounds two ounces; after his
his fish were too stunned to
of
partner, . Charles Nuckles
bite.
Kingsport,. Tenn., told him
Wade was fourth with,14
lures
where to fish and which
pounds,four ounces.
to use.
In fifth place was Bill
Nuckles was in second place"
er of Paducah wall 14
Schroed
afte- catrhir,r- C;sh
Wedr
intes.
Lill ee
?ounds,
pounds.
weighing 20
David Owens of Story, Ark.,
ounces.
caught the biggest bass of the
Forrest Wood of Flippin,
day. It weighed eight pounds,
Ark., was third with six fish
ounces..
two
seven
pounds,
weighing 18
The tournament runs three
ounces, in the. Bass Anglers
Sportsman's Society National days.

AURORA, Ky. AP ) —
Wendell Riddle listened to the
advice offered by his fishing
partner and took over the lead
after the first day of competition in the $40,000 Kentucky Invitational bass
tournament at Kentucky

Washington turnovers into 23
points.
But Seattle was clobbered
55-41 in rebounds, and sank
only 11 of n free throws. Gus
Williams, who led the
SuperSonics with 32 points,
was 4-for-11 from the line.
"We didn't press as much as
we normally do," Wilkens
said. "But now that we're
rested, you'll see it more often."

Garland Completes 1st Since '77
By the Associated Press
The song says it's a long,
long way from May to September, but it was the other
way around and even longer
between complete games for
soreshouldered Wayne
Garland — from September
11977 I to May 1979L

Garland, 2-4, was a 20-game
winner for Baltimore in 1976
and then signed a lucrative
free agent contract with the
Indians. But he dipped to a 1:19 record in 1977 and it appeared as though his career
might be over last year.
Orioles 5, Red Sox 2

AMERICAN LEAGUE 'The 28-year-old righthander, who made only six
appearances last season
before undergoing surgery for
a torn rotator cuff in his
shoulder, allowed four singles
Wednesday night for his first
complete game since 1977 as
the Cleveland Indians nipped
the Toronto Blue Jays 43.. and two of the Toronto rims
were unearned, .
In other American League
action, the Baltimore Orioles
downed the Boston Red Sox 5-2
on Pat Kelly's three-run pinch
homer in the 10th inning, the
Texas Rangers whipped the
Minnesota Twins 7-2 behind Al
Oliver's three•home runs, the
m•1waukee Brewer shaded
the California Angels 1-0, tile
iLietroit Tigers edged the New
York Yankees 4-3 and the
Chicago White Sox beat the
Oakland A's 6-1. Kansas City
were not
and Seattle
scheduled.

Brewers 1, Angels 0
Paul Molitor scored the
game's only run on Don Aase's
bases-loaded wild pitch with
two out in the seventh inning
and Billy Travers hurled a
sixhitter for his second consecutive shutout. Molitor and
Sal Bando singled with two out
and Gorman Thomas walked.
Aase's 1-2 pitch to pinch hitter

Kelly's first home run of the Charlie Moore bounced in the
season ruined a complete- dirt and was deflected about
game effort by Bob Stanley 10 feet down the third base line
and came after Billy Smith's by catcher Jim Anderson, who
one-out infield hit and an error then slipped trying to retrieve
by third baseman Butch the ball.
Hobson. Eddie Murray also
homered for the Orioles, who
Tigers 4, Yankees 3
won for the 24th time in the
Jim Kaat nicked Steve
last 30 games.
Kemp on the arm with a 1-2
pitch with two out in the
of the ninth to force
"Steve Stone, who shaved off bottom
winning run. The
the
home
-his
changed
and
e
his mustach
the bases with
loaded
Tigers
uniform number from 21 to 32,
hits
eight
to
Sox.
Red
the
held
one out against Ken Clay on
over the first nine innings.
two walks around-a single by
Mark Wagner before Kaat got
Rangers 7, Twins 2
Lou Whitaker to ground into a
Oliver smashed a two-run
at the plate.
-force
and
• homer in the first inning
solo shots in the fifth and
eighth as Texa lrnmererl a
club record five homers and
White Sox 6, A's 1
Ferguson Jenkins allowed six
Chet Lemon's tie-breaking
hits. Pat Putnam and Mile three-run homer climaxed a
Jorgensen also homered, with four-run fifth inning that
Oliver and Putnam slamming carried Ken Kravec to his
tworun shots in the first in- fourth straight victory.
ning.
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rEddie Ftequarth was beaten by the throw on his hit attempt yesterday during the Owensboro
Sectional Tournament, but he and his Murray High teammates defeated Madisonville 7-2 to
advance to state play.

Staff photo by Tony Wilson

Political Advert,sement

Let's getdown to the business
ofserious government.

Christy Mobley (middle )
Sherri Swift (left ) and Leslie Thompson battle for possession as
will be completed this
league
the
in
Play
action.
soccer
grade
4th-6th
girls
watches during
Photo by Barbara Gray
weekend.

Soccer Season
In Final Week

ru i0PARTS STORES

FREE

• SPARK YOUR
LAWNMOWER,FREEIII
Buy 8 Champion Spark diugs

(available for most pasenger cars)
and get a r71M Champion Lawnmower
Spark plug FREE. Limit 1 plug per customer

95

CAROUEST BATTERY SALE
RIES
3000 SERIES BATTE
AM
equipment
Meets or exceeds origmai
on most medium sized cars with
average accessory loads
36 month ignited warranty

•3P24 4i3P24F •

4XCH

22F

WI X
PROTECTS
YOU
AND
YOUR
CAR

FREE WIX WEATHERPROOFER
JACKET ... FREE
P
Get a Wix Weatherpro—,'
in the mail
Jacket FREE

when you bUy 2 Wlx OH air

1

,
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s
Good at all participating cAROUEST Auto Parts Stores rtiru May 27 1978'

Bearings
Motor Parts &Street
1109 Chestnut
Murray 153-8311
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--The Flyers lead the league
in the lst-3rd grade division of
girls play in the Murray
Soccer Association as the
season .heads _into its final
weekend.
The Chiefs lead the 4th-6th
grade girls, despite a 3-0 loss
to the Flyers in play earlier
this week. In another game,
the Flames defeated the
Cosmos 3-1.
In lst-3rd grade play, the
Flyers defeated the Chiefs 4-2
and the Redwings and the
Cosmos battled to a 5-5 tie.
The final games Saturday in
the lst-3rd grade division will
match the Flyers against the
Redwings, the Oilers against
the Cosmos and the Chiefs
against the Flames.
Sunday in 4th-6(h— grade
play, the Chiefs will play the
second-place Flames and the
Cosmos battle the Flyers

And a serious business it is. That's why
Todd Hollenbach cid-We—tax rate
times as Jefferson County Judge.
Hollenbach also innovated programs .
for families and neighborhoods; for
aging and handicapped; for abused
and dependent children, and for the
battered spouse.
Speaking out on the Maible Hal Nuciear Plant kr 197.6:he was one-oft
the first to warn of the dangers ot
nuclear power. Todd Hollenbach was
a member of the Federal Coal Advisory Council and will lead the fight
to utilize our coal resources.
Todd Hollenbach has a lot to offer
Kentucky. Seriously.

Hollenbach...
Lt.Governor for Kentucky.
•••

so

Golfers Are Richer
In 1934, Paul Runyan led all
pro golfers with earnings of
. $6,767, but in 1978 Tom Watson
was tops with $362,428

e H Dr.an Burgess. Treasurer Ade 1335 Louisville, KY 40201
Paid lor by Hollenbach for LI Governor Committe

a
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Billy's Troubles
Martin May Not Handle Yankees Again
By WILL GRDASLEY
AP Special Correspondent
It's out of the frying pan into the fire
for Billy Martin, the pugnacious,
outspoken manager-in-limbo of the
New York Yankees.
Poor Billy. Again he is the victim of
his unharnessed tongue. He isn't the
master of diplomacy and discretion. He
doesn't know when to keep his mouth
shut.
It is almost certain to be his undoing
— as it was in his successful but shortlived managerial careers with Minnesota, Detroit and Texas.
If, as reported, Billy has agreed to
shell out $8,000 and make a public
apology to settle the law suit by a Reno,
Nev., sports writer, who charged he
was slugged by Bad Billy in a bar,
Martin's hopes of getting back his
Yankee job in 1980 are diminished
rather than enhanced.
The best prediction is: Don't count on
Billy being in the Yankee dugout next
year.
Owner George Steinbrenner doesn't
say so — "I don't know all the facts, I
want to talk to Billy first" — but all one

s of his 440-yard relay team during yesterday's county
East Calloway girls track coach John Orr readies three member
right are Vicki Houghton, Rhonda McCuiston and Jill
From
.
Stadium
Stewart
Roy
at
ships
junior-high track champion
Staff photo by Matt Sanders
Childress. The East girls and boys won the team titles.

Baseball Standings

BASEBALL
Americas League
DETROIT TIGERS—Placed Mark
Fidrych, pitcher. on the 21-day disabled
Pat
llat Recalled Dave Tobik and
Underwood, pitchers, and Dan Gonzales,
outfielder, from Evansville of the
American Amoctation Purchased the
contract of Fernendo Arroyo, pitcher,
trorn Evansville Sent Tim Corcoran,
outfielder. Shekion tturnside and Bruce
Taylor, pitchers, to Evartirville
NEW YORK YANKEES— Traded Dick
Tow. pitcher, to the Chicago Cubs for
Ray'Burrts, pitcher
National League
ATLANTA BRAVES—Placed Larry
McWilliams, pitcher, on the 2t-4ay
dimbled list lie,alled Jamie Easterly.

Murray High Box

Murray High 7, Madisonville 1
NATIONAL LEAGUE
ab r h bi
EAST
4 0 1 0
Pct. GB
L
W
Eddie Fteq uarth,2b
150 —
4 0 1 0
26 14
Thomas Kendall. 31)
Philadelphia
1
.632
7 1 0 0
24 14
Bruce Taylor, lb
Montreal
4
.5534 1 2 1
21 17
Brad Taylor. is
St Louis
1 0
7
474
.
1
5
20
18
c
John
Denham,
Pittsburgh
2
1
111/
429
15 20
4 2 3 2
Bill Milton. cf
Chicago
361 11
5 1 0 0
13 23
Alan Gibbs, p
New York
ASK &Bali
0 0 '0 0
WEST
Kim Wilson. rf
Natisaal Basketball Aosociatiss
—
.600
4 0 2 1
16
clh
24
Herndon.
Tony
Cincinnati
BOSTON CELTICS—Named Bill Fitch
2
1
2/
535
3 1 1 1
23 20
Scott Hill, If
San Francisco
head coach
2 ' Totals
1
2/
533
40 7 11 5
24 21
Houston
54
467
21 24
101 000 000-2 4 4
Ins Angeles
Madisonville
FOOTBALL
64
400
18 V
003 016 105-7 11 2
San Diego
Murray
Natiosal Football League
2
1
9/
366
15 26
2b-Milton LOB-Murray, 14: MadisonAtlanta
BUFFALO HILLS—Signed Ken JohnWedoesday's Games
ville, S.
son, defensive end, to a series of one-year
Pitching
Montreal 3, Pittsburgh 0
contracta
St. Louis 3,Philadelphia 1 Gibbs
DETROIT LIONS—Signed Ulysses
9 2 2 4 5 5
6, Houston 5
Atlanta
(iY„7-01
Norris tight end
42-3 1 1 5 2 2
A. Coz
LEAGUE
AMERICAN
3 1 1 2 5 4
L McNarv
EAST
11-3 5 1 4 0 0
M.Staddaz d
Pct. GB
L
W
.09 —
V 14
Baltimore
2
/
11
.625
-25 15
Boston
2
/
:41
.548
23 19
New York
5
Milwaukee
IPS
.444
16 V
Detroit
CJiamploaship Finals
9
.439
23
18
Cleveland
Best at Seven Series
2
/
171
.250
33
11
..Toronto
Game 1
WEST
Washington 99, Seattle 97
.625
25 15
Minnesota
Thwsday's Game
505
25 17
California
Seattle at Washington, in
585
24 17
Tema
Susiday's Game
4
.524
V 20
Kansas City
* Washington at Seattle KIngdOrftej
5
.500
26 20
Chicago
Tuesday's Game
Ps
.349
15 28
Oakland
Washington at Seattle 1Coliseum), In.
2
/
.310 111
15 24
Seattle

pitcher, from Richmond of the International League
NEW YORK METS-- Activated Pat
Zachry, pitcher, from the 21-day disabled
but Optioned Dwight Bernard. pitcher, to
Tidewater of the International Leairu

Clip and Save

aoro
-2 to

LOOK!
Opening later this summer

23 36

.535

at some of his questions and ha him,
knocking off the reporter's glasses.
Martin insisted he was provoked.
Steinbrenner, questioned at the time,
said that Billy's future would depend on
his being wholly vindicated of the
charge.
As early as a week ago, Martin, on a
visit to New York, told newsmen:
"That case with the guy in Reno. It's
coming up soon. I will be cleared."
"Sure, I'm sure I will be back next
year," he said. "Steinbrenner gave me
his word."
That's true.
Yet now it appears that it isn't
Steinbrenner's credibility — but that of
Martin — which is up for challenge.
While Billy was proclaiming that he
would be totally dared of all blame,
was he secretly negotiating with the
plaintiff to have the case settled out of
court? °
If, as Hagar claims, the settlement is
being made, then it's going to be difficult for the scrappy skipper to claim
total vindication. It's virtually an admission of guilt. The boss is off the
hook.

NC's King Is NCAA Golf Leader

Sports At A Glance
Transactions

has to do is read the writing on the wall.
Martin has violated the seventh and
most important of Steinbrenner's
famed seven guidelines, enunciated
when Martin was walking the tightrope
in mid-July, 1977.
The tenet: A manager must be
—
honorable.
The purity of Martin's intentions are
bound to come up for question when
Steinbrenner meets with Billy, his
agent and lawyer at the earliest convenience.
When Martin resigned under growing
pressure on July 24, 1978 only to be
rehired with a dramatic electronic
scoreboard announcement at the
Yankee Old Timer's' game five days
later, the stipulation was that he could
have his job back in 1980 if he regained
his health and mental Composure and
stayed clear of trouble.
_ Billy did the former. The latter
became the stumbling block.
Last Nov. 10, Billy was hoisting a few
with friends at halftime of a basketball
game when he was approached by Ray
Hagar, a Reno sports writer. Hagar
charged that Martin became incensed

NBA Standings

Grand
and open today by telephone

By the Associated Press
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. — Kevin
King has had his share of bad luck the
past two years, but in Wednesday's
opening round of the NCAA Golf
Championship, King had luck 'on his
side.
The University of North Carolina
senior carded a course-record 5-underpar 67 on the Bermuda Run Golf Course
to give the Tar Heels the team lead
after the first round of play. He also put
himself in the lead for individual
honors.
Trailing King was Lennie Clements of
San Diego -State with a 69. King's
teammate,John McGough, was in third
place with a round of 70. Texas
Christian's Kevin Harrison, finishing
near-darkness, shot a 71.
"I played probably the best I've
played in two years," King said. "I
struck it real well. I didn't miss a shot
on the front side."
Following UNC in the learn race
of
Wednesday was the University

Houston with a 294 total. Georgia and
Georgia Southern were tied for third at
297, along with Brigham Young and
Southern California. New Mexico and
Fresno State were tied at 298.
Defending cha_inei.ion Oklahoma
teams to tee off
State, one of the

Wednesday, finished back in the pack
at 299.
Wednesday's round got under way a
half hour late due to derise fog, and it
ended with light rain falling on the
course. Today's round was to begin
under the threat of rain.

UCLA -Trinity To Batile
ATHENS,Ga. —If California doubles
Combinations can overcome Texas
experience, UCLA can win the NCAA
team tennis championship, according
to Bruin Coach Glenn Bassett.
''As I see it, we have to get 3-3 out of
singles to have any kind of chance of
winning" over Trinity, Bassett said
after his top-seeded squad knocked off
defending champion Stanford 6-2 in
Thursday's semifinals.
A split in the singles would mean the
team that wins two of the three doubles

matches would capture the championship..
Second-seeded Trinity, of San
Antonio, Texas, beat Southern
Methodist 5-4 on Wednesday to win its
spot in the finals.
Trinity lost two of its three doubles
matches Wednesday, while UCLA won
both matches played. The Brains' No.3
doubles match was canceled.
Trinity has "a great coach and
they've been in the team championships for three years, so they have
lots of experience," said Bassett.

SCODER INCORPORATED

Located in Murray; Ky. and serving this
area and the Midwest in:
*Coins and Numismatic supplies
*Stamps and Philatelic supplies
,Gold and Silver Investments
'
•Scoden incorporated is proud 'to be this
area's authorized dealer for the Canadian
Sold in
Gold Beaver (a pure gold bullion coin).
s of
finenes
a
with
sizes
ounce
1
'
and
ounce
I
9999 There is no alloy in this coin I
•Available for collectors-Proof quality
Canadian Gold Beavers

East Calloway Squads
Capture County Titles

•General and special merchandise purchased on
surrequest at low retail prices that will pleasantly
you!
prise
to chat about what
Call us today for further Information or lust
Is:
numb's'
Our
.shop
th•
in
you would like to see

Area Code 502 753-5061
Shop Hours Will Be:

9 30-3 30 M-Th
9 30-5 30 Friday
Appointments Only-Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY

Please Note
As a special consideration to our Gold and
Silver investment customers, we offer 24
hr. a day service by telephone for gold and
silver quotations and purchases from 9:30
a.m. on Monday-Midnight Saturday. Ixceptions-any legal holiday at the New York
Stock Exchange.
_Clip and Save.

East Calloway swept to the
boys and girls county juniorhigh track titles with convincing victories yesterday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The East boys compiled 67
points to outdistance .North
(26) and Southwest (22), while
the girls finished with 71 ta
defeat runnerup Southwest
(28) and North ( 15 ).
Vicki Houghton paced the
East girls with three first
places, while Jeff Garrison
and Dale Torsak won two
events each for the East boys.
Houghton was named the
outstanding girl in the field
events, while teammate Jill
Childress was chosen for the
honor in the track events.
Mike Holloway took field
event honors for the boys,
while Garrison was named
most outstanding in the track
gyents.

Girls Results
East 7L Southwest 28, North 15
HIGH JUMP — Vicki Houghton (E.#4.
2.
1
LONG JUMP — Houghton (,E). 14-3/
DISCUS — Janie Green (Er,
.
2
1
/
26-10
E),
SHOT — Green
60-YARD HY1RDLES — Donna Coles
1:SW 1, 10.27.
- 440 RELAY — East Fthonad McCuiston.
Mandy Miller, Houghton, Jill Childress
56.98
100-YARD DASH — McCuiston E.
1213
50-YARD DASH — Childress Er, 6.6.
MO RELAY — East McCuiston, Miller.
Noreen Herndon, Childress), 2703
440 — Rhonda Eldridge (Ni,1 - 10
— Houghton Er. 2:55.
220 -- Lisa Hopper Ni,30.69.

Boys Results
East 67,North 26,Southwest
LONG JUMP — Mike Hollaway Er. 1611".
SHOT — Williams Er, 30-74 DISCUS — Tim Thorton 1E r, 106-104.
HIGH JUMP — Jeff Garrison ,E 1, 5-1
60-YARD HURDLES — Dale Torsak
8.97
440 RELAY - North („Albritten, Young,
Lovett, Boggess), 53.27
100-YARD DASH — Garrison fEr, 11.54.
MILE — Randall Dillican NI, 5.41
880 RELAY • East rThortwi. Lusk,
Underhill, Holloway 1, 1:51.9.
440 — Torsak (E),.1:00.
800 — Richard Dowdy (Er, 2336
220 — Garrison (E), 26.12.

Money
Market
Certificates
6 Months

This rate is in effect May 24 through May 30

MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE
TERM 6 Months (182 days);

22

This summer, when you'
hit the road, you'll probably
pack light And now you can
pack right.
With Levi's' getaway gear. For very little jack.
In fact, almost half what
_yatist pay_aniht_greet-

cup. And enjoy.
Then decide
which one's
your bag. Or
cap. Or belt. Or
wallet. A spetial
counter display
shows all. And it
tells how you can
get it straight
from Levi's
Accessories.
Like we say.
fer very little jack.

It's easy.
Just ride
into Burger
Queen. Step up
to the counter.
Order a large
cup of CocaCola
in the
special
Levi's."

- In fact. most of the items deal on the road?
Just one way.
you see here can be had for
Start your trip at Burger
less than ten bucks.
Queen.
So how do you get this

is your bag,

get into gear.

Auction
iach Week's Rate is based on the Treasury

Save With

ESLIC

)201

Security Federal'
Savings & Loan Association

*Poch klenoty
Coca-Cola- and "Coke are relpatered trade marks
the 168fne product of the Coca Cola Company
•
STRAUSS CO .
The woof 'Levi 111•registered u.d. mark ol LEVI •
1 97111 Levi Strauss (.Co
A •
;.
San Francisco 12
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Murray High Superlatives
Most 'Likely To Succeed

Most Dependable

Most School Spirit

Wittiest

FleWC

b

A

•

Terry Smith

Jon Alexander

Stocy Overbey

_

fr

1
James Harrison

Woman Treated For Symptoms
Of Exposure To Nerve Gas

Authorities at the arsenal
declined to comment, and
Potts said personnel at Fitzsimons did not know exactly

Re-Elect

Billy
Balentine
As Your

City Councilman
Your Vote And Support
Will Be Appreciated.
Keep A Man In Office That Listens To You
And Votes For Your Best Interest On All
Issues.

Mitzi Cathey

Best Looking

F

Kendall

Dave Potts, public affairs
officer at Fitzsimons Army
Medical Center. Potts said the
woman went to the dispensary
at her base about 9 p.m. and
was admitted to Fitzsimons
two hours later.

David Stephenson

Angie Lea

Best All Around

Most Athletic

Most Talented

DENVER ( AP ) — An
enlisted woman working at the
Rocky Mountain Arsenal was
hospitalized in stable condition today after suffering
symptoms associated with
exposure to, nerve gas, a
hospital spokesman said.
Army Spec. 5 Denise
Garnett experienced convulsions, vomiting and, nausea
about 6 pin. Wednesday, said

David Willoughby

Debi Newry

what type of contact Ms.
Garnett may have had with
the nerve gas, which is contained in the arsenal's stock of
Weteye bombs.
"All! know is she came in
suffering from symptoms
associated with the exposure
to the GB nerve agent — the
nausea, the vomiting, the
convulsions," Potts. said.
"Without having been able to
confirm it, it appears she was
working With the nerve gas.
The wom6 herself indicated
she had been working with the
bombs."
On Monday, the Army
began testing for leaks in the
896 bombs at the arsenal. The
bombs are scheduled to be
transferred next month to
permanent storage at the
Tooele Army Depot in Utak_
although Utah Gov. Scott
Matheson has filed a lawsuit
seeking to prevent the transfer.
The Army said Tuesday that
no leaks had been discovered
in the first batch of bombs
tested. The transfer was to
begin June 11 if nci leaks were
found.

Jeff Kamm,

Jaime Washer

Bred Taylor

Keane Gregory

Murra Home
& Auto

/ake
Tuth7

Phone
153-2571

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Tracey NI

Take
Advantage
Of Murray
Home & Auto's
Bridal Registry

SELF-PROPELLED'
WIth Front
Wheel Onve,

99.99

144.99
2-HP Mower
1
20-tn. 3/

Rear-bafile improves
Features recoil star'
grass discharge 3-in. roller -bearing wheels
3 cutting heir;• , 2 xisition chromed folding
/land* Ottr'

74.99

191n. 3-HP SERVESS' ROTARY

R
20-In. 3-HP RbTARY MOWE
improves

grass disRecoil star .,engine Rear -baffle
wheels,
charge. Shear-pin crankshaft protection 7-in
_
2-position folding handle 02/51
15.95
Side-Discharge Grass Catcher. 02/GC11

Handle-mounted controls 6-in wheels adjust to 2 cutting heights Austempered steel
blade with *Shear-pin adapter 2-position
folding handle 02/40

SLEEPING BAGS

efa: CAMEL

Time F-or A Change

Vote For

Forrest Burchard

18.99
EL DORADO 8 x

CABIN TENT

COLE MT. Sleeping Bag

FulHength
Blue nylon wall with white canvas roof, sewn-in pay floor.
7419
S5/419
screen door Sleeps five. Fire retardant
93.1111
B Decade 9 x 12 Ft. As above. Sleeps seven- S5/420

Nylon taffeta cover with flannel lining 4 lbs. Poly-plus* filling Full
zipper Rated 30-35°F 33 x 75-in
finished size. S5/719U044

21.88 ,
HOT Foor Sleeping Bag •
41h-lb Acryorio, y, lb of Hollofirm 808 filling for foot warmth
Poplin cover with Maxi-duck flannel
lining. 33 x 75 In S5/854H051

,For Your State Senator
Ctare}v*,
HICKORY
SMOKER OVEN

Things I Would Promote:
1."Investigate high electric rates"
2. More money for rural roads, school
improvements,and creek drainage.
3. Promote Gasohol productiorriin Kentucky.
4. Less Government control.

VOTE FOR A FARMER
& AG-BUSINESSMAN
INSTEAD OF A LAWYER.
Paid For By Candidate

27.88
Enjoy the taste of old-time
hickory-smoke flavor at home.
Three racks hold up to 24 lbs of
Meat, fish or fowl. Electric.
27.1111
55/1008
2 lbs. Hickory Chip. Also ideal
/1010 .1.39
for barbecues

These cards
rant,.

IMPRINTED
with your name
Ouiir k Setoo

We Imprint Your Invitations,
Paper Napkins & Stationary

2 Puede
/
• Widgitilliely 101
-* 14-CC,2-Cycle nasalise Eagles
No electric cord to tangle around
trees. Heavy-duty nyion line cuts
weeds; trfins, edges, mows. For
medium-to-large areas. 68/599
299.99
116-CC Medd.68/659
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Auto Firms To Have 33 Days To Sumit Legal Briefs
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) — Tuesday following a day of
Two auto firms appealing testimony on appeal of the
their suspension from state suspensions, which would run
bidding will have 33 days. to through May 31, 1981. During the hearing, Finance
submit legal briefs, once the
is Department attorney Gary
transcript
hearing
Smith attempted to link
prepared.
Hearing officer William Paducah car dealer W.
Dishman then will recom- Howard Woodall to a disputed
mend to Finance Secretary letter submitted - to the
Roy Stevens whether the department.
Smith, testified the letter
suspensions should stand
against Lester Motors Inc. of was attached to a sworn
Central City and KingWoodall statement in which Woodall
claimed Lester Motors Inc.
Motors of Paducah.
Dishrnan set the timetable would suffer a loss under its

Cash Bonuses
Limited Time Only!

The letter, addressed to
Ford dealers by Ford Motor
Co.'s Louisville district office,
has been called an apparent
forgery by state Auditor
George Atkins.
The letter states that
dealers are to be reimbursed
for up to only 45 days of interest on the cost of heavy
trucks kept in dealers'stocks.
Joseph Cappy, Ford's
Louisville district sales
manager,told the hearing that
Lester Motors was reirn-

original bid on a 1978 school
bus contract.
In the 1978 bus contract, the
Finance Department granted
Lester Motors a $22,695 price
increase but after the increase
was publicized, Lester Motors
refunded the money and was
suspended from bidding.
Woodall did not attend the
hearing but submitted a
written statement in which he
again denied having seen the
letter until its recent inclusion
In a state auditor's report.

Armed Woman Fires On
Students At Emory U.
to DeKalb General Hospital in
stable condition," hesaid.
Johnson described the
assailant as a -young
woman." He said there were
no hostages.
Emory spokesman Tom
Sellers said that.shortly after
the shooting,the assailant was
reported "sitting quietly,
talking to a doctor."
Earlier, WQXI radio quoted
an Emory student as saying,
"She's on the balcony where
you go- into the -Post Office.
She's sitting in the corner with
a gun in her hand and every
once in awhile she'll get up
and cant the gun at the crowd
out in front of her."

ATLANTA (API — An
armed woman took refuge on
the balcony of the student
center at Emory University
campus today and wounded a
female student with gunfire, a
police
County
Dekalb
spokesman said.
Chuck Johnson of the
DeKalb police said a young
woman was hit in the side by
gunfire, but did not appear to
be seriously injured.
"She has been transported

A

You can get $1,500 cash or up to $2,000 for college
tuition when you join the Army Reserve in Murray.
You will also learn a skill which could prepare you
for high paying civilian jobs; earn a retirement pension; get low cost group life insurance and more.
You will earn all this by serving one weekend a
month and two weeks each year with the Murray
Army Reserve Unit.
This bonus offer is for a limited time only,so don't
wait. Find out today if you are qualified for the Ar-my Reserve Bonus Program.

Call Army Reserve
Opportunities
502/442-2949
Out Of Town Call Collect

bursed for up to l05 days of
interest on truck chassis
provided under the 1978
contract..
Cappy also said the purported letter to Ford dealers,
dated Feb. 24, 1976, could not
have been written then
because it bore a code number
starting with 75, meaning that
it was a 1975 letter.
Ford has produced what it
calls the actual letter to
dealers. That letter, dated
Feb. 24, 1975, said that the
interest maximum
reimbursement period had
been restored to 105 days.
Woodall's computation of
higher interest costs was the
key factor in his sworn claim

Grant Approved
For Applachian
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Appalachian Regional
Commission has approved a
$1.5 million grant to stimulate
and
construction
rehabilitation of housing for
low and ntoderate income
families and persons in
Eastern Kentucky.
The money represents the
third year of such funding.
About 700 housing units included under previously
approved projects will be
under construction by summer, the state said.

,
10

that Lester Motors would
suffer a loss under its original
bid.
Attorney Charles Wood,
representing Lester Motors,
said that Wuodall was only an
agent for Lester Motors Inc
and that the corporation
should not be penalized for the
actions of its agent.
Wood said officers and
directors of Lester Motors
were not aware of any alleged
irregularities.
Woodall, in his written
statement, said he has served
on the board of Lester Motors
but gave no other details.
"At no time did I intentionally deceive anyone or
misrepresent any fact or

the firm's business with the
state have been divided 45
percent to Lester Motors, 46
percent to King-Woodall
Motors, and 10 percent to
Woodall.

WILLIAM

FURCHES
Qualified
Interested
Experienced
For
CITY COUNCIL
Pololool Ad Pull
IN Ay Comillioto

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE:1N E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR TM RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434

09,1

AUTO SERVICE

GOODfrIVEAR

CENTER

ir-Are

SERVICE STORES

Confidence Starts With
The Goodyear Promise
Engine
Tune-Up

Lube And
Oil Change
Includes up to hoe
Norts magi. brand
10130 oil
Oil filter tetra if needed
-------

Includes listed parts and
labor — no extra charge for
air conditioned cars. $4 less
for electronic ignition. —

411!!3
44E08
$49,

HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS

HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS

Tantrific Sun is a brand
new way to get an even,
golden tan in just minutes a day.
It's all done indoors,
so no matter what the
weather's like, the sun
will still be shining
at Ta.ntrific.
And there's no messy
lotion, no burning,just
the most perfecttan this
side of Hawaii.
So take the work out
of working on a tan and
come by Tantrific Sun.
You'll look better
lewing than you did
coming in.

figure to the detriment of the
Commonwealth," Woodall
stated.
Lester Motors president
Stuart Bohne, under crossexamination,said profits from

• Electronic engine, charging, and starting systems
analysis• Install new pointt, plugs, Condenser, rotor
• In• Set dwell and timing • Adjust carburetor
cludes Datsun, Toyota. VW, and light trucks
first,
comes
whichever
miles,
3,000
Warranted 90 days Or

• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment

Brake Service-Your Choice

$6988

• WE DO PROFESSIONAL
WORK.
• WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE.
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS.
• WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE
WARRANTY NATIONWIDE.'

Front-End
Alignment
and Free Tire Rotation

88
$115
Parts and addltional
services extra if needed
Front wheel drire and
Gnevettes excluded

. HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rotate all four tires • Set caster.
camber, and toe-In to proper alignment • In:
spect suspension and steering systems • Most
US cars sonic imports
Wartanted So days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes Hat

Pre-Season Air
Conditioning Service

$2188

Additional parts arid services
extra it needed.

HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
AWHEEL NNW Install new
brake lining. all 4 wheels •
Mew front grease seals • Redrums • Repack front
surface
OR
wheel
front
rotors • Repack
bearings • Inspect hydraulic
bearings • Check calipers and

2-WH(EL FRONT DISC: Install
new front brake pads and grease seals•Resurface front

system •Add fluid
hydraulic system • Add towel
(does not include rear wheels)
Most U.S. cars, most Datsun. Toyota. VW

comes first '
Warranted 12 mantas or 12,000 miles, whichever

Plus replacement refrigerant at $3 50 per pound
Additional parts and
Services extra if needed
•
HELPS MAINTAIN MAXIMUM COOLING
• Perform complete leak lest
• Evacuate and rechinge entire system
• Acliust drive belt tension
• Tighten evaporator condensor, and compressor
mounts
• Most US cars some tmports
Warranted SO days or 3,000 miles. whichever comes first

RETREAD PAIR OFFER

SIX RIB POLYESTER
Streak78 $1975
design Long -wearing
tread Dependable. smooth ding diagonal-ply construction Don't miss this value'

Fully Inspected
Goodyear Retreads Are A
Money Saying Value!

Six-rib

Blackwell
Size

OUR
PRICE

Plus
PET and
old tire.

Si 69
$25.00
1378=13
$2.Q3
$25.00
C78-14
$2 22
00.00
F78-14
$2 38
$33.00
D78-14
$261
$35.00
H78-14
$2 44
$33.00
978-15
$2 66
H78-15 _ $35.00
WHITEWALLS $3 00 MORE

2for
$30
--,,; :4 --,, 14

2for
$32
i6015'..6

2for
$40

2for
$46
a
AAA
J'A

A .

I

g K e.e., of.ces if fnan. III in
SSA depending on s re PH Pao,
needed

Add $3.00 per tire for whitewall.

"Come By for a Tan!"

Tantrific Sun
of Murray

E

JustSay'Charge it'
' ozasai
rviec Rivch="2,-count
U.. any of these 7 other ways to buy our
Own Dastomer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• Vise • American Express Card • Carte
Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

3ening This Frid]

Dixieland Center — 753-3011.

*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at
least 90 days or 3.000 miles, whichever
comes first — many services, much longer
If warranty service is ever required, go to
the Goodyear Service Store where the

original work was performed, and we'll fix
It. free If, however, you're more than 50
miles from the original store.* to any of
Goodyear s 1500 Service/ Stores nationwide '

Store Manager Robed B. Rudolph, Jr.

Murray, Ky.

Goodyear Service Store
Store Nears: II a.m. rota 8 p.m. Non -Sat.

Phone
753-0595

.•••

".1
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SetYour Sights
OnThese Values
CUM LAUDE GRADUATE — Judy Eldredge of
Money, formerly of DONlo Center, Iowa,
congratulated upon being awarded the I. S. degre
is
e Is moraine with cam Weds Moen
at Money
State University in the 56th anneal sprits commi
e
ea Saterday. May 12. Offering congratulations is Dr. Richard Sewel
l, vice-presideet
ocailemic programs. Also skim
is her husband, Dr. David Eldredge, dean
of the College of Rosiness and Milk Affai
rs at Morrey
State. Mrs. Eldredge was among 1,195 gradv
ates from the spring mid esid-year class
es.

500 To 600May Die On Highways
Over Memorial Day Says Council
By ARTHUR H. ROTSTELN
weekend despite expectations manager for the council, said
Associated Press Writer
that many motorists will have Wednesday the number of
CHICAGO ( AP) — The troub buyin
deaths likely will be affected'
le
g gasoline.
National Safet.y Council
Over the 1978 holiday by the availability of gasoline.
estimates between 500 and 600 perio
d, The Associated Press The estimate was made about
persons may die on the count
ed 528 traWc-related four weeks ago, he said —
nation's highways over the death
before the shortage — when
s.
three-day Memorial Day
Jack Recht, sthtistics 'gasoline supplies were
roughly the same as in 1978.
"We're committed to that
estimate at this moment,"
The Stovall Committee For
Recht said."My own feeling is
believes that because Judge Bob Governor
that it might be somewhat
Mill
er is
State Campaign Manager for
lower_than that estimate,"
Stov
all
depending on the number of
Calloway County will receive mor
e
bene
fits
miles Ainericans -drive. "It's
if she is elected!
too late to revise it."
• But he noted traffic deaths
Vote for what is best for you
were up 13 percent in the first
and
your
county.
three months of 1979 compared to last year — "a prey
phenomenal increase" — and
had influenced the 500 to SOO
estimate. The council aid
10,360 persons died through
March, and a 1972 record of
56,278 deaths would be broken
if the higher death rate cork
tinues.
Macon and Jean Blankenship
In 1978, 51,901 persons were
killed in traffic accidents, and
Billy Max and Jerrie Erwin
a 13 percent increase_ this
Gil Hopson
entire year would mean a
Marilyn. Elwell
, record 58,641 deaths.
1'On the one hand, you have
Wayburn and Brenda Wyatt
a gasoline shortage; on the
Johnny and Geneva McCage
other hand, you have an indication of krelativelx large
Ralph McCuiston
increase in fatalities, the
Fannie Stubblefield
explanation for which we don't
have details,"., said Recht.
Janice'Austin
However, council President
Ken and Carolyn Adams
Vincent L. Tofany said "an
Sadie Nell Allbritten
assumption seems proper that
higher speeds are behind the
Billie Ray
disturbing
increase
in
Sue Outland
fatalities."
Tofany said observing the
Bettye Baker
national speed limit of 55 mph
Emma Johnson
will help conserve fuel. Its
introduction five years ago
Chuck and Mary Jane Orerbey
has saved at least 35,000 lives,
Partricia Miller
he said.
Kizzie Cantrell
The Associated Press keeps
a
traffic death count for the
Paid for by Stovall Committee
for Governor, Ephriam
holiday period that begins at6
Lawrence, Treasurer.
p.m. Fiiclay and ends at
midnight Monday local time

Vote Stovall
Tuesday, May 29!

ARRID

NEW

•
AMID
I XTRA DRY

MEET

iri

REMOVEF

MAIN

99c

POW
ROLL ON

4 OZ.
LOTION

%Pe

EXTRA DRY
POWDER
ROLL-ON
.6 OZ.

*REIMILJUI
BAIT

99C
xoL

*REGULAR
*HERBAL

Excedrm•

THE E JIMA STIRENGT.
MIMI
E LIE V w

COVER GIRL

EXCEDR1N

OIL CONTROL MAKE-11P

EiTRA-STABIOTI PAIN RELIEF

..4
96
C

36 TABLETS

S1 44

FLEX

ASSORTED
SHADES

9 OZ.
*REGULAR
*SUPER HOLD
*SUPER UNSCENTED
*UNSCENTED
*ULTIMATE NOLO

,FINTFCt.

••

•

v ypgiso

99

Flpx

BALSAM
PROTEIN
SHAMPOO
CONCENTRATE
6 OZ.

9

C

4111111111.
*OILY

VAGISIL
ITCHING MEDICATION
1°z.
CREAM

$128

Coppertone

Caladryl

SUNTAN LOTION

COME TASTE OUR

4 OZ. BOTTLE
$218

KC Strip

SUNTANTLOTION cwertme
si

Lotion
C.stadryl

6$
188

34

(It'll keep you comini back!)

SUNTAN OIL
4 OZ. IOTTLE

$399

$2'8
SHADE
EXTRA PROTECTION
401. NOTION

KODACOLOR II
COLOR FILM
This weekend.
Sirloin Stockade proudly
features our KC Strip A thick, juicy
cut
cooked just the way you like it Ale-g
uarantee it. With a big
baked potato or frehch fries'and a
thick slab of toast, you'd
expect to pay more than 33 99 But that'
s all it is at Sirloin
Stockade Add a trip to our Soup 'n
Salad Bar. maybe. Only
99C And what yob have is an uncomm
on value at a rigther
uncommon steakhouse Sirloin Stoc
kade

20 EXPOSURES
SIZE 110 OR 126

$159
ONLY

hade

$2
52

SUPER SHADE
4 OZ. LOTION
$326

ENJOY YOUR FUN IN THE SUN WITH
COPPERTONE PROTECTION.

753-8304

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE'

Quality that keeps you comfit'back.
Bel-Air Center

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

,111S(01111 IIRI,TG CEITERS)

SALE PRICES
GOOD
TNRU 5/26/79

,
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All Day
Memorial Day
8 aim to 6 p.m.
Open

T
401011V-3011%.
31rcoco€3L.
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nee. N. NY **ft ind •••••••4,••••••4•••
ft.* calon• w *Iowa
•••• ••••••11•••
•Or ahs.. earn Omar Sow
...Dr ans.& Ng.
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N
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1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 mai 24 Mime* Nal 30 WE GLARY ACCRT FOOD STAMPS

i list.S-S
ePgatdSa

Choice of 1 With

Bonus Special

$12.50 Order

Both With

.

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

$25.00 Order

(from left) Mr. and Mrs. 14.0. Warren, Route 7, Ford
Road, and Mrs. Oneida Boyd, 1004 Sharpe Street, have
been appointed to the Committee to Elect John Y. Brown
Jr. Governor by Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood Brown,co-chairmen
of the committee.
paign there.
Mr. and Mrs. H.O. Warren,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren,
Route 7, Ford Road, and Mrs. former owners of the Warren
Oneida Boyd, 1004 Sharpe Seed Company, now are
Street, have been appointed to engaged in farm land
the Committee to Elect John development. They are
Y. Brown Jr. Governor by Dr. members of the First Baptist
and Mrs. Ellwood Brown, co- Church.
chairmen of the committee.
Mrs. Warren is a member of
Mrs. Boyd and'her husband the Delta Department of the
Lloyd, who is retired from the Murray Woman's Club and
Murray Post Office, are served as Crusade comembers of the First Baptist chairman of the MurrayChurch. She is a member of Calloway County Cancer
the Theta Department of the Drive. Warren is an active
Murray Woman's Club and a member of the Murray Rotary
second vice president of the Club.
club's General Board.
In 1952, the Warrens moved
A past ,president of the to Murray from Livingston
Murray High School PTA and County where __Oft had
holds a lifetime membership engaged in farriang and
in that organization. Mrs. business. Mrs. Warren taught
Boyd is active in Community in the Livingston County
Theatre and was in the School System.
production of Jesse Stuart's
They have three children;
"The Thread That Runs So Mrs. Don (Henrietta) Pinson,
True."
Hopkinsville; Mrs. Jerry
The Boyd's have one (Ann) Wilson, Salem; and
daughter, 1.inda, who is an Bill, who with his wife Mary
account executiVe for WARY Beth, is the Calloway County
radio station in Louisville.She Coordinator-4d the Browe far.
is active -ia-the Brown cam- governor campaign.

Duncan Nines

it I/

Limit 3 Dotes

CATSUP

ROUND
STEAK

Clover Leaf

!)
t
"

5-1 qt. pkg.

•

6 oz

19'

ef(r

INSTANT TEA

oz.$1 19

_

3/$.1

MARSHMELLOWS
Hyde Park

3Nku

$1

79

RUMP
ROAST

.,
r."

tinCHEESE DINNER

L,

--C4,s\l„,,„ ..
;
0
, iste-4:
‘r
I ,A-*
)*,
% e.

.,,

Del Monte Whole Kernel

CORN

49'

$239

..••=1 Save More On Hyde Pork Milk
Hyde Park
Si 89
gal.
MILK

•

Del Monte Cream Style
I CORN

\.....),.

17 oz

Green Giant Cut 17 oz /,-Peas.ii

GREEN BEANS

Center Cut
Smoked

.

-• 1

'
39
7,oz.5/s1
3/s1
i7oz 3/$1
16 oz.

Golden

sl;,

t, /

69

3 oz.

PEELED TOMATOES

'iOO79

7 oz

32 oz.19c

IT

Hyde Pork Whole

f

DEODORANT

F'gActibCnAKE MIX
'

Hyde Park
COFFEE CREAMER..I.

•

Renuzit Solid Room

$469
I

39

lib. box

Kraft Jet Puffed

MARSHMELLOWS

ressong
T" ,

PLATES

SUGAR

Kraft Miniature

U.S. Choice
Boneless

PAPER

Scout

69

. 32 oz.

DRY MILK

.$189
-

Colonial Powdered

t

U.S. Choice

‘.1

Merit

,V•Ci
1"
-W%10.0
1.1
r**. - •
,0

With $12.50 Additional
Perches' Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products

Hyde Park

32 oz

Limit 3

With $12.50 Additioaal
Parches* Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additiettal
Purchase Ezelveing
Tana I Dairy Frodeets

DRESSING

CANDIDATE SPEAKS — Jerry Aileyne, candidate for
stale superintendent of public instruction, right, met with
a group ot senior citizens when he was campaigning In
Murray recently.

59c

4 Itell Mtg.

jj
NDAZ:ca'

Hyde Park Salad

1

CAKE
MIX

Ampiaoas

Hi-C 8 qt. Size
.
.90

DRINK MIX
Hyde Park Lo-Cal
5159

CHOPS
Lb$1 89

Hyde Pork Homogenized

OPTIONS REBATE

gal

1

MILK

1 '2 gal

R MILK
l Tiik
ili
H

12 oz

MTPTAGE CHEESE
CO
H

Welch s

Nz.4

gol

MILK Green Top

99c
59c

Hyde Pork

options, through June 15.

TUNA

Buy the Scout model you wont from our
wide inventory, and International will send
you a rebate check for 10% of the sticker
. price on every factory-installed option. But
hurry on in, because this offee is good only
if you purchase and take delivery of a new
Scout by June 15—and they're going fast.

Free $6.95 Rand-McNally 4rail Guide
With Each Demonstration Drive

TRUCKTRAILERSBUSES,Inc.

HydeF

pz

i ii
egCAPS
i

U.S.641
South

INIBNIAINNAL

6'2 oz

No

VIENNA SAUSAGE

5 oz

(LB

MARGARINE

49'

ORANGE JUICE

r CE
zi
ORANGE i

We Have The
Fussiest Meat Dept. In Town
U.S. Choice Sirloin Tip

6 oz

t :
f
it

12 oz

4L

CHICKEN BREAST

ROAST
U.S. Choice Chicken Fry
STEAK

49'
89c

79c

1b89C

lb

POTATO SALAD

Field 1 Lb

89c

5119
•

BANANAS

5119

csiki6sBEANS

LETTUCE

each

Fresh
EEN ONIONS

ONIONS

29`

bunch

`
39.
15c

lb

15e

Juicy White

lb
Owen's Forrius Pit

99C
12 oz

lb

•
•

Owen's Best Slob Sliced

-WIENERS

Golden Ripe

Yellow

Lb

-BACON

HAMHAM
$11 89

Fresh Crisp Head

Owen's Best

lb

SMOKED

Produce Dept.
each

°ColiBest
iLavi

U.S Choice Sirloin Tip

Center

69'
39c

Deli
Owen's Best Fried

STEAK---

JELLY

Hyde Pork Frozen

Hyde Park

.Pro-Leaguer

Murray, Ky.

49'
59C

Parkoy

WIENERS

III

17 oz

t ifkCOCKTAIL

I

eg
,

Hormel
Make your best deal on any
Scout in stock—and get 10%
back on all factory-installed

GRAPE

BAR-B-0 PORK

89
lb 9

GRAPEFRUIT

5 lb bag $119
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Farmers Urge Carter To Increase
Allotment Of Diesel For Farmers

0-11-1111111

In New York, service
stations whose prices exceed
99.9 cents per gallon — but
whose rumps can't accommodate an extra digit —
will be allowed today to price
gas by the half-gallon.
And in California, where
fines at service stations
dwindled but did not disappear, Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.
c/Ille4 for more candor, less
inconsistency and more
leadership" from the federal
government in the, energy
crisis:,
The Energy Department
Tuesday asked refineries to
step up production, primarily
of gasoline. Officials say the
decision will not cut into the

Short Named To

Lee Bolen
Common Council
Your interest in
casting your vote
for me insures me
casting my vote in
your best interest."

so

Political Ad Paid For By
Bolen, Campaign Treasurer

Virginia

Development Panel
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP —
William Short, secretary of
the Kentucky Development
Cabinet, has been named by
Gov. Julian Carroll as, a
delegate to the 1980 White
House Conference on Small
Business.

to the extent of catting back
gasoline production — a major
shortage of home heating oil
could result in the Northeast
And the report warned heating
oil is also used extensiverv in
the Midwest and .Middle
Atlantic states.
,4
.
Getty Oil Co.said Tuesday it
would halt sales of diesel fuel
and heating oil in the Midwest
for about a week while it
works out a new distribution
system. That announcement
came as Midwestern senators
and House members asked for
a meeting with Carter to work
out a way to funnel diesel fuei
to the farm belt.
"Today we face the very
real prospect of idle tractors
and irrigation pumps during
the height of the planting and
growing season," they told
Carter in a letter. "Reporirn
indicate that a good portiortof
America's crop may not be planted if fuel oil supplies do
not become available soon."
Meanwhile, the Agriculture
Department reported that
some 67 percent of'the nation's
crop was planted as the week
began, compared to an
average level for this time of
year of 75 percent.
The report said fuel supplies
for farm work "g,enerad .'.
rated adequate, althou.
supplies were tightened fr
the previous week."
In other fuel developmen.
Tuesday:
— Amoco Oil Co,, the Ian:,
supplier of gas to the Mich announced it could pros
only 80 to 85 percent of 197tr supply of gasoline and uth
fuels "for the iorseeabic
future."
— Illinois state poly dispersed a convoy of se:
trailer trucks parked acr.
Interstate 80 near Johei
protest of the state's cri,
down on speeders4 a crar....
down ordered to help—saise
fuel.
— The Energy Departnksaid available evidence doer,
not back up.. a suggestion
the Federal Trade
mission that "the curre,r
gasoline shortage rriay
Contrived." That posSib,:ity
was raised last week by FTC
Bureau of Competition
director Alfred Dougherty,
who-cited
Indicating 'that
hat. refiners had
cut gas production by an
amount greater than their
import losses.
— Carter allies in the House,
lacking the votes to stop a
move to renounce oil price
decontrol, began pushing a
compromise asking Carter to
delayy lifting controls from
domestic crude until a windfall profits tax is enacted. •
Carter says lifting the controls
will boost domestic production
and reduce dependence on
foreign oil.

HANDICAPPED
More than 400 handicapped •
Kentuckians attended
resident camping sessions at ,
Camp Kysoc in 1978. Faster
Seal gifts help the Kentucky
Easter Seal Society Operate
this outstanding camp for
crippled
children,
at
Carrollton.

t,.

StAte I epresentatwr Iti,nrue Jackson Treasurer
A

,
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Uncle Jeff's
I Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.

II MI

•

111

Prices Good Thru Sun.
Ir

Redwood
Table

3-Speed 20"
Thin N' Light
Electric Fan

%woes home Wally imismirs or ortdoers.
Groat fee fondly room, patio or sosideck.

•
•

..$1727
Oven Mit
and Potholder Set

Mr. Cheftender
Bar-B-0

Paper Plates

Tool Set

Mr. Cheftender
Electric Charcoal Lighter
500 Watts 120 Volts
No. 21125

Ross
• Super Glue

Anacin
Tablets

4-Piece Metal
Canister Set

Reeks bert or hundreds of Mel
i.e beam, slim,
office.

Sole

fast pain relief
100 tablets

79

No 2240
Aroorfere Colon mil Naps

$139

sw.
$367

U.

Wood Clothes
Hangers

-u

IM 326.101 Troilism liampee
No. 32710) Skirt Nengee
We. 371-101 Dress Noregrir WIsh alm

Cast Iron
Hibachi

New Aqua Fresh
Tooth Paste

Listermint
Mouthwash and Gargle

double
Protection
Fights
Cavities and freshens breath:
4.6 oz. Tube

Coppertone Suntan
Lotion

Pringles
Potato Chips

PRivait

Illgb potency won mid *mei

taws

•

Original Rippled, Country Style.
Twin Pock
•

tonic. 40

Geritol
Tablets

:
4 0
71

WTI

$219

am,

Ice-Pak

Solarcaine
lotion

12 degrees colder then ice Non toxic
reusable . No t P2S0

Johnsons & Johnsons
Sundown Sunscreen
Sunburn Drubs tion that staNs
on, even Mien you're in and out
of the water flwace of 4 or
Moderate Protection or 4 in Fx
Ira Protection

Solarcaine

MY DEDICATION HAS BEEN EXPRESSED
IN
ACTIVE COMMUNITY SERVICE

VOTE MAY 29 FOR BILL PHILLIPS STATE REPRESENTATI
VE

_f51 F

s'enes
II ••• s

g

—WWW

4

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Consultant to Kentucky Municipal Stato
:
Revision Commission
Speaker,-Author and- Lecturer, both local!
and Statewide.
A flurry of Campaign activity is no
substitut(r
for a demonstrated history of good works.

Vie
w
OM

is is
fd •
INNS

ic5)

for

Created and narrated the radio program,"Thc
Bible Speaks"
Active Committee Member of Boy Scout Troop
45, Murray Beautiful, Youth Center, Communit
Theater, .Trustee South Pleasant Gro*
Methodist Church, and adult Sunday Sch1
Teacher

•_8_8_9

• II is le ••• 111
II IS
_11_,•_11

A fest, dark ten fee most
skin types
11 oz.

BILL PHILLIPS
Chairman, Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Board
Chairman, Murray-Calloway County Transit
System
Represent Murray-Calloway County on the
Purchase Area Aging Commission

.....
1
i

l w

winter heating oil supply. But
by adjusting their operations
to increase gas production,
refineries are producing less
heating oil and diesel fuel
from each barrel of crude.
The department pushed
back by one month its Oct. I
target date for 240 million
barrels of heating oil, saying
the original date was
unrealistic. But because the
supply.of heating oil will peak
later, the supply of diesel is
likely to remain tight for a
longer period.
Last week, a study by the
New England . Economic
Research Office said that
unless some action were taken
immediately — perhaps even

TREE HONORS SON'S MEMORY — A magnolia tree has been planted and a
memorial plaque set near the Blackburn Science Building at Murray State
University by
his parents and friends in memory of Meridith T. Jones, who graduated with honors
from the university in 1975. Kneeling are members of his family, from the left: David, a
brother and an employee of General Tire, Mayfield: Lou Ann, a sister and a sophomore
at Murray State: his mother, the former Evelyn Overbey of Mayfield: and his father,
Harold, an employee of the university. Standing, from left, are Dr. Harvey Elder, a
professor of mathematics, and Dr. Harry Conley, a professor of chemistry at the
university. Young Jones, a chemistry major, died in September, 1975, following an
illness if several months. Ike_ family home is on the Leonard gyerbey Road tkree
Ales east of Mayfield.
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By MARK POTTS
Assoociated Press Writer
Midwestern congressmtn,
invoking the specter of idle
tractors,
have
urged
President Carter to increase
diesel fuel for farmers. But in
trying to balance supplres of
gasoline and heating oil, the
administration actually may
'cut supplies of the fuel that
powers the nation's farms.
Twenty-six farm state
congressmen Tuesday
reminded President Carter of
his pledge that. "rural
America. will not run dry"
while their House colleagues
voiced opposition to his plan to
lift price controls from
domestically produced oil.
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Relieves sunburn mint.
minor beers, shin in
juries 651.

RELIEVES
SLINSLNIIN
PAIN

$169

$219

. Sole

•
•
•
Ills

I
IIi
r
IllII
lin
ll
Ji
11.0
•
II
lig
117
NI
I

i
d•

--Band Aid 3rand
Ow Strip Loorkelo. 4424 sox of 50
natio Ships imrlye No. 5626 Sox of 50

Daisy Lawn Flower
Ornament
Helps to rid your lawn
of moles Assotted
colors

Sole
Yore Cloolai

79"

69'
Lipton
tea
mix

ilso i
s t_ism

Lemon Tree
Lemonade Mix
By Upton

:%40.00

Newel Lemon Rotor
32 oi Makes 10 flts

66
Instant

Lipton Tea
100% Teo
3 Ot

Foster Grant Sun Glasses
New 1979-Styles for Ladies, Men and Children

20% Off Mfg. Suggested Retail Price

IR
IIII

4

$il

$.1°

79

•
ill
siVAIVININVIMAALlaVANWINVediC
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Prices Good Thru Sunday

Vinyl Top Wax

Gas-Caps

r
al •
.dCW II •• II •••• NI
••la•le NIsmiail•ne•ina.

Reg. $2.37

967

Tour Choice Only

Save That Gas!

•••

•• or In

MO

ao.P1

1.

A
•1
11111 1
111111•
11 •••11 11
11 1111
HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY ome items nut exactl as •ictured
Black & Decker
Nylon Line
•

€'

TwO.Cy(lt

Victory E-Z-On
One Coat Dripless

Outboard Motor Latex Wall Paint
Oil

*ass & Weed

Trimmers

C

' Your Choice
Only

.

can

Start At
Nylon Line Replacement Spools

$2.77

ONE COAT 1

Punch 81 Chisel
W
Mower
Lawn
Line-Up Set
Accessories
Wide Selection Of

Save $4.40

sari
Sale

Lawn & Garden
Insect Control

Quickly Removes
Grease & Grime
Reg. 1.47

Discount

99C
Sate

Prices

Victory E-Z-On
Vinyl Latex

Black & Decker
Electric

House Paint

Drill Bit
Sharpener

Qt.
*Blister Resistant
*Dries in 30 Min.

Sizes 'As"As"

$117
%)

Ftesharpens Carbon
& High Speed Steel
Twist Drill Bits

Gal. $827

Black & Decker 5"

Air Compressor

Bench Grinder

1 HP,22 Gal. Tank
Maximum Pressure
150 Lbs., Dial-O-Matic
Control

Prices
Blades, blade balancer, drive gear, mufflers, throttle controls, starter repair
kits, carb filters, gas fftew'spark plugs
and more.

24995
Air Tanks Also

Porch 4 Ft
Swings 5Ft
11\\\\S\A

Spectricide

Engine Brite

Guardian

j
Discount

Reg $14.37

5277
'677

Gal.

MR=

Buffalo 12 Piece

•Aks

Qt •
DRIPLE SS
LATEX

Quaker State &
Valvoline

Gunk

Our Finest Latex
House Paint

Wide Selection
Of Colors

—3Qualities-

so-

Fits Most Cars, Full Front,
Twin Front & Twin Rear
Vinyl Mats Also Available

5°
2
SI"$

Mercury, Johnson,
Evinrude

Large Sizes Also Available

ett

Auto Floor
Mats

Cleans,Shines & Protects
Reg. $3.99
.111

•

IN

each

Use on Batteries, Chargers,
Trolling Motors,etc.

Rubbermaid
Rubber

Starbrite
Super Silicone

• Car Polish
PhOne 753-6575

47

Liquid or Pasts

(Locking & Regular
*Locking cap comes with 2 keys.
*Caps to fit most cars & trucks*

IrAatiLIX.I.T11111

Battery Charger Clips

Rally

Stant

Sevin Dust
&
Triple Action
Vegetable

Ideal home grinder for
Sharpening mower blades,
knives, hatchets, chisels,
& for many polishing de
obs

Assorted Sizes

Foam Rubber
Pillows, Mattress Toppers,
Cushions,Shredded Foam Also

'26

Discount Prices
Black
Plastic

,.-- Ready To Use
Sterilized
In 2-4-20 I.

Garden

Dust
In 28r4 Lb, Bags
$137 ,
& Up

each
.cleani"

401b. Bogs

3,t
11111411
142 Mil. Thick

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
Igloo

on
„"

Boat Seat
Coolers

New!

CATFISH

Mr.

tilgA

R Pistol Model 649

Catfish

22 L.R. With Magnum
Cylinder,6 Shot
2inch Barrel
1
5/
Blue Finish
• Reg.$79.00

Dough Ball Type
Cheese & Blood Bait

Zebco Rod & Reel
Combination

Reg.$43.57

Featuring Zebco 33 Reel &
6100 Six Foot Medium
Action Rod.
Reg.$21.97

9900

$1 37

Close Out
57
36
$
1 Only
Sale

Sale

11 oz. Container

Wenzel

Plano Magnum No. 11411

MINN KOTA

Tackle
Box
46
compartments
with
movable
dividers that change
compartment dimensions to handle worms, lures and other
tackle of various
shapes and sizes.
Drawbolt type latch
with a see thru
t
acrylic lid.
$13.97
Reg.

MODEL 565

Or

Remote Control
Foot Operated
18 Lb. Thrust

2 Burner Camp Stove

Trolling
Motor

Playmate

Little Playmate

Reg.$11.97

Reg.$9.97

$997

5 Gallon
Plastic

Gas Containers

1

10 Ft. Telescopic Pole
With Guides

$1200
Reg $14

'14"

Epsco
Prosearch

Wilson
"Indestructo"
Nylon Wound,
Autographed
Red, White & Blue

Basketball

With Spout

$497 •

Single Mantle Lantern

Sole

•

Depth
Finder
Reg $13495

sae $1 29
Prosearch scans at 45 degrees. Its accurate to
three inches, is 10046 solid state and moisture
resistant and can be read in the brightest
sunlight as easily as you check your watch for
the time of day Backed by EPSCO's Ful Three
Year Warranty

Mons Fashion

Gowns

Jeans
By Wrangler,
Disco &
Liberty

Mons I Boys

Sivimwear
AxsOrteci Styles
de Color

20% off

20%
Off
For
2 Weeks

Waltz Gowns
Gown &
Robe Set

—
Sale
Runs
2
Week.

Ladles

s
Ladies Sandal
Casual
Dress or

awl
Sizes 5 to 10
Reg.$12.99 Sole
s
211111M
N
•
itlits•c••••••••••••••••m•••%••••••VVIA•do
i•womosimumis•ms••••

Accessories

Purses, Levi
Billfolds,
Scarves, Belts

e
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Coldwater Church Of Christ Will Trial...
aged
Hear Ralph Reaves Speak Sunday

Deaths and Funerals
Miss Dorothy Irian
Dies; Was Former
Murray Resident

Patricia N. Jones
Dies At Age Of 22;
Funeral Is Friday
Miss Patricia Nell Jones
died Wednesday at 6 p.m. at
Memorial
Baptist
the
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. She
was 22 years of age and her
death followed an illness of
several weeks.
The young woman was a
1974 graduate of Calloway
County High School, and had

Miss Dorothy Irvan, formerly associated with The
Murray Democrat newspaper
in Murray, died Wednesday
afternoon at the Westside
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The former Murrayan, 69,
had been residing in Nashville, Tenn., for several years.
She was a member.of the First
Baptist Church, Murray. Born
March 21, 1910, she was the
daughter *Of the late Ethan
Irvan and Lena Guthrie Irvan.
Miss Irvan is survived by
two nephews, Jack and Torn
Christianson, both of Nashville, Tenn.
The funeral will be held
.Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight Thursday).;

The annual tionieconung
services will be held Sunday,
May 27, at the Coldwater
Church of Christ with Ralph
Reaves, former minister of
the congregation, as speaker.
Services on Sunday will
Include Bible Study' at 10 a.m.,
worship services at 11 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m., a potluck
dinner at 12 noon, and singing
at 2:30 p.m. An attended
nursery will be open at each
service.
Mr. Reaves has been
preaching for p years and has..
in
churches
served "
Mississippi, Tennessee,
Virginia, Kentucky West
Virginia, and North Carolina.
He was with ifie Coldwater
Church from October 1970
until May 1974. Since that time
.he has i`vorked ,with the Lynn
Street Church in Parkersburg,
W. V.a, and is presently
working with a mission
congregation in Taylorsville,
N. C.

Mrs. Michael Dies
At Hospital With
Services Tonight

Armed Robbers
Steal Art Objects
From Mansion
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Ralph Reaves
The speaker, a native of
Cooter, Mo., served four years
in the U. S. Navy, graduated
from Freed-Rardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn..
and also attended David
Lipscomb College, Nashville.
Tenn. He is married and has
three children.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
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Flint Baptists To
Hold Homecoming

Who'll Paylou 9.602% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

Eastwood Church To
Show Special Film

GWE
Will!

Peoples Bank money market certificates are nonAegotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
h May
This 9.602% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now throug
30, 1979

Homecoming Sunday
For Goshen Church
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MSU News Judged
As 'Best-Designed'
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The Murray State News has
been judged best-designed
newspaper in a nationwide
competition sponsored by the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association of New York.

butte!
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get
back
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to

student
News,
The
newspaper at Murray State
University, was named firstplace winner in the college
and university division. The
judging included all issues of
the newspaper for the 1978
calendar year.
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Mini-University Termed 'Great
Success' Through Third Year

COME ON! BREATHE! Practicing cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) on -Resusscianne," their classroom
model,as the 1978-79 school year at Murray State University drew to a close were nursing students Lyn Barber
Rhodes, left, Rockport, Ind., and Mary Linn, right, of
Murray. Supervising the exercise is Mrs. Anne Swann, a
registered nurse and an instructor in the university's fouryear nursing program. Lyn's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Malcom Barker, 403 South 6th Street, Rockport, while
Mary is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bud l Duncan, Route
1, Dexter.

Judges for the contest were:
Martin Gansburg, reportereditor, The New York Times;
Charles V. Morris, past
president, New 'York Club of
Printing House Craftsmen and
vice-president, Saxon
Industries, Inc.; and Philip
Ritzenburg, design editor, The
New York News.
Second-place winner was
the Daily Cougar of the
Houston,
University
of
followed by the Gamecock of
the University of South

Carolina and the Oracle of the
University of South Florida,
Tampa.
Editors during the period in
which the newspapers were
judged were Babette Morgan;
Advance, Mo., who graduated
in May, 1978, and who now is a
graduate student at the
University of MissouriColumbia, and Laurie Beatty,
Murray, who graduated in
May, 1979.
Adviser is Tom Farthing,
instructor in journalism.
The Columbia Scholastic
Press Association, affiliated
with the Columbia University
School of Journalism, New
York, ahnuallyAulgas a
number
of
et kinds
publication's, including
newspapers, yearbooks, and
magazines.
In addition to a division for
colleges and universities,
there are categories for junior
colleges and high schools.

Mini-University, a program
designed to expose public
school students to experiences
on
the
Murray
State
University campus through a
variety of short courses, has
been termed "a great success" for its third year.
Written evaluations,
community feedback, and the
excited reactions of about 160
fourth and fifth grade students
from the Calloway County
school system this spring were
the• bases for the positive
report at a recent luncheon for
all instructors and university
students involved in the
project.
Established by the Center
for
Innovation
and
Development through the
Career Education-Handicapped Project at Murray
State, Mini-University
planning this year was done in
cooperation with the Calloway
County school system.
Serving as coordinators
were Jan Roberson, Maria
Zachmanoglou, and Lori Del
Buono of the university staff
and
Johnny
Bohannon,
supervisor of instruction for
Calloway. County schools.
Mrs. Roberson said the
Mini-University classes,
which met on the campus on
Saturday mornings, gave the
elementary students an opportunity to develop new in-

MINI-UNIVERSITY LUNCHEON •—• Among those who attended a recent luncheon as
of the third year of the Mini-University Project were:(from left) Bill Burnley,
assistant professor of astronomy; Johnny Bohannon, supervisor of instruction for the
Calloway County schools; Jan Roberson, field services resource consultant for the
Career Education-Handicapped Project; Dr. Frank Black, assistant dean of the College
of Human Development and Learning Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-president for
academic programs; Dr. William M. O'Toole, infusion specialist for the Career
Education-Handicapped Project; and Dr. jack Rose, superintendent of the Calloway
County school system.
a followup

terests or to expand their
knowledge in existing areas of
interest.
Among the speakers at the
evaluation luncheon were: Dr.
Richard
Butwell, vicepresident for academic
programs at Murray State;

Dr. Frank Black, assistant
dean of the College of Human
Development and Learning on
the campus; and Bohannon.
Judy Maupin, project
secretary, made presentations to the instructors.
Courses offered included

West Kentucky history, Indian
folklore, pet care, the law and
how it works, economics,
cooking, raquetball, drama,
crafts, understanding handicapped individuals, career
awareness,
obnature
servations, and astronomy.
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•
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DECORATOR STEREO
Model 6364, in authentic Early
American styling, features an
AM/FM/FM stereo tuner/
amplifier,3-speed record changer
and 8-track tape player/recorder. -

$2990°
—1 Only—

19" diagonal Portable. Model 4310
offers you big set performance — with
accurately tuned color pictures on
any channel Truly an outstanding
Magnavox value

f3ACX

—5

$37900
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on floor samples,demonstrators and discontinued models!
NOW ONLY
QUAN.
DESCRIPTION
WAS
$54.95
$1,299.95

$34.95
5888.95

1 only
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T.V. Solid State Tuner-Star
Remote
Bass Guitar

$189.00

$129.00

1 only
3 only
1 only

Kustom Bass Amp
Yamaha Guitars
10" Color T.V.
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$152.00
$349.00

$349.00
$99.00
$299.00

3 only
I only
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SAVE UP TO $100 ON COMPONENT STEREOS
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3 KINDS
OF SEAFOOD
TO LOVE

NEW SEAFOOD Pi
THERE SHE GOES! Doug Story, an eighth grade student
at Murray Middle School, watches closely as his racing car
runs the course in .98 of a second Saturday during the annual industrial arts exhibit at Murray State University.
Although one of the fastest times posted, it was not fast
.enough to win the event. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald 9tory504 Olive Street.

shrimp and tender
scallops, all in one
delicious meal. And

WAITING TO RUN: Lori Schanbacher, 13-year-old
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gene Schanbacher, 1314 Farris,
waits the call to race her car in the annual industrial arts
exhibit activity Saturday at Murray State University. An
eighth grade student at Murray Middle School, she saw
her car post a time of 1.07 seconds over the 60-foot course a fast time but not fast enough to win the event.

we serve it up with
plenty of fresh cole
slaw, golden fryes,
even crunchy hushpuppies. Our

new Seafood Platter is a feast of
your favorites at a very affordable
price.
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:walnut and poplar Queen
Ann highboy won Mike
Wheeler, a junior at Crittenden County High School,
the best of show award in the
and
Industry
annual
Technology ExhibilySaturday
at Murray State University.
:Wheeler's project, the
thatenals for which cost him
_ more than $350 and took him
more than 400 hours to build
aild finish, also won the top
award in the woodworking
division of the show, which
attracted 313 entries from 14
area middle and senior high
schools.
: The son of Mr. and Mrs.
floyel M. Wheeler, 137 East
Carlisle, Marion, he had
worked "almost every spare
minute" on the highboy, which
he plans to keep, since last

October. In addition to a
trophy, he also received a $100
scholarship to Murray State.
His vocational education
teacher at Crittenden County
High School is Robert ALsup,
Jr.
The second place award in
the woodworking division,
which also included a $100
scholarship to Murray State,
went to Lanny Harper, 16, for
this three-piece, solid cherry
bedroom suite.
A junior at Trigg County
High School and the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lynndale Harper,
Route 1, Eddyville, he plans to
use tpe three pieces in his
bedroom at home. He
estimated that he had approximate131 $250 in materials
and 200 houfs of shop work in
the project. Its teacher is Jim

Edwards.
First place winners in the
other divisions of the event
included:
Architectural drawing —
Wayne Thomas, Trigg County
High School.
Drafting — Jeff Futrell,
Trigg County High, and
Stephen Malone, Murray
Middle School-.
Electrical drawing — Marty
Stephens, Vienna, 111., High
School.
Construction — A team
project) North Marshall
County High School won both
and
construction
the
manufacturing categories of
the division.
Jewelry — Jeff Spicer, Lyon
County High School, and Allen
Homra, Fulton Middle School.
Leather — Dwayne Wad-

_

It's crispy flits tangy

WINNING EXHIBIT: Neal Provine, a senior at Calloway
County High Schcrol, is shown with the game table which
won for him a first-place blue ribbon in its division Saturday in the annual industrial arts exhibit at Murray State
he
University. The son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Provine, Hazel,
the
of
y
categor
rking
woodwo
the
entered the table in
event. His industrial arts teacher at Calloway County High
is Robert Putoff.

sworth, North Marshall Junior
High School.
Todd
—
Photography
Abrailas, Vienna, Ill., High
Schodl, and Dick Mott,
Henderson County. Plastics — Rick Caldwell,
Fulton City High School. Power mechanics — Carol
Rainbolt, Vienna, III., High
School.
Anthony
—
Printing
Underhill, Lyon County High
School.
Safety — Mike Toalson,
Fulton County High School
Wrought trietaI,— Mike
'Thomas, Calloway County
High School and Keith
Williams, Trigg County, the
junior high winner.
All projects were started
and ccmpleted during the

current school year and under
the supervision of an industrial arts teacher, and the
students entering them must
have been enrolled in an industrial arts course in a
public, private or parochial
school during the current
school year in order to be

We give you,lots of reasons to love us.
1979 Long John Silver* Inc All rights reserrec

`LonggohnSilver

eligible to compete.
Sponsored by the • Department of. Industrial Education
at the university, the event
was coordinated by Ed
Adams,an associate professor
in the department.
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World Of
Fitzgerald On
WKMS-FM

It's Epigram Time Once Again
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. AP)
— It is epigram time once
again across this singing land.
In the shadow of rented
mortarboards young brows
are furrowed, brains are being
searched and ballpoint pens
are poised to write an appropriate line of endearment
alongside a photograph in the
high school or college yearbook for a fellow or sister*
graduate.
Parting is indeed one of

life's sweetest sorrows, when
the parchments are handed
out from the podium. So the
exit line written to a departing
classmate in the yearbook he
or she just plunked down forty
or so bucks for must perforce
linger until the pages turn
yellow and hairlines turn
gray, even if everyone will see
each other next morning in the
carpark and all the rest of the
summer at the beach.
The line or lines penned next
to the portrait niust be tender,
terse and ' take into con-

ironic
the
sideration
possibility that today's
be
may
oaf
campus
tomorrow's Nobel laureate or
the puffy-faced blonde named
Norma Jean Baker might yet
grow up to become Marilyn
Monroe.
A bit of obscurity in the
prose might be the best way to
write off the class schlepp or
the one with the face like a
washed out bridge,just in case
the ensuing decades do
produce an unlikely role
reversal.

414 .
4

KING'S

DEN

1.1-Air Ctr. Murray

753-0550

STOREWIDE
25% OFF MEMORIAL DAY
ellt°

SALE 44,,,

Saki Moss Seed Piers., Fri. & Sat.

Sport Shirts

swim %Neat

Tennis Shorts

Dress shirts

ISP°
lo

Casual Pants

WASHINGTON(AP)— U.S.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, D-Ky., says coal
"remains the fuel of last
resort in this country" and the
situation will not change until
the nation has a coordinated
and "tough" coal policy.
Huddleston's remarks were
made Mcinday in an address to
the
American
Mining
Congress in St. Louis.
Huddleston termed the
country's current coal policy
as "a fragmented, uncoordinated mishmash of
conflicting objectives," according to a release from his
office.
The senator said he recently
completed three days of
hearings on the effect of
government regulation on the
production and use of coal and
heard from more than 70
witnesses.

Kennin

Disco Shirts
Oxford

et"
Mam

e4,ad

Mu 'ngwear
Cl

; Something on the order of,
"Aw, ya big lug," which
Wallace Beery said to Jackie
Coogan in the original version
of "The Champ,"(or was it to
Marie Dressler in "Tugboat
Annie?" , might be warmly
evasive enough for the class
Incredible Hulk or whoever
was voted most likely to go
through he on the wrist of a
corrections officer.
Jack Buckley, a young
friend who goes to Providence
College, signs his yearbook
requests with a bon mot that
Jim Bouton, the baseball
Boswell, attributed to Yankee
catcher Jake Gibbs in "Ball
Four," his masterwork:
"Waitress,I'll have the pie a
la mode, but put some ice
cream on it, will you?"
As a recipe for life, the
sentiment
is
almost
existential and 30, years from/
now it will sound even better.
Concise, compelling, striple
yet soggeetive• -or hidden.
layers of complexity.
Looking through, my own
high 'school yeaehook now.
coming face to face with the
friends of those thousand
lovely yesterdays, I wish I had
written oext to all their pictures the verse from Yeats
that/ Jim Smith, an AP
colleague in Boston, quoted in
r'esponse to a testimonial:
"Tell where one's glory
begins and ends,
And say: My glory is I have
such friends."

(vivo,

atten
3'
Ap•e 411:Joh

HONORS GRADUATES - Among the 1,195 graduates receiving degrees May 12 in Murray State
University's 56th annual spring commencement exercises were (from left) Elaine Eversmeyer of
Murray and Norita A. Cassity of Murray Route 3, both cum lauds graduates, and Edwin Garrett
and William I. Pitman II of Murray, both summa cum laude graduates. Offering congratulations
is Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-president for academic programs. Miss Eversmeyer, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, and Miss Cassity, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gushy, Jr.,
ski, earned the B. S. degree in home economics. Garrett, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Coy Garrett,
earned the B. S. degree in communications disorders, and Pitman, son of Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Pitman, the t.t.in biologr.ftihnon has boon eccopterl into the University of Kentucky School of
Medicine this fall.

Radio
lhaek
The Nationwide
Supermarket of Sound°

The Roaring '20s and the
Depression years of the 19305
as seen through the eyes of F.
Scott Fitzgerald, considered
by many to be America's
greatest romantic writer
come to life on radio in June
with a series of eight
documentary dramas.
WKMS-FM, the fine arts
radio service of Murray State
Univeysity, will broadcast the
hour-long
programs
originated by National Public
Radio ( NPR) in cooperation
with the National Radio
Theatre of Chicago.
Entitled "The World of F.
Scott Fitzgerald," the series
made possible by a grant from
the National Endowment for
the Humanities, documents
the times of Fitzgerald and
dramatizes for the first time
on radio, eight of his popular
short stories.
The first episode will be
broadcast on Sunday, June 3,
at 8 p.m.

Super Sound
Saving

M9st Stores
f
Open Memorial
Day For Your
Convenience

Save 36080
Custom-Engineered 75-Watt
"Sound of Gold System"
• Realistic
STA-2000D receiver
with 75 watts min.
RMS per channel at
8 ohms, 20-20,000
Hz, 0.18°/0 total
harmonic distortion
multi (Of Ornit2i

• Two Mach One:'
Speakers
• LAB-65 Changer
with Dust Cover
'TM Dolby labborMorl•s

Reg. Separate
Items 1159.80

tratcnt

CUSTOM ENGINEERED FOR

P

litearne/A€412/

Add a touch of
class to your new
stereo system—
a custom "Sound
of Gold" personalized name plate!

Now Save 5195
Mach One Hi-A Speaker System
For Bass You Can Feel!
by Realistic*
Features massive 15" woofer,
midrange and tweeter horns—'
and 20-25.000 Hz audio
response. Genuine walnut
veneer. 40-4024

*

adds late-season punch.
That's why we recommend &Ohm.
A growing number of no-till soybean stubblecroppers are
following our recommendation to tank-mix Surflan with
Paraquat/Sencor*, Paraquat/Lexone* and Paraquat/Lorox*.
Paraquat for a good start. Sencor, Lexone or Lorox
for most broadleaf weeds. And Surflan for many
late-se, asen annual grasses and weeds like seedling
johnsongiass, pigweed and tambsquarters.
Add some real punch to your stubblecrop tank-mix this
year. See us for Surflan and Surflan label information.
In powder or new liquid form, Surflan is .the best
recommendation we can make for 'adding
late-season punch to your_nn-till tank-mix.
Elsner. Products Company, A Division of Eli Lilly
and Company, Indianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.

CHARGE /T
/MOST STORES.'

VISA

OM •
•e
c4>

Surflan

Save 25%

Save $40

..----',:j-.---_
•Now•EPE EINEWIEENIE fiffrof-••••••••
---'....!
•Posrogat LE - wears of flb•••••• C•oonies1 Co
••••f4••• orrudia Liar. Pro...a Cameo*,
we, Ifoomo. L I nuE•fo d• Ellimoon •44 'Om...,
....firsa
of•Sclib•••• E I Do Pool .II. ra••••••••• W.. Com...,

Discover the Wonder of
Headset Stereo Hi-Fi

Cassette Deck with Dolby*
Noise Reduction
SCT-18 by Realistic

PRO-10 by Realistic

Exceptionally
smooth. flat.
wide reponse
throughout
entire audio
spectrum '33-1005

9

Add tape to your hi-ti
system at a low, low price
Dolby system extends '
dynamic range on tape
and your FM receiver

2995

Reg. 199.95

^

Reg

39 95

14606

Cut
26%

"4

Replace Your
Diamond Stylus for
Higher Hi-Fi
by Realistic

,
For best results, always read
and follow label directions

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
P.O. Box 351

Murray, y. 42011

Don't let a
worn stylus
damage I'our
LP&

979
am Each
Reg. 3.79
• - Each

...

Save 23%

25%
Off

Record Cleaner

Headphone Cable

Velvet-covered
ionizer/cleaner
removes dust,
dirt., wet or dry.

24-toot notangle cord lets
you Move
About as you
liSter 42-2403

229
Reg. 2.99

42-130

599
Reg. 7.99

IF
41)1)

S144( lf

Anal UPI HAI( 5

Ili C THONIC S fti(

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
CORPORA T ION

Wkit s

10-1 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.
.PR[r.n.

Radio
lhaek
CJEAL.tri
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Register For Free Gifts
Drawings Each Hour
Must Be Present To Win
One-Day Sale

9-10 Friday

CENTRAL CENTER

EXTRA

1000 Diamond Rings
Ladies & Melts

Diamond Clusters•
$595
EXTRA

to 19

Register For FREE
Cluster (Man-Made)
Drawing Friday 9:30 p.m.
You Must Be Present To Win

nstant Sun Dresses

TV Trays

No pattern, no special skills necessary
. just sew one seam, adjust hem and
presto.. . a snappy fashion! All fabrics
are machine 'washable in warm water
Each piece has 61
/
2" shirred bodice
Fits all sizes

9 p.m.-10 p.m. Only
*raker State

Motor Oil

Drapery
Material

Soper NNW
Limit 1
16g. lir P.

p.m.-9 p.m. Only

Mower

$5900
7 p.m.-8 p.m. Only

.features
Family size cooking grill'
mobile/patio base, 20-lb. LP tank and
chrome steel grates with handles. Also
stainless steel burner and cool handle.

Reg.
$99.97

p.m.-7 p.m. Only

$20.97

Ironing
Board
Adjust to 36

Sturdy T-leg construCted ironing
board easily adjusts to 36 inches
with fool-proof finger lift control. Sturdy ventilated steel top.
Reg.$9.27
Save$3.30

2. Gas Qrill
s9900 value

ROSES'

5.53 Qt. Thermo Brand Ice Chest
$24" value

CENTRAL CENTER
Specials Good All Day
Friday Unless Otherwise
Noted

12 Noon-1 p.m. Only

Pie'
ss

Men's Terrific

T-Shirts

58c

Reg.$2:49 Save610

$188

Crew neck T-Shirts with short sleeves
and handy front pocket. Sizes S-XL in
many colors.

p.m.-2 p.m. Only

2 p.m.-3 p.m. Only

Zippo

Lighters
Nfic
'
tt
etlDal
i335
likso

:liOO
ea.

Create your own wardrobe when you shop
Roses fabric department
with bright and alive
colors that look so
wearable.

Rose's Brand

Napkins

GYM
SET

4 p.m.-5 p.m. Only

Four exciting activities to keep
children occupied for hours
Set
includes two swinges Iwo-seater
glide trapeze U' bar and side
entry platform slide Top rail
measures 8'8 with 2 tubing

ea 0

2/88Ruf
Soft, absorbent 1-ply paper
napkins. 140 per pack.

Tennis
Shoes

Maalox
12 Fl. Oz.
Reg.$1.57

Plastic Floats

Necessary

Auto Essentials
special price

Reg. to 25t
Limit 2

38.c:act,

Rog.$1.08
Choose from the following: magnetic
trouble light, litter baskd

A

Save
$2.00
Reg. 0.00

ttrtinn

•
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YOU'LL LOVE TIE RESULTS
WM ADS BRIM

Money-Saving Idea Is
Quashed By Lexiniton-

2. NOTICE

Fayette County Council
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
The
Lexington-Fayette
County Council has quashed a
money-saving idea by one of
Its members, saying it was too

SPECIAL DAY — On Sunday, May 20, South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
celebrated Heritage Sunday by honoring 9 persons who have been members of the
church for more than 50 years. The three oldest members present were (left) Mrs.
Belle Orr, a member for 80 years, who joined in 1899 under Rev. T. J. McGill,(center)
Mrs. Amelia Erwin, a member for 75 years, who joined in 1904 under Rev. J. R. Harding,
and (right) Mrs. Novella Moore, a member for 72 years, who joined in 1907 under Rev.
W. P. Prichard. Letters of congratutations were read to Mrs. Orr from Bishop Lad G.
Hunt, bishop of the Nashville Area, and Rev. Frank Bulle, District Superintendent of the
Paris District. The three ladies represent 227 years of active church membership.
Photo by LH Phillips
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Carroll Appoints
Raymond E. Lape
As Curcuit Judge
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or•
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White Says He Is Favored By
Jefferson County Republicans

Kum
‘?0t) KNOW WHAT
50MESOCM sAiq
CHARLIE BROWN?

it as too simple.
Mangione,
co'Mary
chairman of the council's
budget review committee,
said, "We've been sitting here
a long time looking at these
figures and we couldn't find a
way to save that much."

was 8-to-1 Democratic. to say _there is a great
•
Quipped the candidate,"They groundswellTor
the
found out a Republican was Republican Party. I think the
coming and blew up the public philosophy has caught
courthouse."
up with the Republican
In an interview at radio philosophy."
Station _WWKY, White
White said he has not tried
renewed his criticism of Nunn. to exploit rumors of a federal
"My opponent has been investigation
of
state
notorious in his failure to take government because he has no
a stand on the issues," said proof.
White.
"I think it would be a
Asked if he _would support mistake to go charging,
Nunn if Nunn wins next week's making accusations without
GOP primary, White said, "facts," he said. "I don't have
"Either of us would probably any evidence of wrongdoing,
support the other. 1 haven't except what I read in the
discussed it with Mr. Nunn. He papers."
hasn't discussed it with me. Of
However, he said, the
course, we don't discuss Democratic gubernat001
anything."
race is becoming increasingly
White said he is running on , .heated and a party split will
his legislative voting record.
help the GOP in the November
"I feel that establishes some general election.
credibility on my part," he
said. -I have never voted for a
tax increase. I have voted for
tax relief."
He said he opposed a
gasoline tax hike, although it
eventually passed, and voted
to remove the sales tax from
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) —
food and prescription drugs.
Kentucky motorists may.
- Republicans can capitalize encounter spotty gas shoron . recent legislative and tages during the Memorial
congressional gains, he said, Day weekend but this isn't
"but we have to be carrful not expected to keep down traffic
on the higtkways.
"Memorial Day, the first
I WAS AFRAID
holiday of the year, is always
IT WAS LIFE!
a special one in Kentucky,"
said Lt. Ernest Bivins, safety
education director for the
Kentucky State Police. "An
awful lot of people will be
driving through Kentucky. It.
4 4-•
alL4.
iS our feeling that almost
everyone will make an effort
to travel across the state.
"The problems we're going
to have is feeding (traffic) off '
AHHH--- THAT'S
of the interstates to the
BETTER
secondary and farrri:115market roads. That's where
everyone is being killed this
year," he said.
BEANS
"We have a new device this
year in our marked cars,
•„•
moving radar. This will give
us something we haven't had
for a long time. We will be
moving with traffic, and not
just sitting on the side of the
road. We feel that by moving
WAKE UP,BEETLE, with traffic we can keep
AND PUT ON YOUR
speeds down between 55 and
RUBBER aoors
• "We will be•visible, moving
with the traffic and at same
time be able to identify those .
.cars that are obviously
speeding or -guilty of other
violations.'
Bivins noted that the lowest
Memorial Day death count in
Kentucky in recent times was
• in 1974, -when three persons
died. It was no coincidence, he
that the cOutit plumsaid,
I 1•./A.S
meted because of the gas
shortage and the then-new 55
PON^ E.R
mph limit.
•fa..
But he isn't expecting those
less
two factors to help this year.
"I dont think it (the gas
shortage) has hit us to tlje
degree it has other states,"
0
Bivins said. "I think people
Will drive this weekend with
• the idea that they can find gas
'on Sunday for the return trip
' e •
home."
52'f
.../;;•
Expected excellent weather
YEAH. BUT YOU GET
• this weekend "means' that
OUT
TowlORROw. iC YOU GET
.rnote people will be traveling
siE
OuT.. I'LL TAkE YOu
TwERE
than normal. You get more
WE'LL SPLIT
MILLIONS
killed on nice day than rainy
day, because they drive faster
I
and are not as attentive."
The National Safety Council
predicted that between -500
1
and 600 persons would die in
Memorial . Day holiday accidentS, compared with 542
last year. In Kentucky, 14
persons were killed last year,
an increase of five over the
1977 total.

News. Society and
Sports ' 753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916and 753-1917
FREE STORE 759 4600
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Serving
Aviation
Calloway Co. And
Surrounding
Areas
Agriculture
Office
489-2216.
Phone
Residents 153 1146
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REAL
OLD
fashioned
hickory smoked bar b 41, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's
Bar B Q, Coldwater Road,
759 1664

rDO'TUC OWN ANY
"IDLEDOMONDS?

Imo.
Dick
Overby-Gen.
Mgr.
John Newberry-Serv.
Mgr-

444.6144
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Dance Friday and
Saturday Night, May
25th & 26th. This week
featuring

Country
Feelings

Re

Let us reset
them in lovely
"Ear-Resistible`

ANVETS
POST 45

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

State Motorists
May Encounter
Gas Shortages

••411'

NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2. NI

Under Vice Mayor Jim
Todd's proposal, five percent
.would be shaved from the 1980
city-county budget, across the
board.
"Surely no one will miss it,
and look at what we'd save,"
Todd said. The 5 percent
reduction would amount ,1.0
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP; —
about $320,000.
Gov. Julian Carroll has named
Councilwoman
Eleanor Raymond E. Lape Jr. of
Leonard, one of ,even , Erlanger as circuit
judge for
members voting against the the 6th Judicial Circuit.
proposal Tuesday, called it
Lape will fill the vacancy
"irresponsible
and created by the resignation of
unreasonable".. and -criticized
Melvin T.Stubbs.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
WINCHESTER,Ky. AP) —
Ray White, considered an
underdog to former Gov.
Louie B. Nunn in the
Republican gubernatorial
race, says he is favored by as
many as 60 percent of Jefferson County's Republican
voters.
Campaigning here Wednesday, White, a former state
senator- from Bowling Green,
said he based that est mate on
telephone surveys by his
campaign
headquarters.
It has not been a scientific
sampling, _but just _calling_
registered Republicans who
have voted in at least one
primary," White said. White braved a steady
drizzle while working the
business district with his
cousin, Beverly White, a local
attorney and former Clark
County GOP chairman.
A stop was scheduled at the
county courthouse, but the
building was closed because of
a natural gas explosion
Tuesday that injured one man
and broke several windows.
Beverly White said Clark
County's voter registration

PM
•

R•
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FINCHES JBWRY
S. 4th Murray

•

Hickory smoked bor•Isegee, 25 yews e
pelvic.. Roberson NikIlsorger Inn, 413
St. 7531151,

S. 4th

Phi% Copy
Neebine
Sales II Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE MONTS
11341123
GOD IS LOVE I John 4 8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you " Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone. answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 11 30 on WSJP

11-Pick
Strawberries
N. Ieb lad Peer Fars lead.

4t

Larry's
Clean-Op
& Body Shop
753-709

lipm 7 am to 71,a

ea% /33-0111

1

FOR SALE

SS Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tile
Marble
612 So. ttli

•

TN BEAUTY
STRAWBERRIES
art slaw Ti PICA
P1551155 ens
Take 94 W 2 miles
through Tri-City, turn
right on Highway 83
and watch for signs.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication
All
reader
classifieds inust be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication

IFYOIJ
NEED THEM

Airport
489-2414
Ambulance
753-9/
Comp. Care
753-66
Fire(City)
753-1
Fire(County I ....753-6952
Foster Parents .'...753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Com. .. 753-0849
Humane Soc
759-4141
Learn To Read _753-2288
Needline'753-NEED
Parents' Anon. . 753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. . .1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
ear the telephone

n

Having a class reunion?
We have composites
from many classes
Special rates on groups
Call for details, Carter
Stadia, 753-8298,

4

It's
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-1277
FREE PARKING'
AN
PROMOTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
This position offers a
career opportunity
through planned adto
vancement
management levels
and higher earnings.
Applicant must have
high school diploma
and good driving
record, consumer
finance desirable, but
not essential. We offer
a good starting salary
plus liberal employee
benefits. For interview appointment
call or write: Mr. Tom
Bullington, CIT Financial Services, 117 S. 4th
St., 753-6702
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•

.
p

3. CARO OF THANKS
WE WISH to express Out
thanks to everyone who had•
part in sending the beautifol
flowers, food, cards, and Nit
ones who helped serve at the
home, and to Bro Jack
Jones, Bro R J Burpoe tot
their kinds words of comforl,
and to the choir of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church, tde
nurses at the hospital, OE.
P'Pool, and to Max Churchill
and each one who came to
the funeral home The family
01W P Outland

NOTICE

Thursday, May 31, 1979 is the last day to
purchase business license ant city
stickers without incurring a 10% penalty.
The city clerk's office is open Monday
through Friday,.'8 a.m. to 5 p.m. including
the noon hour.
Jo Crass, City Clerk

N 4L;E 7-B

THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES,Thursday, May 24, 11171

PUT
IT IN THE
110
2. NOTICE
00NATIONS FOR Peeler
Cemetery should be sent to
Schroeder or Leon
.),C
Quncan

ed
by

1
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•

•
•
•

5LOST & FOUND •
LOST: BLACK cat wearing
white flea collar and also a
red collar
Litst seen in
Atiswell road area 753 8147.
LOST: HALF lens reading
glasses in brown case
Reward! Call 753 7388 or 753
7790.
MALE St. Bernard,
grown, brown with white
spots, lost in vicinity of Coles
Campground Road. Has
collar with. Indiana phone
number. Call 753 81117
Reward!
.14ELP WANTED
eEXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
FULL TIME lady, selling
and some book work. Send
resume to P 0 Box 32 T.
SOMEONE TO stay with
elderly,lady in her home. 753
9562, if no answer /53-3134_
WAITRESS
WANTED-;
Apply
at
Gallimore's
Restaurant in Hazel 4929785.
WANTED: COOKS and
waitresses. Apply in person
Trenholm's Restaurant.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
WOULD
LIKE
to • do
babysitting in my home,
located between Kirksey and
Murray 753-95b1.

10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY MANAGER
FOR
new
Minnens store opening soon
in
Murray
Experienced
retail person preferred
Write Minnens, Inc , P O.
Box 993. Paducah, KY 42001.
Give
all
pertinent
educational and employment
background. An equal op
Portuinty employer
12 114$AJR_ANCE

if:Ii1:I'1b- FOR RENDS

14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
47 1183§.
•nt
ANTED TO buy: standing
timber, top prices paid. .189.
2334.
WANT TO buy quilting
frames. Call 753 1495
WANT TO buy large cop
pertone refrigerator, good
condition. Call 7S3-7531.

WANT
TO BUT
MOBILE NOME
AND LOT

24. MISCELLANEOUS

43 REAL ESTATE

36 RENT OR LEASE

,=OR SALE A to 5,000 bricks
Call 753 0276

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

SUPER SAVING on carpet
vinyl . remnants,
and
discontinued paint; in stock
wallpaper,
discontinued
carpet samples, and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom
picture framing
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321

)534158
•

43. REAL ESTATE

"Good Business,
On Highway 121 in
Stella. (Blacks
Grocery) Including 1800 Sw,
Ft, CB. Building
with seven room
Dwelling attached, All fixtures and Stock.
on .08 acre lot.
possession with
deed. Will trade
for house or small
acreage.

43. REAL ESTATE

46 HOMES FOR SALE

Purdom Thurman
Insurance I Real Estate
Southsid• Court Square

Murray, Kentucky
253-4451
biletesled In oraial you own
dump shm pies 2. Iwo
berme aartreels ii Ii
we lot ia city brill lit
, hurray? Cat Wayne irdsoe
753-3263

•

.

26. TV-RADIO
Sit and gaze at scenic
_SISSON'S ZENITH color t. v.
country beauty from
Sale! Now till the 29th. $25 off
your own swing on
Got
'Sale price on all 25" tv.'s
some as much as $50 off. $10
your own front porch.
the Shield
off any 19" color t. v. Open
Two bedroom home
Monday. Buy now and save.
Approx. 12 x 60, 1974
with one acre of land is
year
one
free
Get
service
Ideal
for
at
storing
house
5
acre
approx.
For your
1
up,
Sisson's Zenith, 19 miles west
available just in time
full of furniture, cars,
Lite•Health•Home
mile radius of Murray.
of Murray on Highway 94.
for spring gardeners.
antiques,
business
Phone 382-2174.
Desire hard top road,
Car•F•rm•Busineso
Special feature is an
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
LOOS TO Ttlt init•D
overflows, etc. Phone
facilities established.
party to take up payments on
almost new
Ben
Will discuss furniture.
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
J & B Music,
25" color
Franklin
sale.
woodburning
payment
Fall
753-7575.
Ronnie Ross
E. REAL ESTATE
stove. Asking $19,500.
CASH FOR
522 Main St.
27. MOB. NOME SALES
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
and
RIGHT PRICE
GUER
1973
Phone
DON,
12
X
753-5842
40,
BIG
NICE
horn saddle and
39211.12r Si.
Danny Ross
UNDERPINNED and tied bridle. Call 753 3823.
Firm phone or apInvestment in future
down. Located in Coach
pointment Phipse. No
TWO PONIES with pony
NICE THREE bedroom
leisure! One of the
_Estates, priced'at $2350. Call
saddles and bridles. Both are
house on nine highway
Rush, No Wrecks, Mb
•753 3935.
L remaintng, few exbarrell trained, spirited but
frontage acres near Midway,'
210E
Realtors Box 967, .1974 GRANVILLE ALL ridden by children.
Cellent main lake
Call
including
753
"Midway
Trailer
Main
electric mobile home, ex
0224 after 5 prn.
Murray
Park' with 10 active apwater front lots in a
cellent condition, new carproved spaces and 4 more
IL PETS-SUPPLIES.
753-009
42071
peting,
restricted
completely
area. Black
spaces
needing
some immaa IMMO
AKC '
REGISTERED
BOYD-MAJ S
remodeled. 753-9910.
provement, all for only
top road, community
Dachshund puppies. 565. 753
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
1973 NOBLE, 12 X 65, 3
557,000. Trailer Park may be
REAL ESTATE
water in street, on
13. SALE OR TRADE
BABY BED and mattress, bedrooms, 2 baths. Located 5852.
purchased " with
ap753-8080
school and mail route.
1952 CHEVROLET for Sale $25; G.M. Love infant car in Riveria Courts. Central
proximately 2.5 acres at
op trade for boat and motor. seat, $10; new stroller, $20' air, underpinned, ready to
517,0001
or
with
apREGISTERED AND
Call us and we'll take
Professional Services
Will run, needs starter, little round walker, $3; new 100 live in, extra nice, $5400. Call
proximately 8 acres at
With The Frtensk Touch"
CERTIFIED ESSEX
you there.
Color Burst instant Kodak, 436-2430.
rust Call 435 4287
$35,000. Also a good two
WITH-IN
YOUR
S32. 436,23,2.
bedroom house at 903 Vine
AND YORK
1970, 12 X 60, GAS mobile
Street for only $19,500. C.O.
- WE BUY and sell used air home, furnished, S4000. 753REACH!! This sharp,
Special of the week!
SEED BEAMS
cOliciffigilerS. MISS/ or-753---2590.
Bondurant Realty. 753-9954
decorated
newly
3
Br.
Good bottom ,land
753-8480
or 753,3460.
9104.
after
28 MOB HOME RENTS
B.V. Large kitchenP.In•
WONDERLAND
1 4'
farm
priced WAY
FOR RENT: le X
FIBERGLASS
dining, spacious living
Runabout home, all electric, 55 mobile'
BELOW $1,000 per
on private
Sportsman
trailer,
boat,
roomy
area,
lot Ben Nix, 753.3785 after 5 FREE TIGER striped kit
acre and close to
cushions, ski life jacket, set
pm
tens. 436-5502.
carport.
bedrooms,
of Kimberly ski/S, 331.2 hp
Murray. Call 753-7411
FOR
RENT:
mobile
home,
41. PUBLIC SALES
1970 Johnson motor. Also five
New outside storage.
right now for other in800 16 5 used tires, 4 regular 10 X 42, furnished, air con CARPORT SALE, 109 N 17th
Located at 302 N. 17th
and one snow; three 100 lb. ditioned, nice, Mobile Home Street Lots of china, fur
formation.
1976 CAN AM 175cc trail
Street. IMMEDIATE
propane tanks, Screen house Vill9e. 753-3895 or 753 3482.
niture, clothes, two saddles,
Jetta Smith, Realtor
bike, excellent condition,
porch for 16' trailer; used 4" MOBILE HOME for rent, 2 large
variety.
Cheap
POSSF-SSION
AND
$550. Call 753.4370, 753-8266,
cast iron pipes. Call 436-2722. bedrooms, water and gar Saturday and Sunday 9 till 5.
or
753.3535.
ONLY $34,900. Boyd
babe pickup, furnished, one FIVE ,
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
"EXPANSIVE BUT
PARTY garage sale,
1976 HONDA 550,4 cylinder,
mile out of city limits. Phone
Majors Real Estate,
Friday 8 till 3. I30nk beds,
DINING TABLE and 4
NOT
EXPENSIVE"
2„400
miles, excellent. Call
751545 after 6 pm.
chairs, Solid cherry wood.
rider mower; ni5e clothes'
05N.12th St.
753.7765.
Over 3,000 sq. ft. of
2/. HEATIP4 & COOLING
motorcycles; something for
Call .435-483.
'
1975
MR
175 HONDA, good
living area with a two
EARLY AMERICAN couch FOR„S#LE! 6,000 BTU Sears everyone. ill South to 62 ACRES- LOCATED in
condition, $250. Call after A
and chair:'-in good condition air conditioner, still on Fairview Acres Subdivision, ,North Calloway on Collins
acre
lot.
Four
pm,
753-9956
or 753-9500.
4111•11111•11•111.1111111M
first house on right.
Road. Fenced on 3 sides with
warrenty. 759-1975.
437 4280
bedrooms, two baths,
1976, 360, SUZUKI DIRT
GARAGE SALE, 2 party, 906 good creek Ideal for cattle
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FRENCH
PROVENCIAL, 30. BUS. RENTALS
bike, many extras. Mustsell!
or horses. Approximately
living room, dining
13 ACRES ON highway 1364 5540. 436-2353.
-complete, canopy bed and FOR RENT: 1000 ft. storage Doran Road, May'75th and
acres tem:table with more
off Johnothon Creek, Benton,
• dresser. Call 753 9206
space, 4th and Sycamore. 26th Stroller, baby back- possible.
room,
family
room
Only $25,000. The
pack, radio, toys, glassware,
KY. Contact B.C_Hicks, 177 W7 YAMAHA - ENDURO
FOR SALE: 36" electric Dry, safe, easy excessjblity, crafts
with fireplace on
and clothes, infants Nelson Shroat Co. 759-1707.
Cherokee Ave., Camden, TN. 1130, in good condition, $375.
only $60 per month. Cadiz,
--- stove, one year old. 752-7189.
489-2184 after 5 pm.
sizes through 6. boys and
ground floor. Walk-out
(9011 584 4598.
522-8469.
ni_ALT0P-5
FOR
SALE: 'household
- "
girls.
basement
31.
WANT TO RENT
has two
furnishings. Couch; t.v.
GARAGE SALE, 2 family,
table; liable and 4 chairs; 3 UNIVERSITY
FACULTY Friday
bedrooms, bath,
Saturday..
and
piece Vedroom suite, com
member wants small rental Depression' glass, several
kitchen, living area,
plete, end tables; lamps, bar house, nice residential area. antique
dishes, c10-thes, and
'
recreation
With back bar;' carpeting, City school district 759-4045 lots of
room with
a.m, rain
miScellaneous. 1398
and miscellaneous. Call after after 9 pm.
fireplace. Central gas
Johnson Blvd.
South 12thl Sy ca mor•
6 pm at South' Side Manor, 32. APTS. FOR RENT
PATIO SALE, 1305 Kirkwood
heat and central air.
apartment J3.
TEL(PH0P4 7531651
APARTMENT AND sleeping Drive, Wednesday
and
Priced in the $60's.
MATTRESS AND Springs for
room
Thursday
rent,
.for
to
close
out of
Just what you've been
sale. Fair condition. $25. Call University. 753-4140
Phone
Kopperud
or 436e, TWO FAMILY moving sale)
753.0806.
looking for is this three
2411.
Ducks, rabbits, Beagle pups;
Realty 753-1 222,
NICE, BLACK space saving FURNISkEDON
bedroom home on one
Eand three antique beds, old wood cook
anytime.
recliner, $30. dark brown
bedroom apartments, ad- stove; Pioneer speakers, 60
'plus acres of land only
couch, 1110, brown foot stool, joining
University, 1303 watt; 1972 VW Squareback
$2; metal office desk, $20; Chkstnut.
minutes squth of THREE WATERFRONT
with air, as IS. apartment
Phone 753-5101.
roll away bed,515, 489 2510
Murray! Storm doors lots, S25,000. 2 waterview lots
FURNISHED APART-, size electric stove; crib
TWO 8' ANTIQUE oak
that join TVA, 516,000. 5 tots
items;
MENTS,
one
or
two mattresS; baby
and windows, garage, in
showcases 382 2174.
Kentucky Lake dev.,
clothes;
and
much
more
bedroom. Also sleeping
outbuildings! $1,504 Call the Nelson Shroat
USED BEIGE steel bathtub„ rooms.
Zimmerman Highway 1346, P2 miles east
Co., 759 1707.
excellent condition,S25. 753- Apartments, South 16th of 94 E, Saturday through
$24,500.00.
Monday,9 am till 7 pm.
'9679.
Street. 753-6609.
WHITE FRENCH Provincial FOR RENT. 3 room fur- YARD SALE! 1605 Keenland PICTURESQUE SETTING!
spool
Spacious lot nestles im
Duncan Phyfe dining table nished apartment. Call 753- Drive, Friday. May 25th and
Inc.
Saturday,
May
26th.
maculate 3 bedroom home. It
and Chairs, 8125. Call 753 4598 from 5:30 t07 pm.
calls the lovers of flowers,
12i1.
We will
NICE FURNISHED one
trees,
outdoor living. Tr'
19. FARM EQUIP.
bedroom apartment. Inquire
level with fireplace, sun
C FARMALL, 5 foot wood 100 S 13th Street.
porch, and formal dining
belly mower, Al condition, TWO BEDROOM furnished
BOYD-MAJORS
room. See it today by calling
$15,000. 019 2184 after 5 pm.
apartments, $95 and $114 a
753 1492.. offered by Loretta
REAL ESTATE
month.
FOR
Deposit
SALE.
required.
Massey
Jobs Realtors
753-8080
Ferguson
tractor, 1962 Call 753 8271 or 753,0763.
..=
model. Also 2 flat bed TWO 13 E DROOM apartment,
'Professional,Serv
toll
ices
trailers, two and three axle $90 per month. Call 753-611.1
With
The
T,PU•
FrienA
heavy
duty. 354-6644, Benton. between 6 and 8 pm.
collect.
sso NEW HOLLAND round 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
HERE
TODAY,
hay baler and rake, 2 years
SLEEPING ROOMS, newly
GONE TOMORROW.
old, good condition Call 435Saturday, May 26 at 10 a.m., rain or shine at the
redecorated, one block from
4244.
. Sharp 3
.,m
University,
late C. H. Broach home, 705-Ern, Murray, KY,
month;
per
VA
22.
MUSICAL
B.V.
home, only
utilities/furnished. 759 4909 or
PA *tin Snow
Will sell: Deep freeze, dinette set, couch, chairs,
MUST SELL! 7 floor model 753-1817.
old, central h
NEW OFFICE NOUS
: I
"OFTEN SOUGHT,
organs, (new
Closed All Day Wed
beds, corner whatnots, lamps, vanity & stool chest
warrenty), 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
air.
This
bail* ,
beforenew shipment arrives,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
SELDOM FOUND"
of drawers, lawn furniture, hedge trimmer, card
Saturday'1:30 til 5:00
our special deal to you we SMALL FURNISHED house
cludes washitodryer,
Price of
for rent, close to University,
Seldom does such an
fine, 4 ft. flourescent lights, metal cabinets, oak
make down payment, you
ideal
refrigeratilk
for
couple
working
dishor
RAMP 32.01
make the small monthly
dresser base, ladder, log chain, garden plow, very
opportunity come
MICE SHAVE KM
r.I-.•• a wen NIB Own ma m s•as
washerrange,
payments as low as $15 per going to school. References
••• 4.1 h.•••••.• ***•,/ haat 2.+4••
nice Zenith AM-FM radio, stereo, tape player &
where
along
required.
a
home
753,3920.
month. Clayton's, J & B
exhaust
, garage
recorder.
TWO BEDROOM house in
the $40's offers so
:Music. 753-7575.
, with pay driveway.
country, carpefini4, stove and
--Nr UPRIGHT
: Quilt box, iron bed, old bugle (brass),
many extra features.
PIANO, good
children
A great buy at
condition, solid mahagony, refrigerator,
old
books,
mahogany
gretary, Queen Anne harconvenient
A
ly
welcome,
$100
month,
per
-$45. Call 753-9826.
$35,000.00.
Boyd
vest table, foot stool, o radio de Victrola, 3 trunks,
deposit required. 753-1427.
e
designed
three
' 23. EXTERMINATING
Majors Real Estate,
library table, 2 & 8
. stone crocks, iron dog nut
Ill••••••W Anil Firm imelpaset)
bedroom, 1-1
/
2 bath
105 N. 12th St.
cracker,
side board,2 lanterns, wash kettle, smooth
Key 26-10:01 cm.
home with paneled
2 New owl of Nordin •• Miry. 10, lad nod let, 'II was ea right
irons, hand tools & misc. grab boxes.
family room and
WHAT YOU'VE asked fort
Ram AINUIS1111't readows.
FREE
Not responsible for accidents, detailed anAcreage
reasonable
at
a
sliding glass doors
nouncements day of sale,for information call
price .46 acre mm 1 with 33
20 MILE
overlooking a private
tendable.. corn, A.C. and
OF,tobacco
DELIVERY
and
back patio. Located 4
tucked away in
soybeans..
miles from Murray.
753-0984
the country, yet close to all
necessities.
Let us show and tell
Call
753,
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, ofoffered
Loretta
1492.
by
you all about this
Jobs Realtors.
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios,

COST

We're

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

WILSON

Galloway Realty

iNSURANCE

Agglaztt,

in Fr

liaentucky

•

HELP WANTED

•

•

•
•'

Demonstrators - MERRI-MAC offers the
best party plan program anywhere. Our
guaranteed line of toys, gifts and super
Hostess Program makes it easy for you to
earn $$$$! No investment, delivering or
collecting. Call collect now- _ •.

763-7411 (airtime)

Ann Baxter 319-556-8881
or write
•,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

c

DE

-MERRI-MAC ,• . 801 Jackson,
. r,

Dubuque, Iowa 52001

.

Auctionlaie

Saturday, May 26th,10
or
shine, at the Clifton Paschall old farm
home,4 miles west of Murray, KY, north of Highway 94, /
3
4 miles at the
Wiswell crossing.

'It

OWNERS-OPERATORES

Due to new I.C.C. Authority
Western
Kentucky and Western Tennessee, we are
looking for operators based in this area.
Must be 25 years of age and have 2 years
over-the-road experience. We offer many
benefits, such as medical and life insurance,
weekly settlements, and traffic lanes to get
you home sooner. For more information call
the 100% Owner -Operated CompanyColonial Refrigerated Transportation,
have a leasing representative in
Murray, KY May 21, 22, and 23, at the
halide; Inn, phone (502) 247-3700 and ask
for Harold Johnson or Mike Rickey. Or call
Colonial Refrigerated Transportation, Knoxville, TN, 800-251-9734,
free or (6,15)
956-9711

Will sell nice 30" electric range,
refrigerator, bedroom suite, couch, odd
chairs, rockers, pie safe, kitchen cabinet,
trunk, 8 day kitchen clocks and cases,
kerosene and Alladin lamps, corn sheller,
shoe last, oak dresser,
leg table,
collector items of all kinds.
For information call

•

Sale

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Bedroom suites, dishes, chairs, tables,
hand made cedar chest, quilts, chifferobe, buffet, T.V. video game, trunk,
wash kettle, fishing equipment, hand
tools, red belly Ford tractor, 2-12" plows,
1 row cultivator, 2 wheel trailer, 5' bush
hog, metal livestock watering tank, 1975
Malibu car, 18' Owens Boat, 75 HP Johnson outboard motor and trailer.
Sale by

,

Bobbie Bohannon-Auctioneer
----

y to
city
Ity.
day
mg
lea

Dunn's Electric

Commercial 8 Residential
Free Estimates On Any Job
Large Or Small
,436-2372
We, Danny 'and Twila Dunn would like
to announce the opening of Dtmn's Electric. We are in business to serve people
honestly, economically, and efficiently.
As many of you know, my father is.
William E. Dunn. He was employed by
the Calloway County School Board for 30

years and taught me the value of serving
people honestly.
'Nita and I are looking forward to
working with anyone who needs electrical services.

Call Anytime
Day or Night

Chester's
Auction Service

Saturday, May 26th
from 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m. the
Calloway Manufacturing Co. 111 Poplar
Street Murray is having
a one day, 4 hour sale,
on discontinued stock.
Famous make jeans,
vests, blazers and long
coats. Prices will range
from $3.00 to $6.00.

AUCTION

•
ess our
ho hada
• autifel
and We
e at the
. Jack
r poe tot
comfort,
Cherry
rch, ttie
ital, Dr,
hurchill
came to
e family

BY OWNER - brick home
near highschool. Carpeted
throughout, entrance hall, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, family room pith
fireplace, kitchen with Wilt
in range, disposal, dish
washer, utility room with
built ons, attic storeage,
patio, 2 car garage, gas heat
and central air. Low utiii.ties
Priced in MO's. By ap
poontment only, 1715 Holiday
Drove, 753.5492.
DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom,
2, 2 bath home in Canterbury.
Priced to sell. Call 753-3903
tor further information.
FOR SALE basement house
and one acre on Highway
1346 Seven rooms, fireplace.
easy to heat, 2 large out
buildings, 12 miles from
Murray, close to Kentucky
Lake
Must see to ap
preciate. Seen
by appointments only. (5021 437
4645.
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753.5167.
NEW LISTING: 3 'bedroom
brick. 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 can
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D connections,
lots of storeage, walk in
closets.
Low
560's.
Appointment only, 753.4113$
or (713) 526-1592. 38-44 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
near University on quiet
street, master bedroom
suite, fenced, landscaped
back yard, productive fruit
trees, outside storage plus
wired and heated shop Call
753-9229.
47. MOTORCYCLES

II MURDER

Kelley's Termite
& Pelt Egntrol

4. MISCELLANEOUS
AIR
COMPRESSORS,
Quincy, Ingersoll-Rand, etc.
Sales, Parts and Service. 4429396
CLOSEQUTS! CARPET,
vmyl linoleum, roll balances;
remnants,
discontinued
paint, interior and exterior.
Big
savings!
Sherwin
Williams Company,753 3321.
DRY CLEANERS going out
of business, dry 'cleaning
equipment and supplies. Call,
492 8758.
EXTER1OR PAINT, regular
$12.99 now S8.99. Interior
paint, regular 59 99 now
$7.99, also our best exterior
latex A 100, regular 514 99
now only S10 99. Sherwin
Williams,753 3321.
FLATBED TANDEM trailer
With ramps, 20 ft. tong, 7 ft. 6
inches wide. Phone 753 1261
after 5 pm.
, SAW
DUST
for
sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Corn.
pany, McKenzie. TN (901)
352 5777
1000 NEW RED bricks, $45;
36" like new storm door, $30.
Call 7530076.
USED GARAGE door, 16' X
7'
with
windows,
disassembled, 1.55. Call 753- .
8257.
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers;
Rex's Worm
Farm, I rvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436 5894
WALLPAPER . CLOSEOUT
Sale, all id stlItk wallpaper
SO per cent off. Also 5 lines of
wallpaper, 25 per cent oft
Sherwin Williams, 753 3371

Tab

AUCTION

•

in

•Nir

or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Cloaked From Fri.
x 60. Buy the best for less.
$ p.m. til Sim 2....

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Car
Stereo's_

4354128,Lynn Grove,Ky.

We Install And
Service Everything
e
We Sell At

Home
Stereo's

World aill'olint"
222 S0;126
4111.

153-68$5

lovely new home.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty, 753-1222. We
are members of
Multiple Listing
Service.

QUIET
NE-1:0H
BOR HOOD _walk
the
to
shopping center from your
new 3 bedroom, l' 2 bath
iome...al I appliances...heat
-otterm,a44- Shas_ „and_
priced
in
mid
the
530's. offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

Friday, May 2511i at 6 o'clock p.m, tit Detetkr Knotty.:
in Ahem, KY.
To list a few items: Wash kettle, six trunks, oak
rocker, wicker rockers, fancy iron bed, drop leaf
table,seoarbination t.v. and record player, C.oleman
lanterns, window fans, school desk, tredle sewing
machine, Duncan Phyfe couch and coffee table, odd
pieces of furniture, odd chest of drawers, vanity,
, hanging pots, oil and floor lamps, garden tractor,
tine large lot of Avon bottles. Many more items too
numerous to mention. Sale held rain or shine
Sale conducted by
•

Call 435-4144 for more information.

Rae Allier
Auctioneer

Ilinloy Auction &
Realty Sales
Ettt 00Stet•INtfi

pertgui

Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph , M11479-2986 479-3711
South Fulton Tenn

OWN THIS

Huge
'
,
I

AUCTION SALE

Dan Miller Auction Sale

Bob (Frosty) Miller
492-8594
Terry Shoemaker
436-5327
AUCTIONEERS

Dan Farris
App Auctioneer

Al SW Istgt• Ave-floe heehl hiliatfy with Brayil Mailers Pool 10404
"Dew work* deosn't cost It me'

.-BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
J
Pruf!SWAM IServit es
With The enericay Touch

COUNTRY LIVING
AT ITS BEST
Situated on 30 tendable, - productive
acres west of Murray,
neat 3 bedroom home,
electric heat, carpeted, large family.
room. Over 1000' frontage on 94 W High
50's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

CHARM ANT)
PERSONALITY
This home is located in
one of Murray's most
sought
after
residential areas. The
beautiful decor is
waiting for
your
•family and furniture.
The master bedroom
suite is, 28 x 15, large
dosets and there are
.2/
1
2 baths. Many extras
that make this a home
you . will need to see.
Priced in the $70's.
You can see this lovely
home
today
by
phoning
Kopperud
RfeltY, 03-122s.

PECIAL
$777

N
M
POOLS
INCL.!IDE.

Reg $1311,
Now only

• Filt•r 4 Purnp

ireenwing

• Stint! bracing

•

•Sun d•ck
• Lily Pad Sainnnt•r

•01

Great Savings ON 22
MODELS

• M•avy C•usr• Vinyl
Lino,
• P•ctlladd•r

• Satisfy

F•nc• I

Stairs

CAL kr.fl CIW I •
(501)96é-4258
out of town call collect

nr.4..?P.I."."°t!..-.......,-1

1

......
.•................ ...........••••••••••
r MI .0,9

10

-

NU/

Opf.r.Otor on

Duty 20 Mr,
Coll 7 days
• is week
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LIITIE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
S3.SE R VICE S OFFER ED
IC USED CAR'S

SQ. USED TRUCKS
BY
Ford
Sears,
GUTTERING
1974 Honda FOR SALE . -4972
FOR SALE
Sears continous gsitteto
motor,
190
15" FIVE LUG rocket Civic, asking $1600 Must pickup,
Call
d
per
your
installe
snoop
wheels, will fit Chevy or Ford sell. Con be seen at corner of automatic, price
specifications. Call Sears
Call 753 7907 15th and Poplar.
truck, $125
753 9957 after
753 2310 for free estimates
after 5 pm
FOR SALE: 1969 Buick
INSULATION BLOWN in by
SUMMER'S COMING so let, Electra.225, good condition.
Sears, save on these high
BOYD-MAJORS1
the sun shine in, with a new Call 492 8.475 after 5 pm.
heating and cooling bills
Aun roof Large selection We 1973 GRAND TORINO, air
753 2310, for free
Call
Sears,
REAL ESTATE •
4+541.911.753 8085
conditioned, AM FM radio.
estimates.
75311080 '
tires,
radial
new
full power.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
-41, USED CARS
excellent condition, $1200
repair, 718 S 4th Street, same
Pro4esloor7aNfkirev
BY OWNER 1978 four door Call 767 4472 after 6 pm.
day service. 753 7400.
.Tout41'•
With The Frtentil,
Fairmont, 54275. 753 7349.
SPORT
LEMANS
1976
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
1972 BUICK, 4 door, air, all Coupe. Double power and
Serving The Entire Purchase Area
and gas installation, will do
excellent air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
cruise,
Power,
MINGO
plumbing, heating and air
MAYFIELD
Phone
S1950.
condition, $800. 753 6084.
MURRAY
cellent mileage,
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
1971
ITEM,
3546217.
TORS
Done
COLLEC
Being
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
-Do Business Where Business Is
III, loaded with 1973 MONTE CARLO, 63,000
Mark
PING, driveways and small
equipment and in goad miles, power and air, facto.'y
jobs a speciality, a4o pat
54 ,o0t), Si DE 5 ,400D Deo
condition, $2000. Phone 354 mags, best offer. Call 4.
chino and seal coating. 753
mechanically, has
good
6691.
4540.
1537,
bed, $900. Call 753-5463
1976 CJ -5 RENEGADE. 1957 1974
CARLO, dump
MONTE
MOBILE- HOME anchors
753-0144.
Or
489
Cali
top,
hard
t
Chevrole
midnight blue with vehitlil
and
underpinning,
51. CAMPERS
2434 after 5 pm.
vinyl top, 47,000
aluminum, in 3 colors, end
**,
travel
,
conCLASSIC
GILES
excellent
in
FOOT
E
loaded,
20
1977 CAPRIC
fiberglass rodfs sealed. Patio
trailer, self-contained, like
P.s.. p.b., ac., AM FM,clean dition. Phone 767.2557.
awnings and aluminum
and cared for. 54200. 753 6859. 1971 PLYMOUTH FURY II, new, only used 4 times. $3500.
carports, single and double,
tP9
3 4702.
Foisho• Syno,cat• Inc
in colors. Phone 759 1873
1973 CHEVELLE SS, 350, power steering, brakes, end Phone75
bucket seats, 51200. 753.7147. air, FM radio, $400. Call 753. 21 FOOT TERRY, 1976, fully
WILL DO plumbiltg, heating
'eciiiipped, sleeps six. used
Eand a_kr conditionft, repairs
1975 C-HEVROLET FOUR 5610.
3 times. No equjty, pay
and !remodeling arounethe
--wheel drive. automatic, 1974 VEGA WAGON, 4 s .ed only
436.2396.
Call
balance
eft
on.
power
coedit
. with air. Excellent
steering,
home, 753-2211.
Power
at
Farm
seen
MOTORS
be
College
Car
&
1803
BOATS
$895.
52.
brakes, 0500.
WILL HAUL driveway white
with
Road
r
Road.
UT
Coldwate
RUNABO
806
16' DUAL
rock and Ag lime, also have
trailer,
tilt
3503Johnson,
tip
$500,
iSir
53. SERVICES OFFERED
_1968 FIREBIRD,
any type of brown or white
52. BOATS & MCITORS
p fect condition, 51200. 753
Roger
Pea
gravel. Call
Speed, in fair condition. Call
1966 Mustang, VB,
COMPARE AND save on Hudson, 753 6763 or 753.4545.
separate dining. 2 acre lot. Here's
6084.
436 2727
boat,
SS
Fl
BERGLA
16'
A
Near Hazel -2 bedroom home, large kitchen,
Circle
fencing
link
Chain
sion,
automatic transmis
COLEMAN
FOOT
Call
36
Call On This One.
$700.
We
trailer,
To
NT'?
WET
BASEME
motor and
Fencing. 753-8.407
Good
a real bargain at ONLY $12,900. Don't Wait
houseboat, S8000.
make wet basements dry,
power steering, Call
753 2906 or 759 4601.
at
NG,
hp
155
CLEANI
6,
sleeps
CARPET
condition,
1972 Chevy Impala in
14 FOOT JON boat, 10 hp reasonabble rates Prompt work completely guarenteed
Bob Wynn, 753-4333 or
Chrysler 10 motor. 901 232
Con
Johnson motor and trailer and efficient service Custom Call or write Morgan
good condition. Call
8221
232
901
or
8666
.
753-2975
struction Co., Route 2, Box
with canvas cover. $425. Two
48t-2774
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
FOR SALE Jon boat with 2 Beagles, one 18 months, one Carpet Care,
call clay or night, 1 442-7026.
SO. USED TRUCKS
swivel seats, trailer, 20 hp 22 months,5.50. Call 436 5596.
Runs good, $650 or
INTERIOR,
WILLIE'S
FISHING
AR
1977 FORD RANGER 150, Johnson.
GLASSP
Must sell.
14'
753-0912
Call
offer.
painting. • Free
exterior
full time 4 wheel drive, tool best
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor,
pm
3
and
noon
befweer
estimates. Call 759 1867 after
box, $4850 Call 753 8257
heavy duty trailer, 5550 or
5 pm
best offer. 753 8612
WILL PLOW and disk
16' HOBBIECAT SAILBOAT
gardens. 753-1973 or 7531413.
With trailer and. all acWILL WASH and wax your
cessories. 753-3546 or 753- •
cars vans, at stur btOrne. F Qr
2372.
ent call 753-3728, 7
16' LOW PROFILE, bronze CARPET CLEANING, free appointm
to 9am or 8 to 10 pm.
metal flag Marlin Runabout, estimates,
satisfied
54. FREE COLUMN
140 Mercury, Moody trailer references Vigra Vac steam
and skiis, 52850. 492-8713.
Minature
or dry clearupg Call Lee's FREE, ONE
Schnauzer, male One Collie.
SALE. SNARK Wildflower Carpet Cleanirig:753-45327."
park. Central heat and
type female, spayed. Both
Extremely Attractive 7 room brick home near old city
sailboat, 11, 2 foot, 3 adults, CARPENTERS FRAMING
Priced at $37,500.
Area.
Leaving
Owner
one.
this
hull 90 lbs., hulkreinforced or finish, no jols,loo large or excellent pets, about 4 years
see
y
definitel
should
air. You
old. 753 9458.
foam, unsinkable, with oars, small E.,ettent.references
saNs, aluminum. mast and Call 759 1890.
SIX CUTE 'puppies. Need a
boom, takes 5 hp outboad,
Do you need Stumps good home or must be put to
Never, in water. Cost, $1000,
removed from your yard or -sleep. 753.6309 after 1 pm.
.
now $615. 753 5534.
land cleared of stumps'? We 57. WANTED
EX.
SAILBOAT,
16'
can remove stumps up to 24' PAYING NEW higher rate
CELLENT s' condition, below the ground, leaving for
Barbaro Irwin 753-4136
silver-coins, $4.50 for $1.00
new
41most
Audro Moody 753-9036
with
complete
only 58 wdust and chips Call face. Kennedy halves 1965-69,
B. B. Nook 753-2387
sails and trailer. First $750 for free es' mate, Steve Shaw 75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
Warren Shropshire 7534277
takes it. 753 7276. -ltashea.Moody153-1036
7539499 Or _Bob_ tcerrIP_ 435- -49014442-51l& -------9
753-751
Miller
Homer
.1343
53. SERVICES 00FERED
used
GOOD
WANTED .
REPA:P DRIVEWAYS AND parking
APPLIANCE
tiller, lawn mower, couch
service, refrigera tlon and a r areas white rotked and - and dinette set. 759 1975.
conditioning. Bill Roll ns, graded, brown and white pea
_
_gra x_el • Flee' _estimatesADDITIONS, REPAIR work, Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
for
after 4 pm
market
ces.
fireppla
that's on
circulating
Just c1l for an appointment to see this home
E Net- SALES at Sears
roofing, insurance work Cali
distanwalking
within
and
district
Hernodeling. 753 now.' Call Sears 753-2310 for
the first time. It's in the city school
Murray
central
and
heat
gas
•
free estimates for .your
5167.
ce of Murray High School. It features central
A Bit Of History Being Sold
offered for $53,500.
AIR COMPRESSORS andelr needs
electric air. There's over 2,050 total sq. ft. and is
TO:00 A.M.
tbols repaired. Sales, Parts,. OR YOUR chain link
y,
26th
May
Saturda
needs, contact
fenc.ng
and'Serv ice. 442-9396.
Patio
Free
Ward,
and all modern 3 bedroom home
BYARS BROTHERS & Son Montgomery
260 Acres Prune Stewart County Land on Bellwood Creek. Barkley lake, Colonial Home
special here, one of the type properties we've all wanted to own
Generalhome remodeling, est rcafes 753 1966.
Attention • Investors. Ftettrees and Developers - Be Present, we have something
siding,.
m
breaking
aluminu
1F OP 4'CL P garden
4siaming,
will be available to you
gutters, and roofing. Call 1- and disc n9 caii 753-6123.
Kitchen ER
Owners. Henry & Nancy Keel Terms 10% down day of sale, balance with deed.turn' directly in front of my office onto old 79 Highway and follow
Family Room
4895.
1-362
or
395.4967
borne
Directions Only 5 miles from Dover, Tenn' Corning front Dover or ClartartIle
OUR
FOR ,
I
15 x 17
12 x 15
sirs,
BACK HOE WORK, 'septic alteratiors, repair, and
1
frorn 2 acres up to 50 acres Detailed information will be available sale
Note: Survey plats are being made on this property with tracts ranging
• with lots of
.tanks, gravel and dirt remodel,-.; also new homes
agent
contacUng
by
or
cabinets
date
Carport
and co--ercial, call 753hauling. 753 5808 or 753-5706.
of tracts.
Creditors reserve right to regroup and sell as complete tract or any amount
14x20
ROOF 6123
Buyer of timber will have 12 months to cut and remove same
B-USHOGGING,
1. 10:00 A.114 All merchantable umber, 12- in diameter had 1T rip from ground.
with extra wide
and new roofing,
furnished
be
repair
will
set
no'aawmd
big
property,
from
'paved
with central cooling
building tear downs, ,sum
2. Home and lot. &pox 2 yrs aid. consist of 3 bedrooms and bath Fully modern
driveway
with fish All will have excellent hornesites Beautiful views,some of
Dining
merize houses, trailer roof
3. Balance of tracts will v•ry in sue Some will have nice farm ponds stocked of good young timber...1081w will be beautiful mini farms Ckw tract
plenty
have
will
Area
coat.ng, if you need it well
Csafraotor
Lake Barkley, others of trouts(trek Wildlife Refuge. most All
will have tobacco barn and tool shed
probally do it. Experienced
g job of remodeling This fine old home has 4 fireplace stacks with 8 fireplace
Os.
Ss".
753
work
ed
4. 5 Acres and this stately old Colonial Home with an outstandin
and guarente
I we boa. Some of the outstanding
has been complete!?' outdated throughout. new electrical wiring and
heat,
baseboard
removing
electric
pm
9
In
aLso
ng
and
outlets,
am
Spectaliti
a
between
2418
with built in cabinets. dishwasher & stove, utility room. plus 2
consist of on 1st floor, Large entrance hall, large living roorn, nice kitchen storm windows and doom, nice basement wtth hand hewn rock
under houses
from
features
water
work
BLOCK
siding.
CONCRETE &
Porch
bedrooms & bath and on 2nd floor, 4 bedrooms and bath All new alurninien
Engr Work)
can see the remains of the old Bellwood Blast Furnace or enjoy the views of
Block garages, basements,
dating back to days of the blast furnace In fact from the front porch yougeese from the 'Croan Creek Wildlife Refuge.- as your,property will join
Cowers Sdetraiks
and
duck
the
see
and
Listen
driveways, walks, patios,
kley
Ba.
lake
of
Bellwood Creek sector
h its large colurnna and stately old sugar rriapkw. 5.5. cedar & black
like this one
Caacro• Paths
steps, free estimates 753
same Many a happy hour can be spent here One of a kind
54761
Starve Orel Cant "
walnut in front yard. Words can never tell, you must see for yourself
sale date Arrangements can be made They welcome qualified buyers.
Notice Need terms' Contact Clarksville Production Credit before
your opportunity. Or own
CAN'T GET those small jobs
Concrete Carts & Getters
all looked and said bowl would like an "Old Southern %maim "This will be
we
have
time
a
Many
•
Note
's
Auctioneer
mobile
or
around the house
distance of the Bellwood Creek Boat Ramp
• Quality Controlled
me of these fine tracts All of this property is rock throwing
home done? Carpentry,
Trunmer
Refreshments available. Register for Free John Deere lawn
Contreeters•
plumbing.
painting,
siding, patios,
aluminum
Johnston 489-2505
•,o,,ie
small concrete jobs Call 436
konel Kirks 436-2:119
2562 after 5 pm
4111. AUTO.SERVICE

n3
425"m"'folin* BOYD-MAJORS kiA
r
REAL ESTATE

1970 Ford Van.
Fully customized.
302 Cu. In.
engine. Good gas
mileage. 7536328.,

1

"WHAT A 13EAUTIUL PAY. JUTT 111
SORT OF PAY TO GET OUT AND
PROTEST AGAINST SOMETH4G,sI

NEWLY LISTED

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

NANOTHER NEW LISTING

NEWLY LISTED

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
COURTAUCTION!

John Smith,
Realtor.
. U.S. 641 North, Village Center

BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

Phone 753-7411 Anytime
Home Phone
94 Joe Kennon 436-5676
753-98
Talent
Ron
43 Janice Austin 753-8674
753-68
Lou Ann Philpot

Ph. 232-5150 or Nights 232-6221
Dover, Tenn.
printed matter.
over
ce
preceden
Announcement day of sale will have
Auctionstin: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, lic. 548
'Sell the Quick Way"

NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERUD REALTY
RATE THIS ONE
"GP" FOR "GREAT PRICE"

IMMEDIATE OCCUPASCY

Four bedroom, tri-level -bane with ldts of
features and lots of room. Nine closets, large
in -this attractive 3 bedroom rooms including 25x12 family room `with
Par
A'
home just listed with Kopperud -Realty.
fireplacN• central gas heat, solid construction,
and
low
covered breezeway connects the house
and loVely landscaping. Priced realisticallyconyour
for
fenced
is
d
backyar
garage. and the
50's.
venience. This home is located on a quiet
residential street and is priced at only $37,500.00.
'FOUR BEDROOM HOME
Call today for an appointment.
market. Full
Older renovated home fresh on the
workshop
and
stove
basement with wood burning
LAKE LIVIN' room
Otelbow
Lots
floor.
main
on
e
fireplac
area,
Panorama Shores home with 2 stories and 9 for $33,900.
rooms. Lovely lake view and tree shaded lot.
Only $34,500.

A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH
Just listed yestetday, older cabin I mile from
Kenlake State Park on private 150 x 260 wooded
lot. Only $9,500. •

CANTERBURY ESTATES
home
Extremely attractive 3 bedroom, 2 bath
with lots of nice features for comfortable, convenient family Ipang. Den with fireplace, central
gas heat,.fenced backyard, 2-car garage with
automatic door opener and realistic price-upper
50's.

COUNTRY CONVENIENCE

Sharp 2 bedr(s,i Frome on I acre lot only I mile
from town on H1,4\ 94 West. 300 sq. ft. of highway
hot sumfrontage and plenty of shade for those
mer days ahead'

BRING YOUR DREAMS
AND MOVE ON IN

You'll know the real meaning of home when you
Three bedroom charmer with central gas heat, see this well constructed, newly decorated home
den with fireplace and extremely economical Just 7 miles from town. Home features 3
utility bills. Phone vs for all the details on,this .bedrooms, 2 baths, family room with fireplace,
fine opportunity.
lovely landscaped yard, deck, and central electric heat and air. Located on a 160'x350' lot. You
SETTING
T
THE pERFEC
must see it to appreciate the quality. This may
.•
be just the house you have been looking for. Low
lots
wooded
l
beautifu
truly
2
on
Elegant home
50's.
2
s,
bedroom
only 2 miles from city limits. Three
baths, den with fireplace, large family room in
A LOT FOR A LITTLE
basement and much,more
Lots of home for the money on this attractive
home listed this week. Two story home has 3 or 4
bedrooms and located on lovely tree shaded lot.
Only $42,500.

our new sign
means business
1 ,, 44
t,
tor
iralwatiks red white Arid blue
1,, in/ptilluyers anti sellers . it dim)stands ill
ar rugs the %greet and at toss the country. 14'14'1(112
Ti'.
gert&TfilitiFs for -Llano
owr 01.y.urseiTio 0.41 business.

711 Main
Murray, Ky.
753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)

'or

JUST WHAT THE
FAMILY ORDERED

Bill Rayburn 759-490G'
Shirley Wilferd 753-3041
Geri Andersen 753-7932
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud 753:1222
Don Bailey 759-4577

..$14999

Reg.$184.95

For the advanced interinechate
to excellent skier

WORLD TEAM COMP

093313,IE1ST

-

A

Ore A'aUP1/0 'Iv'
assi'Ocevla, strancts
slre4gth. and

stage rounded 45 bevel

sole$16499

Reg.$211.95

• Giass.iiiiect
_ nylonlhardware
.
• Anoo+ect alum dtop thru Sn
• optotiai Plate tuncting
toted 'rear heel cup or
dnubie aolustable INndingc
65 5,67 5
• `•

• Nylon•l!ned neoorrne tiindings

•

• 11 texture runnog s'pdace

• WOK'var.able-derith tunnel

•

For the great & near great skier

THE COMPETITOR

O'BRIEN

Wet Suit

Price Of Any
Obrien of
White Stag

$1 Orj° Off

SPORTING GOODS
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HMS SPRING SECTION

G3R1

" "'JD'
!Sig

Cypress Gardens
Dick Pope Jr. Skis
Reg.$69.98 Sale$5488

Ski Belt
$599

Reg $8.97 Sale

r

Miss Spring, LaDon
days and lots of fun
knows where to get
outing...Uncle Lees!

"J

A

•
•••

Take a shopping tour of Murray with Miss
Spring of 1979, Miss LaDon Dowdy. Follow
Miss Dowdy as she shops the stores of
Murray on the pages of this special 24-

Le-

page section.
Miss Dowdy,a senior at Calloway County
High School, is the 18-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Dowdy.

08

IHO

Chadeen s Fashoons

I. •

Miss Spring knows where to
shop for 3 pc. ensembles...

C/0~

&atop oewider

P•3 1101

7he

The Ste`p Ladder carries sizes for girls from
0 to 14 and Boys sizes from 0 to 20 Shop
the store for the young pt heart -The Step
Ladder'

LaDon Dowdy, Miss Spring of 1979
is visiting the most complete
childrO's store in Murray.

Casual Dresses

Congratulations

The Disco Look

In /979Shannon Rodgers anal I
have resolved to see the half of
the world we haven'tseen: Bah.
Turkestan, Ceylon-places like
that.
—Jerry Silverman

im'ul

MISS SPRING SECTION

or rShirts 8 Overalls

laDon is gathering up beautiful accents from luDons.
She's wearing a 14k gold sancl Dollar necklace, a pretty
straw hat and a navy stras4 clutch bag from the wide
selection of accessories from iuDons.

ciciciicni

[LaDon Dowdy
Miss Spring ,

I swear not to gam weight in
/979 and to swear off ehOcoImes and we(-ream.
-Howard LawrenCe of Kimberly

A.

Grownup look

Ii.LL NPR!. EEO
et ready to phi,
dressed "just like the grownups" in pear grey youngster is
cotton gabarilim: pants. A plaid shirt, just a rails ester and
bit wide fin. a
fasfti0000able look, tops off the outfit e•rrated
fur all-dat, vicar tu
tbsorha iii France.

l
e
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which is a reflection of the
tailored de4igner fashions."
Thesedwearable "short cuts'
are great for outdoor active
women, because the styles and
length won't interfere with tennis and other sports. .
Longer, shoulder-length •
locks are elegant and uncluttered on spring evenings, when
hair is rolled, braided, plaited
and twisted—styles that, with a
little practice, can be done at
home.
For daytime at the office,
long hair is filtered for lightness,and softly curled for a very
feminine look.

MISS SPRING SECTION

LaDon Dowdy

Congratulations
to Miss Sprig

"HIS 'N HERS" HAIRSTY LES ling spring will he
neat, aril
groomed anti natural looking. Blow dryer and
keep hers looking soft-and Yr:ry Ieuidi,iu,e his curling iron
requires only a
Mow dryer wad condi. But these popular styling
tools can also
rob hair of the precious natural 'stun- that keeps
hair shiny
anal healthy.(Inc way to maintain that moisture
habilitate
is to'
replace the moisture with shampoo and condition
iturproductia
such an the Moisture Quotient system f
Helene Curtis.

vanities

and

Murray

Phone 753-336

Wholesale Electric
& Supply

bathroom cabinets.

fixtures,

complete selection of light

says come by and see our

re-modeling, Miss Spring

porous hair
Many shampoos have companion 'conditioners specially
formulated to contplement the
.shampoo. A Itairstylist may rec- •
.oninietid several products, such
as shampoo, conditioner, and
once-a-month deep conditioning treatment that work well
together to help restore good
hair health. That's the reasoning
behind new Moisture Quotient
products, which are all designed
to work in unison to restore
essential moisture to damaged
hair

Miss
Spring
1979
LaDon Dowd

• Select products designed (or
your hair type. First, check with
a 'hairstylist who will indicate
possible hair problems and recommend shampoos and other
products that are right for you.
• Shampoo deans hair; it
cannot repair hair damage A
conditioner, on the other band,
gives dry or damage( hair a
glossy feel and finish, reduces
friction Its aid in combing, and
makes hair more manageable
when it's dry. Most importantly, it helps protect
weakened, brittle or overly-

Whether you are building or

rar ••••

A well-groomed head of
healthy hair feels and looks
shinier, bouncier . . . better.
Since few people enjoy the
luxury of naturally healthy hair,
the professional beauty experts
at Helene Curtis, makers of new
Moisture Quotient hair care
products, offer these tips to help
keep hair looking its fresh,
shiny best. •
• Start with a professional
hair cut. A good cut can
enhance any style, eliminating
split ends and Straggly, uneven
lengths.

Soft,sophisticated headlines What,gives well-groomedi4uir
its glow?Somefacts to know

short lengths.
Good news for spring: the
"Short and light. That's hair
well-groomed lock is back. for spring'," says Michael
In fashion, the slimmer
Marks, Elkins Park, PA. Chinsilhouette is tailored, neat and
body-conscious, while hair length- styles.- are softened with
subtle curl and looser, larger
looks soft, sophisticated and
waves for a more carefully
manageable.
According to the Helene shaped look.
Adds Victor Figueroa, New
Curtis Hairstylists Advisory,
York: "This spring, we'll see
Board, the most important look
for spring hair is a combination less of the carefree, tousled
of curl, highlighting and fairly look; instead...there will be a
more 'orderly' feel to hair,
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os INTERCO Co.
Open 930 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday

New Hours:
10:00-5:00 Mon.-Sat.

Sugar &
Spice Boutique

Congratulations To
Miss Spring LaDon Dowdy.

Olympic Plaza

LaDon Dowdy, looks greaf in this prett*Spring
dress from P.N. Hirsch, where you can find sporthe and dressy Spring looks in fashions that add
softness and colca to the warm days ahead.

MOST ELEGANT SEITINC to show off fashion's return io
elegance, The Stork,( lub in \4.wYork was recently howl to the
press for an introduction of the tint, new look in fashinn—
from dreiliwo to ace .ii,re, ti the latest in hairst00-.. The
model in the foreground
roiffed by Diego Me...ina of
Bunton., with rich antique feathers tucked into her hair. Her
gown is in ZoZo, and she is .urrounded by other niendwr.of
the elegant review at the chit. New York nighiers
'

MISS SPRING SECTION

Increasingly popular, a comforting accommodation to
baring summer temperatures.
In the office or afterwards.
thirt collars will loosen up,slim
down and sometimes disappear
altogether as tiny banded necklines serve as cool reminders
that this year,- fashion-and com•
fort go hand,in-hand.
Angling in on casual, wear,
the blue jeans enthusiast will
find his favorite off-hours attire
has forsaken its former flair for
the straight-and-narrow route.
Western style jeans with narrow legs and pocket stitching
continue to lasso comfortminded followers, while khaki
•and other military fabrics offer
'contemporary alternatives to the
previous denim dominance.

753-3234

Downtown Murray

Qraham &
Jackson

Cliff Cochran and "Miss Spring
1979," LaDon Dowdy admire
these reversible nylon to terry
jackets by Puritan.

S

••••--

SA r r

Guys & Gals
-ws

enhance air circulation to keep
feet cooler, while providing
maximum flexibility for qvalking crunfort
. According to experts at the
Sole Leather Council,genuine
leather soles also offer dumbil-.
ity, and that translates easily to
fashion mileage. The Sole
Leather Mark, a hide-shaped
sfrnbol branded on the bottom,
guarantees it's genuine leather
and assures a wise investment
'This summer, take advantage
of the spktrum of styles that
spells nut "comfOrt" in so
many ways.

Casuals for

Op the courts or around the
town, active sportswear scores
as a primary leisure *look. Golf
and baseball jackets, once
merely sports attire, have taken
on a myriad of fabrics and colors to make the transition from
functional to fashionable. Done
up in silk look-alikes fike acetate or nylon, they turn outdoor
appeal into an important and
exciting look for day or evening.
To complete the fashion —
and comfort — picture, select
footwear that allows feet to
"breathe" through warmer
days ahead. All-leather shoes

s'irt_timtic A 4TOOL POSE for spring iaa breeze in loose-knit
4-moonl clothes like these. A roomy cotton string knit jacket
sports narrow lapels and collar that flips up for a contemporary touch. Its unconstructed nature is the perfect topping for
a lightweig;ht, open-weave *wetter and straight leg cotton
slacks.

Taking it easy is what spring
and summer are all about and,
more than ever before, fashion
reflects- a warming trend
towards casual lifestyles.
So sit back and relax. Summer styles show suits less serious, casual wear more comfortable and footwear taking a natural stand in genuine leather.
When shaping up for spring.
keep in mind the inverted triangle silhouette. The top of the
"triangle"itakes its shape from
broader s oulders. narrower
lapels and roomy jackets that
add a corn oft touch to serious
,
dressing.'
• Though three-piece suits
..temain office mainstays,' twopiece versions will become

Men's spring fashions take a stand
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Miss Spring,
LaDon Dowdy steps up
to the latest inovation in
combines...front International Nerve:ter

4

Member FDIC

MURRAY

KY.

PEOPLES IBANK
INTRODUCING THE 'TOTALLY CASUAL, totally chic,
totally Givenchy look in men's eyewear. To accentuate fashions by Givenchy Gentlemen comes "Sport," a light-weight,
slim-line shape with a unique sculptured bridge for superb fit.
It comes in a masculine color selection of brown, gray, tortoise and black, and bears the double "G" insignia on the
temples. The "Sport"is from the Givenchy Gentlemen collection oPeyewear by Universal Optical Company and is available
through eyeeare specialisis throughout the United.States.
•••cv.....•• 4 4 I
•
1114.410.1.74.MiVAANik
'
VAMAN11.3:113*.Etrt1111/
.
1
.

LaDon Dowdy, Miss Spring is taking the time at.,..

The Flowers...

MEM SPICING IIICTION

1f.7.71,
1WINfilmme407.

Take Time To Smell °

Celebrate spring with a collection of-classic and,ekgant
'suits and unique sportswear separates from:Windsor European
Fashions.
Total luxury
The natural distinction of the
Windsor Look has great appeal
to the contemporary high fashion consumer. Today's men
and women, with their vinocl
life styles, appreciate the luxury
of custom quality and precious
-fabrics, as well as the conven• knee of ready-to-wear faShion.
Return to fit .
Spring '79 features the return
offitted fashion that accentuates
the body's natural lines and
curves.
Women's jackets. for example , are In newer,'shorter
lengths, with extended; slightly
, padded shoulders.
'Skins,are.slim, many slined,
with enough fullness to keep
them wearable. Pants are nar-rower, with newly d4ailed
pleated tops.
The shins and blouses have
flattering, smaller collars with a
. subtle, controlled fullness.
Eiropean detailing
•
European detailing has ,
, returned in the men's oollection
CLASSIC STYLE RETURNS—in this brown and white small
• of suits, jackets, pants,
shins —.--cht4hed jacket of 100c/c wool. Windsor's classic "Goand coats. Classic tailoring ale •Anywhere Look" is
classically styled with slightly padded
quality fabrics are, of course, a
shoulders, pared down lines. For'easy movement, the coormust.
dinated pants are pleased and full to the waist,learrhsthe h.A
Pants are pleated with
cotton Airt enhances the Sporty look.
straight legs. Jackets have narrower, longer lapels, with lower
button and pocket positioning.
Shirts, especially sport shirts, cotton and raw silk with fine
texturing.
- are cut fuller with smaller colVelvet-like corclurttyrs. light
, lars. '
weight wool flannels and cashWindsor's total commitment
to the 'naturals' in fabrics can be . meres are also featured.
The color palette rangesfrom
seen in their Selections of the .
off-white to black, with earth
very best linens, cottons, silks tones
predominating. The
and woolens from the lop Italian
shades are subtle, with green,
mills.
The selection of fabrics for" rust and greyed taupe highspring includes superb linens, lighting the color story.

Understated elegance with
elan from Windsor European
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'Anew(' ,n-pit.t

- Fist the discerning man, the
man of sophistication. enters; a
new fragrance
an exquisitely fragrant melange of 'angst.,
ing elements. earthy. woodsy.
velY Masculine.
• •
Fontana Pot Pourrv from
Helea Burke is the perfect
answer for the man ho appreciates"the unusual rather than
t011oviang the crowd
He wants more from his scent
than the everyday and begets it
with Fontana. a totally new concept in mass:uline fragrance.
The scent is a unique mossy
Pot Pourri. an Oriental blend
with a sandalwood top note.
[he distinctise misture
comes in a burlap pouch to hang
in the closet or in an attractive
cachet box.to put on the dresser.
Either way, it creates a lovely
aroma in a man's room
the spicy fragrance is also
translated into cologne and an
attras:tise thcll.shapcd soap.
• rhete is also a flMmle,pray to
add to the total concept of fragrance 'as an integrals pan of a
man's environment
- Only the simple. the earthy.
and the organic are contained in
the J'ontarta collection The
combination of cedar, oak. cinnamon. moss, civics and star
anise can only accentuate
man.s concept of himself arvJ
his place in the world

Potpourri
surrounds
elegant man

Claude Montana desiens k.-ol
lection of sers \ofhisticated
suits. some white played with
gold piping, others in fantastic •

ottng

%1Ansse And

eu

Personalized MF
financing, parts
and service available.

Massey Ferguson

MF

Tractors To
Tackle Any Job.

Has

40160

Industrial Road

753-1319

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

If you're thinking you may need bigger, new equipment to
make your farm operation more effecient, stop in and talk it
over with one of the folks at Stokes Tractor. They'll help you
select the right equipment to match the job and your budget.
They'll help you plan your financing to meet your needs and
to take advantage of available tax credits.
When it comes to service after the sale Stokes has what it
takes to provide you with all the back-up support you'll ever
need.
Remember..."Most Folks Call Stokes!"

lions Paris standing as the
fashion capital..
SI. hill retie- sai hies
Last, hut never least. is Yves
Si Laurent. designer of designers, with - a fresh: vital and
totally new' look straight front
the sca.
• St. Laurent -turns the sailor
.look into classic high fashion
with rich touches of silk piping
on beautifully cut peacoats
jackets. snappy_side-buttoned
pants and shorts, navy gabardine suits paired with striped
tops of red and white or yellow
and white, sometimes touched
with the nch originality of burgundy.
...This is not a '•Popeye the
Sailor Man" fling, but a solid
classic and wonderfully wear
able fashion look with a charm
ing seafarer theme.
For evening, St Laurent still
harkens to the call of the sea.
with accents of scastfell
designs, but he is magnificent
with Matisse-inspired black and
white silk flows and a memorable senes of tri-colored layered
and pleated chiffons
WIC', as always, the heart AU. ABOARD FOR YVEs!
st.laurent gives
and soul of Paris fashion -- nautical
for spring with a Spencer and be
- ELF:GAM:I; FROM 4:MAW by Karl
disinely different, infinitely
anal in nut',gabardin
fascinating. always enchanting. ?burn stripe-41 pulliit e,teamed with it sparkling 1•1411. An ivory silk suit is iiefined Hi
with it contrasting patetit leather brit.

lADon Dowdy Knows
Massey Ferguson

and combinations of
'1(11'1"g‘
hrights in chintz and silk
t•.4eryone loves Paris in the
Keneo. always a wonderful
spnngtune. and fashions tor-this step away in a different
direcseason hay brought out all the tion, has turned to the Nile
-for
allure. the sham. the flirtatious his inspiration. with a boldlyfemininity and high chic whit h colored 1979 interpretabo
n of
keep us hopelessly enamored of Ancient Egypt seen in young
her
and flattenng•ourkl Cleopatra
Ranh for spnng is a slimmed
and calla lily collars —a protrimmed-do
down.
wn elegant phetic design touch, for sure.
high fashion look which makes
From ref to sailors
its statements in hold, hnght
(iivenchy Is totally feminine.
or.or the stunnininegatived
positise play of black with totally pretty. with his collection of chic little day dresses.
white .
belted at the waist and sporting
Defined Waist
pert, short puffed sleeves
Emphasis is centered on the
Issey Miyake knowsjust how
captivaung look of the defined . to go calypso- with lush floral
waist, accentuated bs broad- prints and still maintain a stun:
stkvIdered lackets and simply - ning fashion look that is tar
cut tops, naturally followed
• from carnival or-fantasy
slim skirts which hug the hips
hlo• at irs
and stay gracetully Nasty chis.e.•
Karl Lagerfelit for Chloe has
with kick pleats and slits gising
never been better He is dropIesCirri of movement
dead
glamour, ultra-chic,ann)Roth -humming (Ti
%wive in a beautiful new dires:FIse hotty-hweing loot, i s lion His peplum jacket and
Also seen in se‘s, ‘linging'ter
- strapless, whalese% and knit dresses
honed lop • are the two high.1Teki through from brightly
lights ol his' collection
hi -.-aikresIday dresses r,t imp,••
Bus, trom his daytime patent
tarit esening ..uatements
leather belted suits to the devasFabrics are sumptuous. shiny tating elegance of his e‘enmg
and luerous --silks, satins. wear. Lagerfeld receives spebright acrs lie knits. chintz -- cial praise and once again conwith important accents of suede
and leather
Th.''want !story
Prints play an unpostant part
in the spn ng fashion story.from
polka dots and checks to witty

Rs, ANE1'TE
PETRUSA
N

Paris: vibrant, vivid arid chic

s mist

lAtiArr-

MISS SPRING SECTION

Tilefabulous world ofFrench fashions!
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BETTY TURNER
In stylish two-piece
blouson dress of burgundy print knit with
chain necklace and fashionable high heel
sandals.
•'e

Charge
It

Say

Just

DEBRA !CAVANAUGH — Off white two
piece dress in terry knit with stylish rib knit
waist band and cuffs with side button trim.

itO

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

ROSES

E49

LADON DOWDY (Miss Spring) In a little go anywhere
dress of red and black 100% polyester with button trim
and elasticized waist line
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SARAH CRICK — For all proms and parties
coming up at the years end school season
try this long floral print gown trimmed in
off white lace. Multi-stripe sandals with
gold accent trim.

DEBI MOORE — Dressed for fun in a
casual buttoned front skirt with white embroidered trim cotton and polyester top.

lgiAttif

U

MISS SPRING SECTION

S.Thursday, May 24. 1979
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Fabrics for
spring are
body-aware

1.

•

The more that people know content,
about hair, the better they'll away as curling irons take"-'--scales-When these scales lie
much as 66% of the
take care of it. To promote betclose togetherand smott)11. they
moisture from hair.
ter hair care; Helene Curtis
reflect light and give healthy
'.
• Untreated virgin hair is
hair its shins appearance
offers the following facts about
over
124 stronger than color
our crowning glory. .
-treated
Harsh shampoos. chemicals.
.1„ The amount of hair on a hair; 45% stronger than permed heat 'stylin
g tools and atmoshead varies according to
hair, and up to 50
(
4 stronger pheric conditions can.all cause
color:. redheads have the fewest than bleach
the catick scales to open out,
ed hair.
(about 90,0001; blondes, with .has" more elastic Virgin hair leaving
hair vulnerable to
ity
resiand
finer hair, have the most of it
lience it bends and stretches extreme moisture loss and gain.
(up to 14()000 hairs. Black and
more;and is less prone to break- and giving hair,a dull finish.
brunette hair generally' ranges
age. (Moral: treat treated hair
Test your cuticle condition:
belween 105.0(X) and 110.000
slide thumb and forefinger
per head, respectively.
• The _Outside of the hair is lightly from•hair end up toward
• A good rationale for hat los ors: cold air can freeze hair's • called the cuticle. The cuticle is the scalp. Fingers will catch on
internal moisturizing system, 'made up of continuously over- open cuticles. but should glide
lapping layers of hard smoothly over a healthy hair.
causing brittleness and breakage.
• Hair is porous, like a
sponge, so it gains ancl loses
moisture easily in an attempt to
reach a state of equilibrium with
the environment. Hair absorbs
more moisture during humid
weather, and loses moisture
dunng dry weather. Changes in
the weather, as well as es misuse
to drying sun and wind, can
quickly affect hair's moisture
level.
• Some natural oil is Wessary to hair. Sebum (oil secreted
through the scalp Hs hair's natural "moisture regulator," forni
ing a protective barrier that
resists changes in weathers and
maintains hair's internal mots
tore. If sebum is stripped awas
by harsh shampoos or chemica,ls. hair -is vulnerahle
extreme moisture kiss and gain.
which can result in damage to
the hair.
• Healthy hair can contain up
to tv. ice as much moisture as
. brittle hait. Hut no matter
fiat
the hair is in. the
high heat in a hair dryer can rob
hair of up to 54% of its moisture

MISS SPRING SECT
ION

A hairpraising look at locks

Soft, airy and sophisticated - .
are the words for spring fabrics.
Sheer, airy see-throughs give.
the body an ethereal look.
Lightness plus texture is an
important trend, as in looseweave open-work knits, loopy
surface knits, cloudlike souffle
• effects.
Shimmering shiners give a
new gentle luster: see it in
pearlized iridescent looks, the
soft gleam of ,silk, a silvery
desigp on a sheer matter
ground.
The texture play is the most
important fabric game. Pattern
is layered on pattern in soft colors bra new dimensional look.
,Jacqtiards and dobbiei in florals
and geometries, pique terry.
slubby linen are the new texture
components.
Prints combine with textures
or add a soft polish of their own.
Multi-patterns, spaced Victorian looks. Provence flora's,
foulard prints, small menswear
patterns and loads of stripinip in
soft new colors are alfpan of the
game.
The color story's been
cleaned-up, freshened-up for
spring.
There
are four
chapters: the naturals, the
sophisticated pales, the spray
tones and the sizzlers.
Soft and sweet are the palest
peach, cool blue and lavender
Spicy cinnamon. - -nutmeg,
toast prelude the high adventure
of black and white. fireworks
red, violet, sunburst yell
peppermint. fuchsia.and
quoise.

sequined and beaded evening
riding high on the neck
hats are great attention-geness
The bracelet: wide bangles
this season.
or flexible links.
In general. jewelry oes
The pin: larger stickpins,
larger. morerefined. It acts a.s a
art deco geometries, enamels.
color accent, a touch of shine, a
mother of pearl.
flash of glitter. an extra texture.
Also look for lots of hair
Look for gem-cut stones.
accessories: chignon picks.
woods i natural -and lacqaeredl.
sticks and combs as an alternacopper, bronze, deco effects,, tive to hats.,
as a- whimsical
mother of pearl. colored glass.
touch to sleek hairdos.
The carring look: dropped .• Handbags are boxier
, more
st,les in single or double
constructed and generally
strands. in glass. lalique.
smaller than last season, Lots of
mother ,a pearl
,tress-up hags ari.• seen in fine
hi
,ti
,."1Iars

Miss Spring knows where this Springs best
entertainment is...

Accessones set the fashion
mood this spring for classics.
for active sports. for graniour
and nostalgia!
;Me look is generally more
refined and* constructed with
details-that rnak a drtlirence.
The)'re an important part of
everyones fashion investment
this season
Keep your eve on the witty
link hat. There have neser been
more tun, -.whimsical and oast%tonally ndiculous looks ahead.
4straw arms hats, tilted pan
c'ake.s leather pillKnxes oser
sired niensAcdr

Accessories are the key to spring look

Mon: ken iloward
EANH1O:s. BEGiv4 AT THE '11'1111* with a diatin
of tame. Edward Mann Hata of London maila ctively rieftienteil 4.11111.ef ofhula forth.woman
into
our ever look and fanris. •nappy auras. spring with w I outerfull) new ailhotarttes to mit
spring's briitht basic's. Or 4iirimpli-te s our chic half-crescent 1. the perfect topping for one of
with a tell proper howler—,a cited for a aritaa
new effect!
king

•

•
0`
4d,•. ••••
•
••

Dapper(Ind distinctivefashitin hats
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over the last few years!
• You'll find it knit into terry,
,woven into,lustrous crepe de
chines and made up into many
other types of fabrics which
have a "natural" look and feel.
It's also often blended,with
fibers, and adds its own
practicai characteristics to the
eotherr
blend
It retains pleats, it easy to
wash and dries quickly.
Rayon has recently become a
fashion favorite again, predominantly as challis, a fabric
which looks right for today.
-The latest rayons are easy to
care for and are noted for their-soft. natural touch.
Tridcetate can be blrushed for
a soft, 'suede-like feel, and
makes fleecy robes and flannel
gowns.
You'll find it in itickets , vests

Oohs, as some typo of acetate
fabrics must be dry'tleaned.
Acrylics are Soft and give
warmth without weight. .
The fiber is ofteri found in
blankets for this reason, andin
apparel it is imporrant for
sweaters, socks, hand-knitting
yarns—and is frequently
blended with other fibers.
With acrylic fiber_you can
.,have the layered look without,
feeling smoliherisi under heavy
or bulky pieces.
Modacrylic fiber makes up,
most of the fur look-alikes; like
fleece looks, deep pile fabrics
for coats, "furt-fur jackets,.
linings and trim.
If you're ecology-minded
and want a fur-look coat that's
easy to clean. you'll seek one of •
this fiber.
Nylon is an old favorite= •
lustrous and elegantenough to._
be made into the slinkiest evening gowns and lingerie.
Satin weaves of nylon are a
budget-conscious way to make
you look like Carole Lombard!
And nylon is tough enough to
be used in parachutes, tents,
sleeping bags and all kinds of
outdoor gear.
Polyester is truly a chameleon.
One of the most versatile of
man-made fibers, it's also one
of the most economical and has
actually gone down in price

White and Kakhi jeans
in straight legs and
modified flares.

JEANS! JEANS!

Reg. to 39"

Racks of better dresses.
Jr., Misses & Half-sizes.

names.

you read carefully enoug
h
you'll find ot
u their generic

Cool casual t-tops
in a wide range of
colors and stripes.

Reg. to 35"

Jr., Misses, & Half-sizes.
100's of styles and
colors to choose from.

DRESSES! DRESSES!

SWIMSUITS
Plunge into a baring, l'ody
revealing swimsuit. 3

Many Of the care labels will
emphasize the trade _-_L_ qf
these fibers, of coUrse, but if

DRESS SALE

The "natural** look is on top and lovely at-homisloungewear
.of the fashion list for sOnng at pnces far lower than the natural fiber versions
1979:11but with a difference.
Those silky. lustrous blouses
and linen-textured suits Will be
Made from fabrics of man-made
fibers like polyester. nylon and
raYon.•accordirig to the fashion
experts at the Fiber Information
Center (a• service of the Manmade Fiber Producers Associanon).
Top American fashion
designers like Walston,: Karper:
and Geoffrey Beene use versatile man-made fibers to achieve
the look of luxury. once thOught
of as the exclusive property of
silk, linen and cotton—and
these creative designers are able
to present many items in fabrics '
of martmade fibers with all the
fashion that their reputations are
built on.
"Naosrar. is an anitude. an
'awareness of color and texture
put together from things that
come from the earth--..the reds'
of clay, ranging to beet; The
browns and greens of the
forests;,the,gentle neutrals like
mushroom, slate and ivory.
.Play with textures, pairing
your silky blouse with a loopy-knit skin. ,
Acetate Can be lustrous and is
often wovesiqnto luxurious fabrics.
It is economical' but follow
the manufacturer's care mstruc-

mentdis of man made titsers

"Hand Washable — and the

E399

For your summer activities
— twills, nylon, white, pastels & pre-washed denims.

Reg. 19" to 29"

Famous Name Nationally
Advertised Jr. & Missy
• Jackets • Pants • Skirts
• Shirts

COORDINATES

Terry & cotton knit short
sets in summery shades

And, you can be sure that i t
the care instructions say
"Machine Washable" r)r

Now get a'natural'look in fabrics of easy-carepnceftaigib
,,,,e
.,narbk.s,,,,,
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Court Square

Mademoiselle
Shop

Cam tiini

148

Save 71

'

Hatemock. 76" x 30" weather
resistant cover with foam poilow hleavy duty steel' tubing
Reg 24 99 in 2"

.

N

Save 503
•

, Limit Z

60 sir 3

?,

es•LIsflon

I

Ti WilT

OTASCO

Reg

bindings vinyl

Chad Water Skis.
Locking foot

, PAIR

MO1

7641 Ski Rope.
,2.44

57164

Aqui Water Skis.
Locking frxx
bindings vinyt
lumens

PAIR

868 2999

Sale Price
34.99

111011111ninalill

18" .motowis

SHOP AND SAVE
AT OTASCO

1.

3999

Therms'
lo• Chest
611-gt rue polyethylene Food
tray, dram iS9-371-3)
Het/ IV 99

avocrwo color
60,2•12 s hew MIS

fire gra',
" rich

(
Save s.,

ALUMINUM
TURIN.

I IN '.UA

I

LAST ALUMINUM

It,

1141111
.
11011.2w

h

Portable Kitchen
Cheraw Grill
Large 23'o 14''
cooking area Steel

(WAN Out

WON TRUST OH

;
Rome ...•••

it •25 Fading Ca

Save 68

2399

then:oil
Briquettes. Hardwood charcoal
1o4p bag Peg 167

26
99
Reg

12
Round Siwoi fable
VOW. Pono,nit tio,rr
iio

wrought iron 1" dia aluminum tubing frame so alat

Patio Chair The look of

USE
OTASCO CREDIT!

SAVE 5.15

w• •

84
81913

3-1t,
PVC.

itaa IN. sumacs 5.5 t5
Nylon fluke cover .v t Red
etrwe Red Tricot

12"

Reg. 15 99

SAVE 3.03

Prices Good Through Saturday at ALL OTASCO STORES and PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Friendly Folks—
Hrs. 9-6 Daily, Fri. 9-8
Eriendly Service
for 60 Years
11.1-Air Carter 753-8391

capacity basket style handles
Reg 2 19 vi164 6

56

ViCt1001 Ice Cheat 28-Qt

6.1)

Of colors 3 okgs
will reweb 1 star,
ard size chair

71;v4171,4,,^9,1(1 -

5-Piece Matching Set
Only 79.87 . . You Save 15.08

Save $5

Amil."44%.www.weie

OTASCO

Outdoo

Electricitc•Cmani
Freezer: 4-of size
polyethylene tub
Reg 16 76

sensuous and screen-star sensational looks to appear this
spring.
FlOth the evening fabrics and
calms are his tribute to the siren
in every woman. Capraro has
rediscovered the alluring quality of black Chantilly lace
rata/ over strapless bodices.
spilling out from under rustling
taffeta skirts, skimming and
revealing the body in fabulous
dress tops and a stunning bodysuit
For the rest of his evening
statement, Captain uses sheer
matte iersey channeuse and
silk crepe de chine to wrap and
drape ,a dazzling
fi collection of.
evening wear, each show,
stow topped with a fabulous
nuinhOu jacket in coordinating ,
shades of celestial blue, red,
true violet, dram, white and
black
If spring 1979 means glamour, then Albert Capraro is the
designer to turn to for the new
fashion look at its best.

Daytime fabrics are thin,firm
and usually have luster. They
arc often mixed with silk or cotton for lightnets. and Capraro
sees crepe dc chine as the perfect fabric for every hour of the
day.
Patterned fabrics appear n
the subtle form of
r
oncd
plaids and beautiful largeflowered silks.
But evening drama is definttdy Albert Capraro's-forte He
goes all-out for the most sultry.

4
laDon Dowdy models one of many
beautiful dresses from

„Jr

by a wide belt.
In the words of the designer,
"I believe the two-piece sun
and the dress-and -jacket costume are tomorrow's classics."
And, judging from the soft.
classic elegance of Capraro's
spring , daywear, tomorrow is
beautifully here oiday
His suits are not -paintbox"
bright in color. but go way
• beyond the neutrals with nch
caramel, true navy, rust. ash
- grey...luscious banana and peach
and lots of spnng white

In a season of all-out gbunour, Albat Castrato steals the
fashion spotlight with some of
the most delectable,elegant and
totally feminine creations ever
to appear on the runway.
Albert Capraro sees spring Is
a season of one silhouette and
two very different moods.
The basic shape is slender yet
mobile_ Daytime dressing is
quiet. while evening wear is
drop-dead glambur with alas!).
lutely no understatement
Capraro does not believe in
old-fashioned, taut construction. He creates his new slim
shape in curved and fitted tops
with very light shoulder pad._
ding • skirts that reveal .a long
sweeping curve of leg.
Directional scans coupled
with the lightness and pliability
of today's fabrics create a fitted
look with the minimum of engineering.
- For daytime. Carats favors
the snappy "stem suit with a
small neat jacket, a skinny skin
and a'waistline dearly defined

Albert Capraro dazztes with glamorous designsforspring
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Each season they have growing
melbas of handsomely dressed
customers. The president pf the
firm, (the parent company of
which is well-known Afkl- Six,
Inc.) Jim Ettelson, said at a
recent'fashion .conference,
"Too many tirnas'ave have all
stood in front of mirrors holding
in our breath or/trying to stand
taller or squat lower to make a
garment fit.
"Ijon't bother, it will never
fit — even if you continue to
stand there for fitting after fitting. The balance is wrong.
Extra sized men have extra
-sized postures—they hold their
entire bodies differently and
every line of a suit should be
modified to their physique —
rather tban the suit being sewn
and resew to fit them."
On the subject of current
fashions, Ettleson told his audience, 'Aisance' means 'comfort' in French. It is the name of
an important new fabric to us;
This modern •Dacron-worsted
blend, in a tropical weight for
spring and summer, has a built
in cordon factor-11% stretch.
No one appreciates a little give
more than a big man!"
He continued,"Our sole pur
poie is to offer a capsule view of
the most important krends in
men's fashions. Therefore,
spring will be colorful and it
will have more surface inteil'ems:there is a lot of use of the
natural fibers and the Daercin
blends with textures.
"If an extra sized man were
to buy only one ;garment this
*Mg,it should definitely belt
blazer. Blazers come in a whole
range of soft colors and can go

Orwalleatt we.
Mon -1st

10 am to 530 pin-

look—evening hats aglow with
sequins and beads; important
jewelry-, bare sexy shoes . . . idl
add to the very special individ ual CharM.
Skirts that don't cling to the„,
body look great in Motion, as
the dance fever shows no signs
of abating,.
Think movement. - Jink
glamour, think sexiness with a
tooth of innocence and si IC re
on the right track!

The Exciting Gift
Canter In This Area.

•122 kitchen & Bath towel designs &
- Colors.
' -1056 plummet designs & colors
*49 Napkin patterns
'Over 250 imported & domestic soaps
*Beech Towels
•Idake-up begs
*Backgammon sets
*Handcrafted, hendeonred furniture &
accessories from Chine

(3,000 Sq. Ft.)

TWICE AS LARGE!

tree
Gift Wrapping

Spring evenings •glow`vilith a
subtle iridescent shine.
Fabrics tell the Story in crepe
de chine, all kinds of silk-like
effects, lacy .peekaboos, .and
film y sheers.
Ilse shapes are refined and
inure constructed, with lots ,of
nostalgic details. Deeply slit
skins, pants, petal skins. the
new narrow-leg pants all shimmet like evening butterflies
Accessories often make the

Subtle gkow alspringeveniugs

If you (or the man in your
life) are aecustoined to walking
into a fine men's store and buying a 40 regular suit oi jacket,
,. pass this by.
• However, if.you, along with
countless other men who are
above 6'3" or who have broad
shoulders and a narrow waist or
for that matter, who have narrow Shouldert and a larger
i'vaist;, if you have ever_ wanted
to buy,off-the - rack without
countless alterations that Make
tailors go blind, take heart.
Along with 2% of Americiut
men—you aft un ':extra sizf"
and Yes, there are lashitin.
oriented companies who understand your specific needs and
problems. Best yet, these firms
are tuned in to what-is happening on the fashion front and are
making suits and sportcoats that
compare favorably with atiything those more ordinarily proportioned types are being
offered.
Being a larger size does not
have to be an anathema. Style
and comfort are possible.
Women have known for
years that all bodies are not
created equal —some of as get
inore"or less in one place than
another.- And women's designers have made fashion .inroads
to reach those tall, fat, thin,„
shon stapes.
Mtn,• is your turn. One
firm, Y-Line, founded in the
1890's, is run 4the same family who began in the late 1930's
to specialize exclusively in
extra-aizes•
Their specializiaion has paid
- off. They are *Presented in
-growing numixis of fine stores

4
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Court Suars

Lindsey's
Jewelers

SPRING BREEZE

•

esiNPVStrit

53-5213

Norm,Kale*
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FORD
;
414
&
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Parker Ford Inc.

Congratulations
LaDon Dowdy

Miss S,
LaDon Dowdy is about to take a refreshing ride in
one of Pal Ker Ford's recreational vehicles.

•

KISS SPRING SECTION

LaDon Dowdy shows off the 14K jewelry from

As Refreshing As A

4w,

BERNIE I DU_ ire-Prekatirttl of tiler !•511k., inc., gets•kick
out of the firm's V-Lane Ckethen new Spring concoction in
paired blue. This wearable model available. in three pierea
with two-bution jacket. anti patch peeekets snit the fabric is a
natural and se eallielie Mena with built in iiitretch: The itrii-e?
Approsinothill, $200 al fit..' Mi.WC'',

Big guys get kkkfrom fashion!

with many slacks to create sevA blazer cannot order a chef
end looks. A blazer will also be salad instead of more apple pie
more usable and more comfort- and trousers can't exercise all
able than any garment currently alone—but how great to know a
'hanging in his closet!"
well-tailored garment can and
A suit!nay not make any of us does make extra-sized men look
physically thinner or shorter or their very best for a fashionable
'79 spring!,
taller or even heavier.

New fashion attention for men ofdimension!

•
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c nrZ for 60 Years
.

Bel-Air

i,J-4637 I

OP

MISS SPRING SECTION

Center

Sotithstrie

Place

The

Shows Off One
Of The Gorgeou
Dresses Foune A...

'Spring 1979
LaDon
• Dowdy

Miss

When buying Sports clothes.
look for styles which allow
enough ease of movement for
your sport and which. Suit the
climate in your area.
Fabrics should be durable and
easy to care for. A spokesman
for Klopman Mills, the leading
textile apparet mill in the U.S.,
emphasizes that- Daerortleotton blends and WO% Dacrons ate
ideal for active sportswear.
These fabrics are structured
to repel soil and maintain their
shape even after repeated laundenngs.
Klopman Mills is 'so enthul

ui.11 Ii

This ccillection consists of fabrics which are perfect for all
qfp-es of sportwelated fashions
for both men and women.

5021/2 Maple

753-5312

Olive Street

Murray Electric System

"LaDon Dowdy"

Miss Spring 1979

Murray

Yours-Mine-Ours

Miss Spring LaDon Dowdy
looks at the line of maternity
wear for the mother-to-be.,
See our Jeans, Tops, Slacks,
Shorts, Bathing Suits &
Dresses.
Today's Fashions For The Entire
Family At Yesterdays Prices.

sia.stic about this new exercise
form that they have earmarked
ten. active sportswear fabncs
"The Parcours Collection."

We'Congratulate

' THE MIXING oF TWO hamar, fahries—ultra suede and
lienille,--into a sophisticated snit with inipecvahle st le,f
"kbe Schrader -for spring. Its chenille cardigan jacket IA
r .kirt. also iii ultra
Ml %MI ultra stied' 'Ilti 4'
I •
unit the silklike la, itt.MM. reale a beautiful
In, appreciates
mit for du u
Mend iif pxrc t

Jogging and calisthenics that Like running. Parcours needs
By BARBARA BRASS
tones your entire body and no partner or special equipment.
Running is in these days--7
eliminates the boredom.of jog- and can be done wherever you
and the latest variation on run'ging.
happen to be. The advantage of
ning is Parcours
So what is Parcours? A Par- Parcours is that the spot exerIf Parcours is a term that
cours consists.of any area (your cises keep you interested and
!.iai're not familiar with yet, be
home works as well assjogging tone your entire body. •
prepared ti. hear it often this
trail) in which you alternately
spring.
In these fashion-conscious
jog (or perform any workout times the old standby. cotton
_ Pareours (pronounced pasrope
lumping
exercise such as
, sweat pants and shin, is still
coor) 'started in France and
or running in place) then stop . reliable, but you're likely to feel
quickly became a fitness pheand do calisthenics.
quite unfashionable. All the
nomenon across Europe
Today it becoming the most
The Parcours can be indivi- fashion houses, and many of the'
dualweii with exerctses to suit name designers, are-creating
popular form of exercise in the
7nited States:.
your needs and to tone the areas. sports clothes.now:with special
of. your body which need help!. gear designed,for every ,spon
.Parcours: is a combination Est.
from-tennis and golf to racquetball and Parcours.

Parcours: fantastic new exercise from France to keep you in shape

Halfjogging, half calisthenics...

LEDGER/al
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Ir

the store for men
Bel-Air Shopping
Center

Miss Spring 1979

Congratulations to LaDon Dowdy,

FASHION CLASSIC FOR SPRING—Windsor European
Fashion updates the ehtssie-snit for spring with •short, slim
jacket silhouette that's slightly padded at the shoulders. The
brown and white check wool jacket pairs with•light taupe
sun-lined skirt that's slit at the back. The cotton shirt in
menswear striping accents this elrgantly tainted coshintei

pdated classic
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641 North

153-81150

CJ-5,CI-7,Cherokee
Wagoneer and Jeep Trucks Also Available

Cants AMC jeep

From

Miss Spring, Rides In Style
in a jeep Renegade

SOO Chestnut

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda

Miss Spring, LaDon Dowdy, stands beside the 1st year anniversary Limited
Edition RX7 Sports Car only 3000 produced for U.S. market.

MSS SPRING SECraoN

•

MISS SPRING SECTION

cis 11,0
rcarlstiii& tps.
11 tar I hese peal\ V. his h are
grO,An in clams rather than in

LaDon Dowdy swings into Spring while she admires
the wicker ierniture & accessories from Pier I.

'Ar

aknost any cu it red pearl buy is
likely to he good investment.
tgo„
ue of cultured pearls
The
pled since 1972 and
has
to be going up each year
auSe there is a limit to how
y pearls can be cultivated in
the world's oceans. And that .
limit has almost'been reached.

get-ntxds d is 1.11(' NA 11 iii hits
At:s.oriling to e Cultured
ot Amenca,
Pearl Assotiati

CI.1.1"1 RED PF4RLS are &anon'is favorite kw el.for'spring.
so picRalston chow'!wart'. to go with hi. %tiring collect•
tured here in liallatOn'a !studio preview allowing.
•
both good symmetry and deep
pearls, at the low end of the
price scale, to large perfectly • Itatre are the most expensive,
but it is still possible to bu
round South Sea cultured
pearls. -valued at over $10,000 these at a moderate price
yhootting small sized pear
each.
With small sized pc s just
pearls
are
all
This spring, as
r.i.hion,ibie as the la
trc.ii ',aka
t
Mt ht/ki
.,11!% Olt'

women who wear them
oysters, base an intriguing
Happily. the choice of real milky translucence and come in
pearls does not have to bankrupt ,silvery to pink colors
anyone who wants to he fashNext up the price line are
ionable. That is becaul cul,baroque pearls, pearls which
tured pearls—real pearls grown'
in oysters with an assist from lick symmetry but which often
man—are available in so many have very good color and lustre.
The neve symmetrical! pearls.
types and sues.
course., are more,expenstve.
of
ricesilky
from
range
Tky.
cultured
‘arls which hay
Cultured ot
shaped fresh water

t'lliM/Ctirctle f rhc
look ot ii ia.hkrn. Jliti.C111141.1
- ultis ailed task-s of the
SiiC the.

This spring, the pendulum of
fashion will soften the chiseled
lines of fall's fashions Exaggetated padded shoulders will
give way10a more natural look.
angular waist lines will be
cased, and straight arid narrow
skirts will be made Jess severe
But though the shape of fashion may change from season to
season, is directaln is unmistakable The trend, embraced
t y' both the fashion designers
and tilesr customers. Is towards
an increased elegance in style.
Dressing up, not dressing
down
Fashions are becoming more
sophisticated. with a greater.
appreciation for well -cut
tailoring. choke of fabrics and
-the total look of a wardrobe
IrOewelrY.. this heightened
emphasis on elegance and.
sophistication has elevated
pearls to a reigning position in
fashion The•regal beauty of
peads..thernselyes symbola of
self-confident stylishnss, has,
become an integral part of
almost ev
well planned
wardnibe
The renewed importance of
pearls became evident last
November at preview showings
of the spring.•fashion collections. Pearls were the only iew el
selected by Halston for use with
has spring-collOion.
Pearls were also very much in
evidence in the spring fashion
preview s of Bill Blass.
be/. Richard Assatly and a host
of other fashion destgners.
Unlike previous fashionseaSOM. no one stsle of pearls has
water importance than any•
others This,sprinit, short pearl
chokers are every bit as fashionable as long ropes or multistrand,bibs.
The. ritkly.requirement is that
the pearls hereal either natural

0

LaDon Dowdy, Miss Spring, rides into
Spring on Honda's XR185 from

801 S. 4th St.
753-4092

Overby
Honda

,

n

See...even the gals shop at Corn-Austiraan Foster i
ir shows LaDon Dowdy the latest in fashion, the Cowboy
Hat.
;53-2472
Downtown court Squart.

A

The queen ofgems,cultured pearl, reigns over fashions
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•

prophetic of a new silhouette—
broader on Jop, narrower and

tairamegigiliatiWA,

NTERIORS

Vt

By LaDon Dowdy
Miss Spring 1979

(n

•

Beautiful Furniture
Is Introduced At

AtialitiF14,

i

illusion deft) rieis4 belte.I in silk taffeta. %ilk a skirt ilraped
1111,er a
tip in front to ,res ea! ..•%. leg. P • t ure.prii
1:1•141.16..rt
\ • litee.eliiiiisOle top right / I • Me. 1111111i1111- r 11,4
g
%;•

Bill nue.. Blnek Immo irrvril
tl..1.111111; FANTASY fit
• and 1114C4. are e hilted in .1bort e% ening tiresses--an important
to hip mitring roller • . A bodice draped in a halter

Bill Blass feels that this
spring Collection is itinportantly

Jim's Shoe Outlet
Phone 7534715

Why don't you come out to Jim's Shoe Outlet in the Southside Shopping
Center, and put a smile on your face. Select from casuals, dressies and
sandals. Many colors and styles just right for you!

Southside Shopping Center

a

a

a

LaDon choose a canvas sling chair
relaxing outside in the summer.

MISS SPRING SECTION

LaDon Dowdy is having a great time trying on
shoes of all kinds from Jim' Shoe Outlet.

shorter on the bottom.
It is close to the body and
shows lots of leg.
Etis daytimemilored clothes
are seri% whether they be coats.
suits or dresses. ••
The big news this season is
the return of the suit.
BJass' daytime colors range
from clear crisp red, purpleand
peach to taupe, beige and grey.
The clothes are more constructed, but fabrics remain
lightweight, and soft crepe de
chine, gabardine, suede, linen
and open weaves are adroitly
mixed in this exciting daytime
statement.
Evening is unabashed glamour from Bill Oflass. Bright,
color combinatilans dance the
evening away Bold black- -beautif4 the night and red runS
riot.
The nanro , are ,evening
s — shoff or long — has a
jack
Bla.s loves kinen jackets over
,crepe de chine and silk
georgette gowns. Black lace
and point d'esprinue combined
masterfully. Evenins pajamas
arc* as important as daytime
pants.
Feathers foist the Most dramatic of Blass' bevy ofbeauties
to make this a most exiting
•
seeing, ' •

Bill Blass sees silhouette
as key to newfashion look

24, 1979
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green is neutralized with
sand; mustard is complimented
with burgundy, and black and
white is strikingly,presented in
new concepts.
:i1:4iny
, Prints are whim;t
bird prints and tea Wile designs
are charming ecritersation
pieces.
of oneThe silk jersey getup'
and two-piece drets gently
hug the body in exciting colors
of turquoise. hot rlink and pur,PleFor late-day and eyening. the
Black Tie Collectio is alive
With dresses perfect for restaurants and dancing.'The scarlet
charmeuse dress with a draped
neckline, deep side slits and

Magnetic necklaces are

Charlotte Ford approaches
spring 1979 in a soft, easy.
body-conscious mood.
Her collections are classic in
form. highlighted in pure fibers
that give them elegance and
sophistication.
The belief is in wearability: clothes that adapt to
various lifestyles. never tostumy, always elegant and beautifully proportioned.
The overall silhouetteis
tgerW and definitely closer to
t4e body. Shoulders are
wider; waistlines accented
with belts, particularly the hard
belt in shiny patent.
Colors range from softened
naturals to vibrant brialits. Jade

Bel-Air Shopping
Murray Ky

•

I

4
MICHELSON'S`,

LaDon admires the beautiful selection of figurines found
at It

L

'The
YOUTH
MK&

n

in the
LATEST
STYLES

v Shoes
v Hats
v Dresses
v Shorts
v Tops
v Swimsuits

Choose
from

LaDon
models
a
pretty
Sundress
from
Big K's
Clothing
Department.

sion on a design of timeless proportions. ,
Jeans,hs Charlotte Ford likes
them, achieve new fashion
impact in vibrant colors d silk
noile and finely combed cotton.
They're worn with blouses -in
pure silk designs.
• In a season where fashion
tends to be a bit extreme, Charlotte Ford hiss created collections that awappealing from all
standpoints:, wearable, prett!,
and colorful clothes at very realistic prices.

Bigat K

Spring & Summer
Fashions -

bare back is an exciting way to
look for nighttime.
The nautical influence in the
French Sailor Group is apparent
in separates geared.to modern
day living. White silk crepe de
chine' in pants and skirts is
chicly paired with silk charmeuse Striped camisole tops and
elongated tunics with roped
waistlines.
The admiral jackdli is a
collector's item. The sailor's
dress in white'Chiffon, b*eroi
in blue, is a very feminiee ver-

UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE from The Black 'Fir Disi.kion of
Charlotte Ford.Silk crepe de ehinevpants and double-breasted
)arket in white kit mated with •re< white .tripe camisole.

KING VALUES

•
•
•
attraction'
fashion
ew
Spring into style with the
and can be purchased in 18K
latest fashion accesspry from' gold. sterling silver. I4K gold.
the Orient—the TDK Magnetic
or rhodium-prate.
necklace. Already the'world's
• 'Find out what the 'people in
best-selling necklace, over
the United Kingdom, Prance.
three Million Japanese conAustralia and Hong Kong are
sumers have purchased this
talking about. See if there mall)
are mysteries in niagnetism.
accessory since its.-1976 intro- •
duction in Japan. Currently.
For further information.
without 'obligation. write TDK
more. than 100,000 necklaces
Magnttics Corp., 9465 Wilare sold each month; world. L•0•• Deo* noloocts ewe of rf.• many styles of *ems ton:
shire Blvd.. Dept..'H. Beverly
wide.
Hills', CA 90212: call toll-free
Since its introduction into-the
800-421-4553 (in California'
U.S.. chain necklaces are more
800-252-0636).
popular than ever. ,fashionconscious Americans-- will be
chscovering the power of magnetism.
Designed to be worn by both
men and women, the necklace.:
fashions for The Young and Yen, Young
17 to 22 inches long. has a delicaw JO') linking together a
ot nine Ninall. elevant
,011 tinkhirs
tains rare earth cobalt—the
most powerful magnetic material available.
- AlarkFted in the U.S. by a
Or
I hope to stay as healthy and I've sworn to live my 10 tartly ,..BeverIF Hills-based subsidiary;
the nttcklaces come with a
successful as I was in 14+78.
both.work an&leisure.
—Alberto Capriro
—Donna Itaran of Anne-Klein 30-daY, money back 2tianintec

iri*

MISS SPRING SECTION

CharloeFord:soft and easy spring plan
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Good foundat• "s
Foundation should ,Intatch
one's own skin tone as
as possible. A 10 shade salve
can assure proper selection and
w ill provide truly personalized
makeup for the lightest to the
darkpi skin tones. 7
izi
Fresh L.iok ,Afoisijrng
Liquid Makeup gives • light
glow of color v. hile it help. keep
. normal-to-dry skirIS dew)soft.
For familia -to7oily skin.
Fresh Look qi/vConrro/ Liquid
Makeup will'help to control oil
break-through so that Makeup
•
.

akeiip if. a
1.0
, Makeup is a major accemory
for these trendy. new fashions.
and makeup begins with foundation.
Why wear foundation? Because a good foundation will.
even out skin lone, smooth skin
texture, and helpinde imperfections. Foundation adds anlextra.
thin layer of protection between
•
skin and the elements.
Today's woman wants her
..toundation to be light, naturallbolking and right for her skin,
v or dry. Avon has
be it
Look Liquid
created F1e
Makeup in fill', skin-typed formulas. and a range of 10 shade..

Spring '79 . . . its dress-tip,
time . . . shoulders. Shorter
lengths. high-heeled pump..
big jey/dry. hats, gloves and a
fresh, new_ attitude. The neu'trals of past seasons arc gone- -it'S.colitr. color everywhere'

stays fresh lookinglor hours..
Th4 same 10 luscious shales.
from fair to rich deep tones, are
availagie in both formulas.
For perfect application. after
selecting the shade 'closest to
your skin tor. bniivth a small
amount of foundation with the
fingertips over one part of the.
face at a time . . cheeks, nose.
chin, forehead. eyelids.
Blend. to nothing at „out&
edges. Blend away' just under•
the jaw . it is not necessary to
bring it down to the neck if it
•
matches your skin tone.

To help i:onceal any dark cir,
des mkt the eye. apply-.. a
lighter shade of foundation it()
that area.
. You have now created the
look of a seemingly flawless
complexion. and altheautiful
background for the colorful
accents or cheek. eye and lip
. .
makeups..
The suggested 'retail price for
1.5 11. oz. of the makeup is
$230.
Avon products are distributed
solely, by Avon Representa
tivX.

I ,ou-with Fresh IlAink Liquid
ill Pm rn
A NATI:II AI,GIA
s in two skin type for •
Makeup In Ai mi."Me Makeup
las,- normal-to-dr, and oily, amour,. il.. right match for
fair to richi deep Wiwi.are as
A choice of lell 411111Ct• fr
hk in hOth for las.for a truly permOnalized makeup.

Forring burst ofcolor
begin wit* h a natural glau•
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"LaDon
Dowdy" ;ank ofMurra

Miss Spring 1979

We Congratulate

MISS SPRING SECTION

Touches to
update last
year's togs

drY

John Anthony's spring col- front, casually rolled up a bit at
lection is based on termed, disthe ankle. The same shape
creet sex appeal.
appears in both day and evening
His clothes are shaped to the
wear.
body without a period look. uti- . Suits
feature one of two
lizing darts and curving seams.
skirts': either a wrapped pencil
Strapless evening clothes
skirt, smooth at the front, or one
have a t.ery light bust form, but
with a very slight sarong drape.
the construction is totally modBoth open just above the knee.
em and weightleis.
•
This1/4spring's exquisite lightSilks, crepe de chine, jacweight fabrics offer the opporquard and chamieuse are used
tunitiefor an enchanting interdouble to gently and luxuriously
play of textures.
firm up the silhouette.
For the first time. Anthbny
Shoulders- are. wide and
utilizes the bnghts„but always
straight. with firm shoulder
with a certain cast as if the Fight
pals; hiplinesare narrow
were shining through. •
There are no coats in the colThere's a new affinity for
lection, but almost every cosblack, which acts as a countertume has a Jacket.
foil for all the colors: _lade,
Anthony's clothes continue
emerald, pale fuchsia, violet,
to wrap, and his very small
tourmaline pink, blush pink.
waists are marked by a soft
crushed reptile belt, his signa- . There are no floor length eveture accessory ' •
ning dresses. Cocktail and
There are lots of slim.tapered
ankle-length- dresses-art pencil
pants. cut full but flat at the
slim and wrapped elegantly.

John Anthonys look
for spring is refined

THE LITTLE 141.ACK dress is back! idele Simpson endiracc.
this return to glamour with a ..e” »rap of sheer eyelash
georgette. slashed into a deep neckline and finished
with a slim
tulip skirt for big play on legs.
•

•

MISS SPRING SECTION

The American collection is
'devoted solely to active sportswear which was designed in
France and made here at
Absorba's own manufacturing
facilities.
Dresses with tank or shortsleeved tops or Short shorts
worn under a hooded parka,
sweat shirt or a tee-styled shirt
are the most popular looks.
They are all fashioned in
imported terry in solid white.
maize or periwinkle. or wide

up more this season, so is her
daughter; consequently, skirts
with gathe,rs and pleats worn
with dressy jersey tops, or
tailored and ruffled dresses arc
in fashion favor.
While insswimwear, the racing trunk for boys, ruffled
bikinis for sister in floral prints,
plus'one-piece tee-back suits in
vibrant shades of Lycra make.,
the big splash.

1,
1

LENDER

EQUAL {US(

.
i
-41..00nol .1).10 Nr>1
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MURRAY BR

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.

HOME FEDERAL

Congratulations Miss Spring
At Home Federal We Have
Your Interest At Heart!

Downtown Murray

Family Shoe Store

forget you have them on
no one else will Black
patent, Burgandy Sizes 510, widths NM

Personality..

satten-shun!
the -legs hve it!

Absorba. Inc.. the United
stripes of ecru and navy., red or
States subsidiary of Absorba- 'aqua-marine.
Poron which is Europe's largest
In the imported collection,
manufacturer of children's
the accent is on the classics.
wear, presents active • sportsBeautifully ,tailored bennudas
wear, tailored separates, classic often worn with a vest,overalls,
and romantic dresses and excit- trousers, and sivide shirts worn
ing swimwear for children. .
over skinny pants offer a great
A -cotton andhiended.t.asYr alternative to the popular jean
to-care-for fabrics such as terry and'tee-shin dressing for both
velour, gabardine and poplin boys and girls.
appear knitted or woven with
" And since mother is dressing
lots of texture interest.
The new colors are the midtones of peach and periwinkle,
lilac and pearl grey, or ecru and
ginger plus lots of white.
Prints run the gamut front
abstract "no prints", to flat, nodimensional fiorals, to nostalgic "little .prints charmings"
with tiny flowers sprinkled on
soft-toned grounds.
Equally important are stnpes•
subtle plaids, I and vibrant
The tall, ankle-strap sandal
checks for spr.ing's great classic
Cushioned insole so you can

Europe's largest manufacturer
of children's wear hits U.S.A.

HOME FEDERAL

Today, a wZnnan'a half is
• Use balls of fingers to work
often permed, rolled? braided. up a lather while massaging
the
This year there's a great new
colored or blow dried. AM ollik scalp. Wet hair is vulnerable to
these. styling assists can cause breakage, so avoid a vigorous treedom to wear what you like.
And, to complement this
dryness and damage.
•back-and-forth scrubbing 'mo- freedom,. Mademoiselk tells
What to do? •
tion, which Can tangle and break
how to play up accessories.
Pint, according to scientists 'hair. •
"This year's looks turn on the
who developed the Moisture
• Shampoo as often as neces- kind of wit you can.
get with
Quotient System at Helene Cur- sary to keep hair and
tis, use proper products to main- clean, say the Moisture scalp' accessories:• says the January
Quo- Mademoiselle
tain thappapor moisture balance tient experts. Hair can be
Like the chic-on-a-shoestring
in your hair.
washed once a day without idea. an
shoelace from
Secondly,develop good hairharm if it's conditioned and the the 5 &, argyle
10that works as a tie. Of
tending techniquessuch as these
tight moisture balance product
little plastic pins made from
to promote healthy, loveky I—
gumball
charms, tiny
locks.
• After washing. pat wet hair pencils machine
or anvtleint,,.'
• Before shampooing, brush
gently with a toWel to remove
All you need are trinkets, pin
lightly and fluff hair to separate excess water. Wet hair stretches
hacks arid sonic glue. And to
strands, loosen din and get nd
more than dry hair and is
of daily "fall-out."(It's normal susceptible to breakage more make them even more'79, trs
from Mudemoiselle's advice I )11
to shed 50-100 hairs a day, more combing, so try not to
pull it. where you pin them.
in spring and fall.)
Comb gently, beginning at the
Scrunch up the neckline'of
• The first shampoo should be
ends and working pp in sections
crew neck sweater or told over
rimed out quickly to remove
to the scalp. If possible, let hair the lapel of vouf blazer broad
ia
dirt and excess oil. After the
naturally without heat appli- _shouldered blazer) and pin.. Try
second shampoo, rinse hairthoances. the way it was meant to
a chain pin to link your _collar
roughly in warm water (hot
\lex your plastics with antique
wan% can hand hair). A comWith the aid of a good atplete rinse is vital, because
home hair care plan, and proper pins
says .tfade
shampoo residue can leave hair
hair care products. hair will in, Pearls are back.
iselle. and it you hase them.
looking dull and can cause
respond with a healthy shine:
yOu'se got a great way to snail
dandruff-like flaking on the
with bounce, body and manageup your whole wardrOber. Don't
scalp.
ability.
think of them as an accessory to
the black basics. admonishes
1ftairmorwile. 'Fey them with
more rugged. tweedier clothes
Remember. 14 ith this year's
• fashions. the more o- htrast. the
zippier the ettect.

Important tips for
at-home hair care
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Tux

310 Main Murray

759-4073

When the occasion calls for a
tuxedo stop by The Tux Shop for a
wide selection.

-

l'.\
F: ENTli
,1%'ENUE'S it SING STAR is
'citing Victor Carahallo, %Ito at the age of26 hasjust presented
his fiep.t designer
ready-to-wear collection, Seen here, a 5iensnous.
bodytinging pi/alter of red'fhillon. a masterpiec id fashion structure and,,ereativity front
titarrie a
lorightv4
designer..

Fashion's young.star

MISS SPRING SECTION

-.Anne Klein designers Donna
Karah and Louis Dell'Olio like
the look of a closely contoured
suit, which they call body
suits.They are in soft materials.
softly constructed. They do not
cling, they lie beautifully
against the body.
In their third.season of slim
skins, they've introduced anew
look called the Savage skin. It is

Niumiting

W.11

o draprit

1'1111111,0k 1,11)p.

KA 'HERS. FEATHERS AND MORE FEATHERS from
Resort and Spring 1979 Collection. What
het ensemblefor eV.dazzle than a red marahou hula&
jarkt bortierril in Mark ,...ern.h. %fern to nienied pant" tof
tut Atur

Afascination with everything
- silky and an interest in texture
contrasts continues, combining
silk tweed with silk jacquard,or
silk channeuse with suede for
evening.

Are

Suede, leather and hand knns
basics tor all seasons In this
collection suede pants are
important, very skinny, very
sleek,

doesn't wed to he pushed up,
the Garbo pams in pewter wool.

• Dazzling red marabou

for spring. All the bnghts will truly skinny, wrapped with very
move on to spring in combina- subtle drapery at the side.
lion with the neutral tones.
Louis Dell'Olio and Donna
The colors: iris, ginger. artichoke, geranium, cyclamen, Karen believe in urbane sports
clothes, nothing hanging or offcayenne, papaya, cassis.
hand, and'in fabrics that avoid a
The neutrals: navy,eucalyp- prov. dal, rugged country
tus(grey green), honey, alabas- look.
ter. copper. pewter.
The simplicity of a perfectly
The "return of the suit" is a
gsychological matter id cut shi ri and pants takes on new •
itself. When ,actually has it ever elep e: the shirt in silk crepe
been away?
de ch ne with a three-quarter
sleev that stays an place,
The spring news is- that the
-parts are brought together in
MOM obviousharmony.lt is also
news that saits-are now done in
classic spring fabrics like navy
,wool gabarOine (this year with a
new and lovely sheen), in silk
tweed or pure linen.The lines are slimmed down,
both jacket and skirt, and the
picture is completed by the
absolutely,,right accessories —
the hat in propoytion, gloves, a .
great handbag, elegant slender
shoes with high heels..

212 EAST MAIN ST

RHONE 753)586

Miss Spring
1979
LaDon Dowdy
Looks At A
General Electric
Range That Can
Be Found At
Murray Appliance.
Stop By And See
John or Howard
For Your Next
Appliance.

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
Appliances Are Our Only Business'
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS

MURRAY APPLIANCE

I he blazer, bag,,is today's
classic with shiny today touches
of copper or bronze.
The retro look of the framed
clutch comes in snake, bronze
or copper for evening.

IT!

There's no retro mood,
although that is certainly one
fashion direction. To Anne
Klein and Company, it's more
interesting and sexy to be thoroughly contemporary about
slimness, body-consciousness.
focus on the waistline, shorter
skirts, chic actessones.
The woman yisualized likes-The precise lines, careful'
arrangements and undisguised
femininity of the fashion mainstream, but her. psychology is
different. She does noi dress to
be several different women
„according.to mood, but to be
more intensely the same
woman.
The,collection is planned in
two "takes'': an enormous
burst ofcolor for cruise and then
a range of shimmering neutrals

The Anne Klein 1979 collection for spring is very understated—clean, simple and elegant
in a way wornen will instantly
respond to.

Anne Klein sees spring in understated elegance
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rung dresses. Cocktail •
ankle-length-dresses-are pencil
slim and wrapped elegantly.

KISS SPRING SECTION

When styling up a fashionable storm yf coiled and braided
coifs, remember that there'•s
more to all those. twists and
turned-under edges than meets
the eye.
Beneath the rolls and layers.
of hair are a variety ob pins.
Clips and combs essential to
-Linalialasinis meet" in a do-ityourself hairdo.
After several seasons of the
singular-look.perrned styles.
women are once again opting
for more individualized looks
that they can create themselves
on a day-to-day basis. report
beauty enaerts at Gillette Appliance Division.
With a little practice and
some creative input,anyone can
become a coif craftswoman,
turning a basic cut into a variety
of upswept or innovative styles
to reflect mood changes and
enhance wardrobe selections.
Just as last season's perms
were characterized by volume.
spring's styles demonstrate a
graceful, sleek silhouette. Modeled after the smooth, sophisticated coifs of the forties, these
toned-down versions start with
AS THIS YEAR'S HAIILSTYLF.S go to greater lengths, women
hair blown-dry with a lightSr.' rediscovering the art of hairdressing with self-styled looks
weight but powerful dryer like
as simple or complicated as the wearer's whim. This variation
Promax Compact 1200. Essenon a longer look begins with hair blown-dry with Gillette
tial to successful results, blowPeonies Compact 1200, the powerfu
drying "tames" fly-away-hair, shortens drying and styling time. Front l Mae dryer that
hair is side swept then
adding shape and controlloran
plaited ia,to a simple braid-for an updated approach.
overall graceful effect.
Building on a smooth foundaupswept styles, coMbs, bar; synthetic hairpieces convinction, styling techniques are limtones and other hair ornaments ingly imitate the texture and
ited only h.s. the imagination, bridge the gap betWeen styles, color of natural hair at
easilysi6 ith possitni it te s ranging trout a
bringing the tree-and eass
affordable prices.
single _ass mnietrh:41 braid or
wisps ot last year's penn into
Pie-braided strands can he
ponytail to intricate rows ot • line with ttulay's controlled pinned into hair tor contempo
a
woven hair.
concepts. ,
rary look with minimal effort,
One of the season's most
while full-fledged hairpieces
GroWn-out bangs or layers
popular looks is the typical forcan be last minute
.ljfesavers
can
be
easily
captured
with
the
ties' topknot with hair gathered
when it's time to go and there's
aid
of
hair
accessor
ies,
then
at the forehead with an elastic
softly incorporated intothe style no time to style.
band, twisted around the fastenRemember, practice makes
with assistance front a curling
ing and anchored with hair pins
perfect, so give dressing your
(the straight-pronged tspe. are iron like Super Curl Compact tresses a trial
run before stepwith Steam.
best) to keep ends tucked under.
ping out in a glamorous new
For a decorative touch, add a
And. though hairdressing style. equipped with the tricks
comb or garnish with crossed
wotts best with tiled ium to long- of the trade—a blown-dry base
chop sticks bra whimsical hair. accessories can keep and necessary accessories -look.
close-cropped coifs from comyour efforts are bound to he mei
Besides addirig• interest to ing out on the short end. Today. with "sweeping succe
*Rip

Chr.vr Diet

*41%

753-2617

IDiv AEfalaw near Adllar IC=

GENERAL MOTORS PARTS D1VLSION
Keep That Gtaat G.M. Feeling With Genuine G.M. Parts

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Chevrolet

Atria
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

641 South

r2

Dressmaker suits are Spring
'79s major statement in the Don
Sores collection-for Gamut and.
Signatures.
"
Slim but soft with lots offeminine details, these suits Issk
more like two-piece dresses, but
always pared down.
t
The fabrics range frotn dress
fabrics to suitiogs in silk shantung, linen,cotton herringbone,
wool crepe, basv silk and light
gabardine.'
Don Sayres claims, "Fashion
never comes back the same'
way. Feminine-clothes now are
showing a woman can be sexy
as well as brainy."
,
His clothes swoon this statement. His suits and jacket
dresses are narrow but never.
tight, jacket shoulders are padded just enough to make the
hipline appear smaller.
The skirts, a,bit shorter than
before, are coenfortably narrow
with a mild slit at side or front.
411 his clothes are designed
with the idea', in mind that a
woman should rook pure 'Isviffi
finely finished simplicity on
which changing moods are
superimposed by addingaccessories.

/LOW MOW

SLEEK CHIC from Don
Sayre* is seen in a classic Tdress with softly pailIdealeshoulders, a cinched
waist and narrow skert with a
play on elegant draping.

Soft drapi,•

LaDon Dowdy,'Miss Spring of 1979, admires 2 Corvettes at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Why don't you
come out and browse around too!

31=17

SAIL INTO SPRING in this
two-piece outfit by Don
Sayres. A soft pleated skirt is
perfectly paired with a
neck sailor'ssailor s,midi top.

Ahoy!

Making hairstyle ends meet: Soft an 41 slim...
practice makesfor perfection Dressmaker suits from Sayres
are major statement for spring
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tuns accessory ' •
'Mere are lots of sl im.tapered
pants. cut full but flat at the

••••

at

The Blackford
House Gallery

1

onds and launder nOrmally .- For
extra-tough spots, try another
'spray and washing.
• Too wide or long. pants
present little problem; just
make some simple alterations.
Take pants in at the sides se that •
they appear at least straight or,
if you like, naraiweritioward the
bottom, ' '
The length should be no
linger than yohr heel when
you're barefoot; if you weal'
high heels, your shoes will
show, and that's chic
•If _vim have.a suit that loglo"Out,-; see wh t happen wlin .
you add a bel:iniany'of this
spnng'• suits s belted. If you
still don't like it. try the skin
witka soft, silky blouse. Add a
Icing straight vest for a slimmer,
taller look.
. • Do. _your evening dresses
suddenly look froo covered-up
compared to the low-cut creations in the stores? Try some
"surgery."' Set-in sleeves, for
instance, come right out with a
snip of threads. A neckline also
elaisbared. maybe'to one of
thosepnpular deep V's.
Of course the edges will have
tb be finished off. You may be
able to do it yourself. but, if the
labels it good and the color and
lines flattering, it probably v‘ 01
pay to have it done by a dry.
'maker. ;

Miss Spring, LaDon Dowdy wearing
top and jean from Blackford House
Gallery looks on to the many fine
prints to be found at

• If the spring wardrobe that
- looked so terrific when you
packed it away seems to have
.. turned into a dated disaster over
'the wi ter, don't panic.
..• Tab( another look. one piece
at a tithe. did you'll probably
find some things that ate fine
'
just as they are, others that can
he fixed up a bit to look neweri-and, admittedly, a few that midst
go.
, First of all, don't. worry too
• much about that slim. narrow
' look everybody is talking about.
While it's true that many new
- spring fashions have a slimmer
and even slinky line, there are
lenough fuller shapes being
A shown to keep last year's looser
clothes from appearing out of
date.
,
7• Still not happy? Here are
' some perk-up ideas you might
ay:
;
, .• If a dress is Pen fall. see
• how you like the eked when
you define the waiit with a soff
leather sash or narrow 11p11.
• Get rid oftast year'$ stains ,
- and spots; they really make
I clothes look older-Washable
items should be laundered
according to directions on the
label. Most conimon spots will
respond to a, treatment of
Spray 'n Wash ® laundry soil
• and 'stain remover.
Just spray the pretreat
directly on the spot, wai(60 sec-

How to spruce up last
year's stored clothes

Town & Country Yamaha

What A Combination, Miss Spring and Yamaha
CONGRATULATIONS LaDon Dowdy

Thsrosiet
Mask Gist
Sob-L•r•
Scotism
11••••t

_ _

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

It

753-1713

Ward Elkins has
several kitchen
displays and wide
selection of appliances
to choose from.
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Amam
Casieratie

MISS SPRING SECtION
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•

"4, I.
•
‘r,410
.

—

r

"dun and narro.
The slim. straight. -.honer
narrowest at the
trouser
ankle
The skirt. '::ut dose !” the
buds
with back • tnint and
side slits to uncoser the leg
!siecklmet..: the _ Jewel.. the
bateau and the V
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Shoe Store

Court Square
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The cofOrs: loely pale $4:111
tones including moonstone,ala
tv,tSter, amethyst. grey pearl.
s ibrant flower and fruit colors
such as smlet. penwinkle
rose, peppermint. persimmon.
blbeberry • all sparked by lire
cracker brights. . red. yellOw
blue and green
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LaDon finds a great selection of
0 footwear for any occasion.
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The emphasis is on the
ensemble
the three piece
sweater, skin and picket. the
matching two piece sweater and •
skirt and the dress and Jacket.
The fahncs are luxe knits and

Ell...Milk 11E411.

rusrent

•
arid41.1110A
nipped with inch or polo belts
CAL:11-s are tim.
non-

•
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THIS PS THE DREIss ill »ear all through the 'ear and tat.,
with you wherw‘er . 4)u tract. It in 11,111114AVIM 111111 easy 141 par k
... and brat of all you .ill als4a," feel 'sell-dressed in this
breezy silhouette with its open collar. self licit and 1.1111111111111Inilion stripes. From kiotherl.

110.4A

the now arid tuture imbeds
generation works more'. plal.s
riEre
travek more.. inter
mangles Lit .4d iountr, WO&
expeets 04re tor esers dol
la
d r•-••-••r.
- American :women are the
most demanding lashtott us
totnei's in the •orld and gis
them what the want inatle
kirtatvrh.
element
Arnencsn I ite .• •
R it hard
Conrad, new head man ars.,
tashion eatal)it at Kimherh,
1 his means!,lothex that per
tofu in all L4niates., hut HoS
and seasored
I pilatetel.
ohods tcaN A.1111,h,
• mai, !ass', 1.•
h. •
di.:NIZTict I ho.k 4t,1 I to
Spnne 10,0 hr'iti,
nvuom
1.111$2,..., lii 'I
itz rcak tin I rem hi tmc
I ,
and
Ii''.'j'
I Ile Ile Kimher1,..
,Laturall .ile nati..•../1 sIt, ttcr
.knd heat1ii14111., WM1(11.11,2.1ii
the ct 4151
% larri
it* 4.1,1‘..n
Itils long I ails
qa sc
Callit in its
oting and still ,herrsh iii tradi
tions e‘panding its tunem
to /14.6ver the needs ot women
who have learned "Kamherl • •
as their first status word
!Streamlined silhouette
Look for: the streamlined
silhouette
.an et%) Glens.

The beautiful tradition of
Kimberh for lovely spring
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Play to win. . looking your best, like LaDon. Stop in at Dennison-Hunt and
ready to match up with the best.

for Good Sports!

Winning Looks

I H.:LE(:I' OtI .1 I lit). ttV. tfifor
antic e%i•nings. these soft-as-u-sproigthreete rcillii
from Vann, Fair arr the latest and finest in itt-Ininie eleginiee. A inasterpicce! t.% r it uflyr
is the 'Ilrarerir Lace Pajama ileft a
•iril)kil of I,
gAl • I- air Glisatilla' with
anti-cling Antrim' III. scalloped at the loalici• with a sheer frantesiOrk ill csipiisite lure.
Sk•
• ut ahosie the straight gated, %Los., punts, iii.' dolinain I
top re si‘ s all the gin
of a grand 111411111,N011111 entrain • Iii,' long.lean l2 shirt dri i right) i made fr
A'anity
neo Fabolace" —a gestured lary knit fabric as soft HMI light as spring itself'. Side-slashed for •
the sassiest Iflash of leg with
dila Ivo% trim. the Valnilace.
" iiight,hirt of Dacron"
polyester brings it refreshing nes i11111/1I•114,• nie..111,1•11r.

MISS SPRING SECTION

MISS SPRING SECTION

wosra swan
UNISON eas

NURSE'S WATCH

CASE

Sff THOSCOPES &
ANEROMS

SLEEVE
PATCHES

EMBLEM PIN
TAvallsolo in
OW 50 stria')

AP ACS

Professional Uniforms for Men and Women
• 523 Broadway • Paducah, Ky.•

Tattbaka's cUnttoknts

We Back You. . All The Way.

4.

FOR so4oes
INSOLES
HEEL GRIPS

7—
COSMETICS

BANDAGE
SCISSORS

PENLI TES

POCKET
ORGANIZER

3COLOR PEN

CAP cuss'

CAP BANOS—

. We've got your
accessory needs
covered from
head to toe...

i
"SOFT \I/ Sl/PHISTII.I. MD"is the fashion look for spring
hairstyles, according to the members of the delene Curtis
Hairstylists Advisory Board. For instance Brenda Lorip)Mfer
of Louisville perms a shall style to add (*unroll and curve to
chic and wlegant waves,j1ut hair health in just as important as
hair style this season, anal professional hairstylists are reroni.
Mending a complete program of personalized hairy are such as
the Moisture Quotient system from )Flelene Curtis to keep hair
looking its heat.'

in never going to make resolu,
lions, but instead to meet eachsituation prepared to decide'
it erectly.
Sayres

—Giorgio Sant'Angelo

I resolve to stay home with
good book three nights a week.
Vlyfirst project is to read all of

ii„turti ..to and e14et4I
to enjoy everv„minute of :hot
noting point.
—Charles Suppon

(i(bsigtit.rse
rt.striirli(IIIS'•

, Some.

'One way to assure good at home hair care is to ask your
hairstylist about Helene Curtis'
new Moisture Quotient system,
which starts with an in-salon
hair analysis and continues at
home with MQ shampoos. conditioners and other products.
Moisture Quotient products are
&lagged to work together to

prevent dryness, breakage and
dullness by restaging and maintaining hair's proper moisture
level.
A manageable, well
gro?med appearance this spnng
starts at the top with a new
"clean-cut" hairstyle and athome hair care for shiny, manageable, healthy-looking ha tr

4,0,4k3fal,c3,40

Ihmitrt

pian I fret happier 17) It 11/1,ittx
less

753-3037

Bel-Air Center
10:00-8:00
Monday-Saturday
753-7403

,Our Shoes Dress
Up Even The Prettiest
, Pair Of Legs
LaDown Dowdy
Miss Spring 1979

U.S.641 North

Dttnn's Furniture

Miss Spring Helps Brighten Up The fine Furniture at—

1 Resolve to maintain the tali
spirit that has been a great
gratification to me as I've seen
the results of my "Dress Up
Your Neighborhood- contest
improve the appearame eiNew
York.
—Mollie Parnis

Dreams, hopes anti aspirations for ,7t)

No matter' What the style or using a conditioner regularly to
length, Helene Curtis Hairstyl- add shine and manageability to
ist Advisory Board members hair.
Chemical treatments, such as
agree that the fashionable head
the perms and hair coloring so
requires good at-home care.
Brenda Longhofer of Louis- popular for spring, require speville explains that ''busy. cial attention at home:conditiOn
gently, use slow
women don't go to salons as often,
often these days,so they have to heat setting on blow dryers or
be able lo handle and care for curling irons, or let hair dry nattheir hair between salon sisitsi" urally to avoid damaging it.
Michael Marks adds.''"People need to be responsible for
the way their hair looks. Whatever the h4irstyle trend, people
need hair that's healthy-looking
I resolve to stop 3moking.
and suited to where and how
—Cathy Hardwick
they live."
For healthy hair that shows
off a new spnng hairstyle, start
with a good professional cut.
And, be sure to have a trim at •!, To stayas bullsI was 01.1978.
least every two months . . . this
Nipon
season, neatness counts! .
i' lie aware of how lifestyle
affects hair. The. high heat of
styling tools can continuity'',rob
, hair of its essential moisture.
Exposure to the sun's ultraviolet
rays, to wind:hard water and
chlorination, all can take away
, moisture, leaving hair dull, dry
and lifeless.
These moisture-robbers call
for a gentle shampoo and conditioning1
tment.- The Helene
Curtis hai tylists recommend
fx:iCiin
shamas
often as necessary to keep hair clean, and

Today's active woman must learn to take care of hair
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